
ABSTRACT 

GLASS CAMPBELL, LINDSAY ANN. Direct and Indirect Effects of Hypoxia on Juvenile 
Fish in the Neuse River Estuary, North Carolina. (Under the direction of Dr. James A Rice). 
 

In North Carolina and elsewhere, there is concern that excessive nutrient loading and 

resulting hypoxic conditions in coastal ecosystems are adversely affecting living resources, 

but quantifying the effects on fish can be difficult.  Direct exposure to hypoxia can reduce 

fish growth or survival, but fish can also rapidly detect and avoid low dissolved oxygen (DO) 

levels.  In the wild, hypoxia may reduce fish growth via direct exposure, or indirectly (e.g., 

costs of avoidance, reduced food availability, density-dependent effects in oxygenated 

refuges).  I evaluated this hypothesis for juvenile spot Leiostomus xanthurus, a representative 

estuary-dependent species.  By monitoring water quality and fish density across the Neuse 

River Estuary (NRE) during varying water quality conditions I showed that fish effectively 

avoided hypoxia despite rapidly changing conditions, moving away from incursions of 

hypoxic water and then rapidly redistributing into affected areas after these events passed.  

Densities of fish in nearshore oxygenated refuges increased nearly two-fold when habitat was 

compressed by hypoxic waters.  Fish in compressed refuges also had significantly less food 

in their stomachs.  Based on published estimates of density-dependent spot growth I 

estimated that habitat compression reduced average spot growth rate over summer 2007 by at 

least 4%.  Hypoxic events during my study proved to be more spatially and temporally 

dynamic than anticipated.  Given the fine spatial and temporal scale of oxygen dynamics in 

the NRE, evaluating the impacts of hypoxia on fish growth required novel, short-term growth 

indicators that integrate the effects of rapidly changing environmental conditions.  My 

overall goal was to directly quantify how the frequency, duration and severity of hypoxia 



events affects growth of juvenile estuary-dependent fishes in nursery habitats. To do this, I 

experimentally determined the sensitivity and response time of a suite of bioindicators of 

recent growth (RNA:DNA ratio and RNA concentration in muscle tissue, circulating plasma 

levels of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), IGF-I mRNA expression in the liver, 

Hepatosomatic Index, and Fulton’s K) to changes in spot specific growth rate in laboratory 

experiments.  Results indicated that using multiple bioindicators in a predictive growth rate 

model was more informative than models based on individual indicators.  The best model, 

identified using an Information Theoretic Approach, estimated specific growth rate over the 

previous week based on HSI, RNA concentration, DNA concentration, Fulton’s K and 

temperature, and accounted for 80% of the variability in specific growth rates among fish in 

laboratory trials.  I used this model to estimate recent growth rates of spot collected from the 

NRE and other estuarine locations and related them to DO conditions over the week prior to 

collection.  Estimated growth rates of spot collected after a week of Good DO conditions 

were almost twice those of spot collected after a week of Poor DO conditions.  Using these 

results and DO data from the NRE in 2007-2010, I estimated that hypoxia dynamics reduced 

growth of spot over the summer 6-18% in these years relative to growth under constant Good 

DO conditions.  Many studies have employed growth rate relationships with single 

bioindicators, but I demonstrated the value of combining multiple physiological and 

morphological bioindicators, along with environmental data, to produce a more robust 

predictive growth model that can be applied to fish in the field.  This approach can be used to 

evaluate impacts of observed or modeled scenarios of water quality dynamics on growth of 

juvenile spot and serve as a template for development of predictive growth models for other 

species.  The findings presented here could only be achieved by combining biotechnology 



techniques with traditional field ecology methods.  Such interdisciplinary approaches are 

becoming essential to address many of the increasingly complex questions and issues facing 

society.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Estuaries are vital nursery grounds for numerous finfish, shellfish, and invertebrate 

species.  Juvenile fish use estuaries as nursery habitat during a critical life stage as a refuge 

from large predators, an area to find abundant food, and most importantly to grow.  Rapid 

growth allows juvenile fish to reduce their susceptibility to size-selective predators and move 

into less vulnerable stages (Houde 1987).  Nursery grounds help foster rapid growth and 

improve survival through a combination of factors, the most important being high-quality 

prey resources, refuge from predators, and suitable physicochemical conditions (e.g., 

temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen) (Beck et al. 2001, Gibson 1994).  Anthropogenic 

changes to estuarine habitat could have both direct and indirect effects on the growth and 

survival of juvenile fish and the value of the estuary as a nursery habitat (Beck et al. 2001).  

It is important to determine how changes to estuarine habitat affect fish and the function of 

the habitat as a nursery area (Eby & Crowder 2002, Stierhoff et al. 2009). 

North Carolina estuaries are not only important to juvenile fishes and environmental 

sustainability but to the economy, culture and quality of life of coastal North Carolina 

residents as well.   Most of the ecologically and economically important fish and shellfish 

species underpinning North Carolina’s tourism and fishing industries depend on its estuarine 

system for their essential nursery habitat (Weinstein 1979, Ross & Epperly 1985, Able 1999).  

The Neuse River Estuary (NRE) is the end point of a watershed that stretches 402 kilometers 
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from the piedmont region of North Carolina through the coastal plain to Pamlico Sound.  The 

watershed is composed of 5,472 kilometers of tributaries where a growing population of over 

2 million people lives.  Throughout the watershed are many urbanized and industrial areas, as 

well as extensive farmlands and confined animal feedlot operations.  The Neuse River basin 

was listed in 2007 as one of America’s Top Ten Endangered Rivers by the American Rivers 

Foundation due to effects on water quality from poor urban planning and expansion.  The 

Neuse River also made the foundation’s 1995 Threatened list due to the effects of 

agricultural practices in the watershed on the quality of the river system.  One of the 

manifestations of reduced water quality in the NRE is the increase in duration and extent of 

hypoxia, dissolved oxygen (DO) less than 2.0 mg/L.  Fish kills have been recorded in the 

NRE every summer since 1996 (the first year records were taken) and are mainly attributed 

to hypoxia (NCDWQ 2009).   

Hypoxia is an increasing problem not only in North Carolina but in estuaries 

throughout the United States and globally (Breitburg et al. 2009).  Estuaries are prone to 

hypoxic events due to physical and hydrologic characteristics such as being semi-enclosed 

and having water column stratification where fresh and saline water meet (Diaz & Rosenberg 

2008).  However, increased nutrient loading to rivers and estuaries from expanding 

urbanization, road run-off, and agriculture, to name a few sources, changes nutrient balance 

and alters the oxygen budget of estuaries, which can cause a shift in the extent and magnitude 

of hypoxia (Pinckney 2001).  In coastal regions around the world there is serious concern that 

water quality problems due to anthropogenic eutrophication are having negative effects on 
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ecologically and economically important living resources (Caddy 1993, Anon. 1999, 

Schmitten 1999, Craig et al. 2001, Beck et al. 2001, Breitburg 2002).  Scientists have 

hypothesized that poor water quality conditions reduce habitat quality and create a cascade of 

negative effects from benthic invertebrates up to higher predators (Peterson et al. 2000,  

Baird et al. 2004, Powers et al. 2005), but little empirical evidence from the field has been 

produced; negative effects are generally assumed but not tested.    

The goal of this dissertation is to determine direct and indirect effects of hypoxia on 

juvenile fish growth, specifically in the NRE, by using approaches that directly assess 

impacts on growth rates in the field and evaluating linkages between changes in water quality 

and actual consequences to fish populations.  Because fish are highly mobile and exhibit 

strong avoidance behavior to hypoxia (Wannamaker & Rice 2000, Eby & Crowder 2002, 

Bell & Eggleston 2005), indirect effects due to habitat compression and density-dependent 

processes in crowded oxygenated refuges may be important mechanisms by which hypoxia 

impacts juvenile cohorts (Pihl et al. 1991, Breitburg 1992).  In Chapter 2, I start by 

evaluating the spatial and temporal dynamics of hypoxia across a section of the NRE.  I 

further evaluate how fishes alter their spatial distribution in response to hypoxia, particularly 

how fish densities change in oxygenated refuges as they expand and contract. Then, I 

estimate the extent to which density-dependent processes in compressed refuges may result 

in indirect effects on cumulative growth of juvenile fish.   

For the next sections of my dissertation, I evaluate the effects of hypoxia on growth 

rates of individual juvenile fish by using biological indicators (RNA:DNA ratio and RNA 
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concentration in muscle tissue, liver expression of insulin-like growth factor-I, circulating 

plasma levels of insulin-like growth factor-I, Hepatosomatic Index, and Fulton’s K).  A fish’s 

growth integrates effects of all the conditions in its environment and could be considered a 

direct reflection of habitat suitability.  To apply levels of indicators to growth rates of wild 

fish, calibration experiments must first be run to quantify values under specific conditions.  

In Chapter 3, I test the temporal sensitivity of biological indicators of growth to reductions in 

food and the relationship between each indicator and growth rates in the laboratory.  I use 

juvenile spot Leiostomus xanthurus as my target fish since it is a representative estuarine-

dependent species, benthically oriented (where hypoxia is most severe), and for which 

extensive background data are available on diet (Miltner et al 1995; Nemerson & Able 2004), 

effects of hypoxia on behavior, growth and survival (Wannamaker and Rice 2000, McNatt 

and Rice 2004, Shimps et al. 2005), and density-dependence of growth and survival (Craig et 

al. 2007).  

In Chapter 4, I utilize information from the assessment of the growth indicators to 

produce a predictive model of growth rates based on a combination of indicators.  

Subsequently, I input measured indicator levels from juvenile spot collected in the wild into 

the model to estimate their individual growth rates.  Finally, I relate these estimated recent 

growth rates of wild spot to recent DO conditions recorded at their site of capture to establish 

potential linkages between the frequency, duration and severity of hypoxia and juvenile spot 

growth rates.   
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Taken together, these studies provide valuable contributions to our knowledge of 

spatial and temporal dynamics of hypoxia, fish movement in relationship to those dynamics, 

calibration and evaluation of several biological indicators of recent growth for juvenile spot, 

and a quantitative estimate of the direct and indirect effects of hypoxia on growth of a 

juvenile estuarine-dependent fish that can inform scientists and fisheries managers.  
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Chapter 2 

Effects of hypoxia-induced habitat compression on juvenile fish in the 

Neuse River Estuary, North Carolina 

INTRODUCTION 

 In coastal regions globally there is serious concern that water quality problems due to 

anthropogenic eutrophication are having negative effects on ecologically and economically 

important living resources (Caddy 1993, Anon. 1999, Schmitten 1999, Craig et al. 2001, 

Beck et al. 2001, Breitburg 2002).  Increased nutrient loading to rivers and estuaries from 

sources such as expanding urbanization and agricultural runoff change nutrient balances and 

alter the oxygen budget of estuaries, which can increase the extent and magnitude of hypoxia 

(dissolved oxygen <2.0 mg l-1) (Pinckney 2001).  Increased frequency and duration of 

hypoxic events are commonly caused by high productivity due to excess nutrients added to 

warm water, coupled with reduced mixing rates due to salinity stratification.  Patterns of 

increased hypoxia due to anthropogenic causes have been observed in Chesapeake Bay 

(Cooper 1995), the Gulf of Mexico (Rabalais et al. 2002), and elsewhere (Breitburg et al. 

2009) including North Carolina (Luettich et al. 2000).  Diaz and Rosenberg (2008) found that 

hypoxia can alter the state of the ecosystem in an estuary (increased nutrients and organic 

matter, diversion of nutrients to microbial pathways instead of higher trophic levels, 

decreased benthic fauna), and if hypoxia is a persistent, recurring event, recovery of that 

ecosystem may lag several years behind a reduction in nutrient loading. 
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Estuaries are important not only as a nursery and essential fish habitat for juvenile 

fish, but also to the economy, culture and quality of life of coastal residents.  Most of the 

ecologically and economically important fish and shellfish species underpinning tourism and 

fishing industries in North Carolina and elsewhere, depend on estuarine systems for their 

essential nursery habitat (Weinstein 1979, Ross & Epperly 1985, Able 1999).  In North 

Carolina, nearly 90% of commercially important fishes and 60% of recreationally important 

fishes are dependent on estuarine nursery areas at some point in their life cycle (Deaton et al. 

2010).  One of North Carolina’s larger estuaries, the Neuse River Estuary (NRE), began 

receiving increased attention regarding eutrophication in the late 1970s (NCDWQ 2009), was 

placed on the North Carolina 303(d) list of impaired waters in 1994 (NCDWQ 2009), and a 

Neuse Nutrient Strategy was adopted by the North Carolina Environmental Management 

Commission in 1998 to reduce total nitrogen entering the estuary by 30%.  Despite this, the 

Neuse River Basinwide Assessment (NCDWQ 2009) showed that there was no distinct 

reduction in overall nitrogen loading by 2006.  An increasing number of fish kills in the NRE 

in the mid-1990s prompted detailed data collection on species and numbers of fish killed, 

water quality parameters, and pathology reports starting in 1997 that continues today.  These 

data have shown peaks in fish kills in 2003 and 2008, and record highs in 2009 (North 

Carolina Division of Water Quality Environmental Sciences Section; annual reports available 

at http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq/ess/fishkills). 

Fish kills are a highly visible indicator of water quality problems (e.g., Paerl et al. 

1998) but generally have negligible population-level impacts, as even large fish kills 

http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq/ess/fishkills
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typically involve only a small fraction of the population and are relatively rare.  Conversely, 

sublethal hypoxic conditions are common and widespread, and may affect a much larger 

portion of the fish population.   Fish growth can be reduced by exposure to sublethal low or 

fluctuating hypoxia as shown in experimental trials with a variety of species (e.g., southern 

flounder Paralichthys lethostigma, Taylor & Miller 2001; spot Leiostomus xanthurus and 

menhaden Brevoortia tyrannus, McNatt & Rice 2004; summer flounder Paralichthys 

dentatus and winter flounder Pseudopleuronectes americanus, Stierhoff et al. 2006).  

However, fish can typically detect and avoid hypoxia, often at DO levels higher than those 

that would typically cause a reduction in growth (Wannamaker & Rice 2000, Eby & Crowder 

2002, Bell & Eggleston 2005, Stierhoff et al. 2006). 

Because fish can often avoid direct exposure to hypoxia, indirect effects of hypoxia 

on growth of individual fish may have greater consequences than direct effects.  When 

hypoxic conditions expand, avoidance behavior by fish may increase densities in oxygenated 

refuges, typically near shore.  Crowding in these oxygenated refuges may cause density-

dependent effects on growth (Pihl et al. 1991, Breitburg 1992).  Small-scale cage 

experiments in the field and larger-scale pond experiments have documented reductions in 

growth of juvenile estuary-dependent fish as densities increased, even in the absence of 

predation (Eby et al. 2005, Craig et al. 2007).  In the field, reduced growth can prolong the 

period of vulnerability to gape-limited predators, increasing predation mortality (Sogard 

1997).  High densities of fish confined to a compressed oxygenated refuge may also attract 
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predators, or predators may be confined to the oxygenated refuge as well, resulting in higher 

encounter rates and increased mortality of juvenile fish (Hixon et al. 2002).   

Hypoxia can also indirectly affect fish growth through its impact on prey resources.  

As hypoxic waters expand and contract repeatedly over a season, the abundance of benthic 

invertebrate prey can be reduced because these sessile invertebrates cannot avoid lethal DO 

levels (Peterson et al. 2000, Eby et al. 2005, Powers et al. 2005).  Eby et al. (2005) concluded 

from field caging experiments with Atlantic croaker Micropogonias undulatus that 

reductions in growth due to reduced prey resources may surpass reductions in growth due to 

direct exposure to short-term hypoxic events.  Thus, repeated episodic hypoxic disturbances 

affect the interactions of juvenile fish with both their predators and their prey as well as 

intraspecific competitive interactions (Breitburg 1992, Breitburg et al. 1997).  

While substantial effort has been devoted to water quality monitoring and modeling, 

rarely are linkages between poor water quality and estuarine fish population responses 

specifically addressed (e.g., Borsuk et al. 2003, Bowen 2003, Wood et al. 2005).  Scientists 

have hypothesized that poor water quality conditions reduce habitat quality and create a 

cascade of negative effects from benthic invertebrates to higher predators (Peterson et al. 

2000, Powers et al. 2005), but little empirical evidence from the field has been produced; 

negative effects are generally assumed but not tested.  Understanding these linkages and the 

magnitude of their potential sublethal and lethal effects on aquatic living resources would 

provide much-needed information to guide water quality and natural resource management.  

This understanding is particularly important for juvenile fish and estuarine habitats because 
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anthropogenic changes to estuarine habitats are increasing (Diaz & Rosenberg 2008) and the 

value of an estuarine habitat is often measured by its ability to serve as a nursery for juvenile 

fishes (Beck et al. 2001).   

Because fish are highly mobile and exhibit strong hypoxia avoidance behavior, 

indirect effects due to habitat compression and density-dependent processes in oxygenated 

refuges may be important mechanisms by which hypoxia impacts juvenile cohorts. However, 

studying these processes is complicated because, unlike most other habitat features, water 

quality characteristics are spatially and temporally dynamic and the size and duration of 

refuges varies with wind and oxygen conditions in the system.  In this study, we evaluated 

changes in the spatial distribution and density of juvenile fishes in response to seasonal and 

episodic hypoxia dynamics, and estimated the extent to which these changes may result in 

indirect effects of hypoxia on growth.  We focused on juvenile spot and Atlantic croaker as 

these fish were abundant, occupy the full spectrum of impacted habitats, are benthically 

oriented (where hypoxia is most severe), and are representative estuarine-dependent fishes 

that support significant fisheries.  We conducted our study on a cross section of the NRE that 

experiences frequent hypoxia and used a combination of water quality monitoring and fish 

sampling to address the following questions:  How does the spatial distribution of hypoxia 

within a season and on an event basis influence fish densities?  Does habitat compression due 

to hypoxic events result in significant increases in densities in oxygenated water refuges?  

Does feeding success change in response to fish densities or water quality condition?  Does 

relative predator abundance change in oxygenated refuges as a response to habitat 
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compression?  What potential changes in fish growth can be attributed to these indirect 

effects?  Quantifying these effects could provide insight on the cumulative consequences of 

these indirect effects on fish growth and production. 

METHODS 

Study Area   

The NRE is the end point of a watershed that stretches over 400 kilometers from the 

piedmont region of North Carolina through the coastal plain to Pamlico Sound, and is 

composed of 3,400 miles of tributaries.  A population of over 2 million people live in the 

Neuse River  basin and is expected to increase 44% from 2000-2020 (NCDWQ 2009). 

Throughout the watershed are many urbanized and industrial areas as well as extensive 

farmlands and numerous confined animal feedlot operations.  The NRE is a relatively 

shallow estuary with circulation driven primarily by wind rather than tides, and slow flushing 

rates in the summer (63 days, NCDWQ 2009).  Hypoxia develops on the river bottom as the 

processes decomposing organic materials uses up oxygen, and the water column becomes 

stratified due to low wind-driven mixing, particularly as water warms up during summer 

months.  Hypoxia can quickly spread upward in the water column when no wind mixing 

occurs to bring oxygenated waters to the bottom.  Strong, sustained winds can force 

downwelling of oxygenated waters on the down-wind side of the river, displacing the 

hypoxic layer into the shallow areas on the up-wind side of the basin creating a seiche event; 

when the winds relax the hypoxic layer can quickly flow back to the other side of the basin 

(Reynolds-Flemming & Luettich 2004).  For example, winds from the southwest cause 
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hypoxic bottom water to upwell along the southwest shoreline, but after winds relax or turn 

from the northeast hypoxic water upwells on the northeast side of the river (Reynolds-

Flemming & Luettich 2004).  We selected a cross section of the NRE for our study transect 

known for hypoxia dynamics in other studies (Luettich et al. 2000, Bell et al. 2003), with 

areas that range from typically oxygenated to chronically hypoxic.  While several studies 

have documented water quality along transects down the middle of the NRE (e.g., Luettich et 

al. 2000), no study has continuously monitored across the width of the river for an extended 

period.  Our transect was located 19 river kilometers downstream of the Hwy 70 bridge in 

New Bern, North Carolina, and extended from just up-river of the mouth of Slocum Creek to 

just down-river of the mouth of Beard Creek (Figure 2.1).  At this location the river is 

oriented from northwest (upstream) to southeast (downstream) so prevailing winds generally 

blow across the river, creating seiche events. 

Water Quality Monitoring 

During the summer of 2007, five YSI 600XLM data sondes were deployed at sites 

along the transect across the NRE (Figure 2.1) ~30 cm off the bottom and recorded 

temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and depth every 15 minutes, from early summer 

(May 25, 2007) to late summer (final retrieval September 24, 2007).  Both nearshore stations 

(173 - 185 m from shore, ~1 m depth, south shore = site 1, north shore = site 5) where chosen 

to represent typically oxygenated areas with minimal severity of hypoxic conditions.  The 

center station (midway between the two shores, ~4 m depth, site 3) was chosen to represent 

areas characterized by substantial, prolonged hypoxic events.  Stations located between the 
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mid-river site and nearshore sites (621 m from south shore, site 2, and 366 m from north 

shore, site 4, ~2 - 3 m depth) represented areas that we expected would be more 

intermittently affected by hypoxia.  Sondes were serviced weekly to clean off any 

accumulated debris and download data.    

Fish Sampling   

We conducted approximately weekly nighttime sampling trips (total 14, May to 

September) to estimate the density of spot and other fish species at five sites corresponding 

to the data sonde locations.  We conducted nighttime sampling to reduce visual detection and 

gear avoidance in shallow waters, to target fish after potentially increased feeding activity at 

dusk, and to sample when occurrences of hypoxic events were more likely.  Each site was 

sampled with an otter trawl (6 m head rope and foot rope with tickler chain attached, 20 mm 

bar mesh wings, 5 mm bar mesh cod end) pulled parallel to shore at constant speed for two 

minutes (average track length ~200 m).  Sites were trawled once in order from south to north, 

then the same sequence was repeated two more times (for a total of three trawls at each site 

per sampling night).  If the mid-river location (site 3) data sonde showed a pattern of 

continuous hypoxia, the water column was hypoxic to a depth beyond the height range of the 

trawl net (at least 1 m above the bottom), and no fish were caught during the first trawl set, it 

was not re-trawled during the other two sets.  At the beginning and end of each trawl we 

recorded water quality readings (temperature, salinity, DO) ~10 cm below the surface and 

~30 cm off the bottom using a hand-held YSI 600 QS.  For samples with fewer than ~200 

fish all individuals were identified to species, counted, and a subset of 20 individuals 
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measured.  For larger samples, all individuals of rare species were identified, counted, and 

measured.  The remaining sample was divided in half or quarters to obtain a subsample of 

~200 fish, and the remaining fish were identified and counted.  Total number of fish for a 

subsampled trawl was estimated by multiplying the number of fish in the subsample by the 

subsample’s proportion of the total catch  Fish density was calculated by dividing the total 

number of fish caught by the area trawled, then multiplying by 3.125 to account for estimated 

trawl efficiency of 32%, based on a study by Kjelson and Johnson (1978) using same net 

construction, similar sized spot, similar depths, and conducted in a nearby estuary.  Trawled 

area was calculated by multiplying track length (determined from GPS points taken at the 

beginning and ending of each trawl) by the width of the net mouth while fishing (estimated 

as 5 m, based on Kjelson & Johnson 1978).  Samples were assigned to three DO categories, 

based on the average of bottom DO readings at the beginning and end of the trawl:  DO < 2 

mg l-1, DO between 2 - 4 mg l-1, and DO > 4 mg l-1.  If DO readings at the beginning and end 

of a trawl indicated that the trawl track crossed the hypoxic boundary (one reading < 2 mg l-1, 

one reading > 2 mg l-1) the sample was not included in any of the above categories for 

analyses.   

A subset of spot from each trawl (20 individuals, when available) was sealed in a 

plastic bag and flash frozen in dry ice-ethanol slurry; later fish were thawed, weighed 

(nearest 0.01 g) and measured (nearest mm standard length, SL), and stomachs were removed 

and placed in 10% formalin.  Individual stomachs were later weighed to the nearest 0.001 g, 

and stomach fullness was categorized (on a scale from 0 - 6, completely empty to stomach 
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distended).  An Index of Feeding was calculated by dividing the whole stomach wet weight 

by the wet weight of the fish. 

To characterize the relative density of potential predators in relation to water quality, 

we conducted weekly nighttime gillnetting at each site.  One experimental gill net of 2.44 m 

height with 50 m sections of 31.8 mm, 50.8 mm, 63.5 mm, and 76.2 mm bar mesh was set on 

the bottom parallel to shore at each station starting at sunset with a minimum soak time of 2.5 

hours.  Water quality readings (temperature, salinity, DO) were recorded ~10 cm below the 

surface and ~30 cm off the bottom when nets were set and picked up.  All fish caught were 

identified to species and counted, and potential predators were measured to the nearest mm 

SL.  Potential predators were determined as carnivorous fish with a gape that would allow 

ingestion of fish > 60 mm SL.  Catch per unit effort (CPUE) was calculated as the number of 

fish caught per hour soak time of the gill net; a separate CPUE for potential predators only 

was calculated similarly.   

Sites 1 and 5 were characterized as areas of oxygenated refuge from hypoxia which 

we then assigned to two different habitat compression states: refuge not compressed or 

refuge compressed.  The refuge was defined as not compressed if both its DO reading and 

that of its adjacent site (site 2 or site 4) was above 2 mg l-1; the refuge was compressed if its 

DO reading was above 2 mg l-1, but DO at its adjacent site was below 2 mg l-1.  A special 

case was also considered when there was effectively no refuge because both DO readings 

were below 2 mg l-1, so while not a true refuge this case is considered in our analysis (labeled 

by “hypoxic”) to give a representation of all conditions experienced.   
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Data Analysis 

Records of temperature, salinity, and DO from the remotely-deployed data sondes 

were processed using Aquarius 2.0 software (Aquatic Informatics Inc., British Columbia, 

Canada) with corrections made for instrument drift based on comparison to simultaneous 

water quality readings taken with a calibrated, handheld YSI 600QS data sonde.  We defined 

hypoxic events as follows: an event started when a dissolved oxygen reading was less than or 

equal to 2.0 mg l-1 and ended when two consecutive readings were above 2.5 mg l-1. Then, 

we characterized frequency and duration of events at each site by month.  Rate of onshore 

movement of the hypoxic front was estimated by dividing the time between the first hypoxic 

reading at site 2 (or 4) and the first hypoxic reading at site 1 (or 5) by the distance between 

the two data sondes.  For ease of viewing in figures, water quality data are presented as a 

running average, such that, for a particular time point, readings from a specified interval (45 

min or 3 h) both before and after that point are averaged and the resulting value is plotted on 

the figure.  We examined patterns of DO and salinity in relationship to wind speed and 

direction over short term (1 week) and long term (3 months) time periods.  Wind data was 

obtained from the State Climate Office of North Carolina for measurements taken at Cherry 

Point Marine Core Air Station (KNKT) in the form of hourly average wind speed and 

direction.  Finally, we compared water quality readings from opposite sides of the NRE to 

evaluate if any relationship between the two could be detected. 

The calculated value for fish density (fish m-2) from each trawl sample was 

transformed (log10(density + 1)) to account for zeros and to meet the assumptions of 
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normality and equality of variance for statistical analysis, but we present untransformed data 

in the Results for ease of interpretation.  Gillnet CPUE values were also transformed 

(log10(CPUE)) to meet the assumptions of normality and equality of variance, but we present 

untransformed data in the Results.  The difference in densities and CPUE among water 

quality conditions was tested by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  Comparisons were also 

tested among the different habitat compression categories for both densities of fish from 

trawl samples and gill net CPUE data.  Index of Feeding values from the subsample of spot 

from each trawl were averaged to give a single Index of Feeding value for each trawl.  When 

testing for fish length effects on Index of Feeding individual values were used.  The Index of 

Feeding proportions were ArcSin-square root transformed and tested for differences in both 

water quality and habitat compression categories; untransformed values are presented in the 

results section.  All analyses were performed in JMP 9 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) with 

an alpha level of 0.05. 

RESULTS 

Dissolved Oxygen 

Dissolved oxygen concentrations varied substantially over the short term (hours to 

days) and long term (weeks to months) on both temporal and spatial scales.  Hypoxic events 

were dynamic with changes in dissolved oxygen at a site often dropping from above 6 mg l-1 

to below 2 mg l-1 in less than an hour and recovering from hypoxia just as quickly.  We often 

recorded many hypoxic events within a week at an individual site (Figure 2.2), and as many 

as four in a single day.  During a typical 5-hour sampling period all three dissolved oxygen 
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categories could be recorded.  Site 3 was hypoxic 75% of total recordings for the summer, 

with fewer individual events but each event longer (average 48.5 hours) and a single 

continuous event lasting 498 hours (Table 2.1).  Intermediate sites (sites 2 and 4) had higher 

percentages of time spent hypoxic (16% and 27%, respectively) than their corresponding 

nearshore counterparts.  August exhibited the highest occurrence of total individual hypoxic 

events.  Site 4 had the highest number of events for the season at 83 with an average duration 

of 7.74 hours. 

Consistent with observations reported by Bell et al. (2003), Reynolds-Flemming & 

Luettich (2004) and Eggleston et al. (2005), the hypoxia dynamics we observed were driven 

by wind, with winds from the southwest associated with hypoxic upwelling on the south side 

of the estuary and winds from the northeast with hypoxic upwelling on the north side of the 

estuary (Figure 2.2).  The relationship between wind direction and speed, and the inverse 

patterns of hypoxic events on opposite sides of the estuary held throughout the whole June-

August period (Figure 2.3).  Because of the role wind plays in hypoxia dynamics, we 

observed an approximate inverse relationship between DO concentrations on opposite sides 

of estuary over the season (Figure 2.4).  Generally, hypoxic conditions tended to occur 

between 1700 and 0700 hours on the southwest side of the estuary, and between 0300 and 

1600 hours on the northeast side of the estuary (Figure 2.4).  This pattern reflects the 

tendency for winds to increase in strength from the southwest during the afternoon, and then 

die down after sunset.  The relaxation of wind strength reduces upwelling, allowing seiche 

events to take place, where previously upwelled hypoxic water would move to the opposite 
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side of the estuary before settling to the bottom of the basin, much like a pendulum swing.  

The average speed of the onshore movement of the hypoxic front on the southwest side of 

estuary was 7 cm s-1 with a maximum speed of 52 cm s-1.  On the northeast side of the 

estuary the average speed of the hypoxic front was 5 cm s-1 with a maximum speed of 24 cm 

s-1.   

In general, lower DO is associated with higher salinities due to stratification in the 

river.  Thus, a decline in DO at a site due to wind-driven movement of bottom waters is also 

typically accompanied by an increase in salinity.  Over the short term, salinity values can be 

coupled with DO, with a stronger relationship in some periods (e.g. Site 2: June 17 – 23, R2 = 

0.51, July 16 – 22, R2 = 0.73) but a weaker relationship in others (e.g., Site 2: July 1 – 7, R2 = 

0.11, August 26 – 31, R2 = 0.20) (Figure 2.2).  However, on a longer time scale the 

relationship between DO and actual salinity values breaks down because bottom-water 

salinity can change seasonally.  For example, in 2007 average bottom salinity at sites 2 - 4 

changed from 9 - 13 ppt in June to 14 - 19 ppt in July and 15 - 17 ppt in August.  As a result, 

though DO was significantly related to salinity, only a small portion of the variability in DO 

was explained by salinity at sites 1 - 5 when tested over June through August (linear 

regression, all p < 0.0001, R2 values: site 1 = 0.14, site 2 = 0.28, site 3 = 0.26, site 4 = 0.13 

and site 5 = 0.05).  Even when regressions were run for data separated by month, the highest 

R2 was 0.61 for site 3 in June but most R2 values were less than 0.30, with linear regression 

of DO and salinity not significant at site 5 in June or July.   
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Fish Sampling 

We conducted 149 trawls from May 29, 2007 to September 22, 2007.  Our catch was 

comprised of 96% demersal species (in descending order of abundance, Atlantic croaker, 

spot, blue crab Callinectes sapidus , southern flounder, brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus 

aztecus, hogchoker Trinectes maculatus , summer flounder, bighead searobin Prionotus 

tribulus, and blackcheek tonguefish Symphurus plagiusa); of those, spot made up 42% and 

Atlantic croaker 56%.  Non-demersal species included (in descending order of abundance) 

bay anchovy Anchoa mitchilli, pinfish Lagodon rhomboides, menhaden, harvestfish Peprilus 

paru,  bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix,  white mullet Mugil curema, silver perch Bairdiella 

chrysoura, and American eel Anguilla rostrata).  Average size of spot increased from 70 ± 

0.5 mm SL (mean ± SE) in June to 93 ± 1.3 mm SL in August; croaker were slightly larger, 

increasing from 82 ± 0.6 mm SL in June to 110 ± 1.2 mm SL in August. 

Throughout the season density of demersal fish in trawl samples was strongly related 

to oxygen concentration.  Since 96% of our trawls were made up of demersal species the 

densities we report are those only demersal of species only.  As expected, overall fish 

densities declined over the season (ANOVA, n = 105, p < 0.0001, Student’s t-test t = 1.98, 

June (a), July (b), August (b,c), September (c)).  Mean density of fish from normoxic waters 

(DO > 4 mg l-1) was almost twice that from waters with DO between 2 - 4 mg l-1, and fifteen 

times greater than densities where DO was less than 2.0 mg l-1 (fish m-2: 1.05, 0.62, 0.06 

respectively; ANOVA, df = 138, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.5).  All samples from waters where 
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DO was greater than 2.0 mg l-1 contained fish; in contrast, 38% of samples from water with 

less than 2.0 mg l-1 DO had zero fish. 

Densities of fish in oxygenated nearshore refuges were strongly affected by the extent 

to which hypoxia compacted these areas.  When the nearshore oxygenated refuge was 

compressed (i.e., the adjacent site was hypoxic), mean density of fish (0.98 fish m-2) was 

almost twice the mean density (0.55 fish m-2) of samples in the same areas when the refuge 

was not compressed (i.e., the adjacent site was normoxic) and greater still than in the few 

cases when the whole area was hypoxic so there was no oxygenated refuge (0.13 fish m-2) 

(ANOVA, df =65, p = 0.0247) (Figure 2.6).   

Fish in compressed refuges had not been eating as much recently as fish in non-

compressed areas during early summer.  Index of Feeding in refuge areas did not vary 

significantly with time of day sampled (ANOVA, df = 56, p = 0.19), but did vary by Month 

(ANOVA, df = 3, p = 0.0071).  Index of Feeding in the compressed refuge in June was about 

half (0.0063) of that when the refuge was not compressed (0.0108) (t-test, df = 18, p = 0.04); 

there was no difference in Index of Feeding in other months (t-tests: July, df = 25, p = 0.97; 

August, df = 2, p = 0.56; September, df = 4, p = 0.39) (Figure 2.7).  Index of Feeding 

declined slightly as the season progressed (Figure 2.7).  To investigate whether or not fish 

size had an allometric effect on Index of Feeding leading to decrease over the season and to 

evaluate whether the Index changed over the season (e.g., due to a seasonal change in food 

availability) we used values from individual collected at sites 1 and 5 when the refuge was 

not compressed (so as to not confound with refuge size), and ran an ANOVA to test for 
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effects of length (SL mm), Month, and their interaction.  Only Month was a significant factor 

(ANOVA, df = 377, p < 0.0001; Effects tests: SL, df = 1, p = 0.87; Month, df = 3, p < 

0.0001; Month*SL, df = 3, p = 0.93).  Index of Feeding from spot collected during a 

prolonged hypoxic event August 8 – 10, 2007, when no refuge was available, was higher (1.4 

± 0.14) than average Index of Feeding during any other water condition (Figure 2.7).   

We gillnetted on eight different nights from May 30 to September 23, 2007.  Catches 

were comprised of 18% predators (bluefish, blue crab, longnose gar Lepisosteus osseus, 

Spanish mackerel Scomberomorus maculatus, southern flounder, red drum Sciaenops 

ocellatus, and spotted seatrout Cynoscion nebulosus), and 82% non-predators, which either 

did not eat demersal fish or were not of the size range to eat demersal fish (menhaden, 

cownose ray Rhinoptera bonasus, Atlantic croaker, harvest fish, silver perch, spot, Atlantic 

stingray Dasyatis sabina, pinfish, and pompano Trachinotus carolinus).  Bluefish were the 

most common predator caught in our gill nets (n = 527), with a trend of increasing numbers 

as the season progressed.  There was no difference in gillnet total fish CPUE (fish per hour) 

weather conditions were hypoxic during the net set (12.03 ± 5.19) or not (44.18 ± 7.34) (t-

test, df = 42, p = 0.054), or whether the refuge was compressed (34.87 ± 23.3) or not (49.83 ± 

9.84) (t-test, df =21, p = 0.52).  Predator CPUE in gillnets was not different whether 

conditions were hypoxic (5.76 ± 1.04) or not (6.16 ± 1.82) (t-test, df = 41, p = 0.93) or 

whether the refuge was compressed (5.48 ± 1.18) or not (6.32 ± 1.45) (t-test, df = 20, p = 

0.66). There was no difference in predator CPUE between nearshore sites (6.79 ± 1.53) and 

intermediate sites (4.84 ± 1.02) (ANOVA, df = 41, p = 0.48). 
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DISCUSSION 

Our study shows that fish detect and avoid hypoxia in the field and can do so in 

response to rapidly changing conditions (minutes to hours).  Throughout the season, fish 

were able to move away from incursions of hypoxic water and then rapidly redistribute into 

affected areas after these events passed; fish responded this way repeatedly over the summer 

instead of permanently emigrating from areas that frequently experienced hypoxic events.  

Eby et al. (2005) found that early in the season benthic prey were more abundant in deeper 

sites (similar to our intermediate sites), which may explain why fish return to these areas 

despite frequent hypoxic events.  Our results supplement findings by others that fish move 

away from hypoxia (e.g., Pihl et al 1991, Tyler & Targett 2007, Keller et al 2010), but are 

unique in that we documented this behavior in response to hypoxic events occurring on the 

scale of hours and recurring repeatedly over several months. 

The added movement and interactions associated with repeatedly avoiding hypoxic 

waters may have greater cumulative energetic and mortality consequences than evading only 

a few, stable, long-term events over the course of a season.  Energetic costs of swimming 

increase exponentially with swimming speed (Fry 1971).  The average on-shore movement 

rate of hypoxic waters we observed (5 - 7 cm s-1) was similar to previous calculations by 

Luettich et al. (2000) of 6 cm s-1; however, several hypoxic events greatly exceeded the 

average on-shore speed (26 - 52 cm s-1), illustrating how quickly hypoxic waters can move 

and fish must promptly evade.  Telemetry tracking of juvenile spot in relation to oxygen 

conditions documented spot swimming at speeds up to 3.5 body lengths per second when 
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avoiding hypoxia (J. Kevin Craig, pers. comm.).  Based on the average sizes of fish in our 

samples, spot could swim up to 28 cm s-1 and croaker 33 cm s-1 to avoid hypoxic waters, 

making it possible for them to outswim the average on-shore movement of hypoxia but 

unlikely to outswim our fastest calculated hypoxic movement of 52 cm s-1.  Some fish will 

likely be caught in hypoxic waters during their escape and will be subject to greater direct 

hypoxia consequences during this time.  Many benthic species can move not only 

horizontally away from hypoxia, but also vertically out of the more dense hypoxic waters 

into overlaying normoxic waters.  Moving vertically a few meters or less would require 

negligible energy expenditure compared to prolonged, rapid, lateral movement.  However, 

this behavior would separate demersal fish like spot and croaker from their normal benthic 

food sources and their vulnerability to predators may be elevated while they remain in this 

less familiar pelagic environment.  Even if spot and croaker remain near the bottom during 

avoidance movement, their ability to feed on benthic prey would likely also be reduced when 

swimming at elevated speeds.  Thus, successful avoidance behavior may still result in 

negative indirect effects due to increased activity costs, decreased feeding, and potentially 

increased predation mortality.   

If the hypoxic front is moving rapidly there could be a “snow plow” effect of fish 

accumulating on the hypoxic edge while moving to get out of the way of advancing hypoxia, 

increasing localized densities on the hypoxic front.  Craig (2011) found evidence of fish 

aggregating on the edge of the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico.  Two of our trawls that 

crossed the hypoxic boundary (i.e., at one end of the trawl DO was > 2 mg l-1, at the other 
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end DO was < 2 mg l-1) had very high densities of fish, in the top 10 highest of the study. 

One trawl was conducted at site 2 when the end of this trawl went into slightly deeper waters, 

encountering the hypoxic edge.  The second trawl that crossed the boundary occurred at site 

1 at the start of a prolonged hypoxic event as the hypoxic front advanced towards shore.  The 

data sonde at this site showed a rapid decline in DO and then several hours of hypoxia.  We 

visibly observed fish aggregating near shore and then migrating laterally toward the mouth of 

a nearby tributary.  These incidents show fish aggregating on the edge of the hypoxic zone 

similar to the behavior observed by Craig (2011), but on a much smaller scale.  If fish are 

staying in these edge areas with increased density, then even more inter- and intra-species 

interactions could take place than we can accurately describe from the samples we collected. 

Because 38% of trawls under hypoxic conditions collected no fish and the remainder 

collected very low numbers of fish, it is worth considering why fish were located in hypoxic 

waters at all.  The presence of at least some of the fish in our trawls under hypoxic conditions 

might be an artifact of the mouth of the net extending up into normoxic waters at times, 

catching fish that were not truly in hypoxic water.  Though we did not get many fish in our 

trawls when sampling at intermediate sites when the bottom was hypoxic, we noted that the 

depth finder sonar image showed a layer of fish just above upper boundary of the hypoxic 

layer.  Pihl et al (1992) suggested that fish take advantage of invertebrate prey temporarily 

stunned by hypoxia, and others have noted that benthic prey migrate vertically to the 

sediment surface during hypoxia exposure (Diaz & Rosenberg 1995, Taylor & Eggleston 

2000), so the fish in these areas could be exploiting this resource (as reported by Roberts et 
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al. 2012).  We observed one instance in our study when spot may have been employing this 

strategy, as the Index of Feeding (0.013 ± 0.002) of spot collected in low DO waters during a 

prolonged hypoxic event on August 8 - 10 was two times higher than of spot collected during 

normoxia (0.0058 ± 0.001).  However, prolonged events such as this did not frequently occur 

at our nearshore and intermediate sites.  Some researchers suggest short hypoxic events (less 

than 6 hours), such as those observed in our study,  might not last long enough for infauna to 

migrate to the sediment surface, reducing  the potential profitability of foraging as a 

behavioral response to hypoxia (Bell et al. 2003).  Fish may also choose to stay in hypoxic 

waters to avoid predators; Froeschke and Stunz (2012) found through tank experiments that 

pinfish and Atlantic croaker would not go into hypoxic waters for food, but would do so to 

avoid predators.  We did not find evidence of highly increased predator density in 

oxygenated refuges that would drive fish into hypoxic waters.  Despite the myriad reasons 

that could drive fish to occupy hypoxic waters, fish rarely did so in our study. 

Our results showed that hypoxia has the potential to indirectly reduce growth of 

juvenile fish through increased densities and reduced feeding success in oxygenated refuges 

during periods of habitat compression.  Though we only detected a decrease in Index of 

Feeding in June.  That we were able to detect a decrease in Index of Feeding at all was 

surprising considering that, on average, fish were collected after only three hours of habitat 

compression; therefore, more prolonged periods of habitat compression may result in an even 

greater reduction in feeding success.  Since prey densities are reported to be higher earlier in 

the summer (Buzzelli et al. 2002, Eby et al. 2005), a lack of differences between the two 
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groups later in the summer may simply be due to insufficient resources being available for a 

difference to be manifest in such a short period.  Reductions in feeding or a shift in diet to 

less nutritional prey items could result in reduced growth (Eby et al. 2005, Powers et al. 

2005).  Intermittent hypoxia altered prey availability to croaker in Eby et al.’s (2005) study; 

they cited a decrease in food as the main cause for decreased croaker growth rates.  Reduced 

food resources and increased competition not only for food but also space leads some 

species, such as Atlantic croaker, to escalate aggressive behaviors towards conspecifics 

(Gibbard et al. 1979).   

The nearly two-fold increase in demersal fish densities in nearshore oxygenated 

refuges during periods of habitat compression has the potential to cause density-dependent 

effects on mortality and growth.  Given that 98% of demersal fish caught were a combination 

of spot and croaker, it is not unreasonable to use total demersal fish densities when 

considering density-dependent effects on either species. Spot and Atlantic croaker 

distributions overlap strongly in the NRE (Eby & Crowder 2002; this study) and these 

species share similar diets (Stickney et al. 1975).  Thus, a spot would likely experience the 

same density-dependent effect from both other spot and croaker.  Density-dependent effects 

are common and can occur over multiple spatial and temporal scales (Hixon & Jones 2005).  

Several studies have concluded that density-dependence acts most intensely on growth at low 

to moderate abundance levels, such as those seen in our study (Jenkins et al 1999, Grant & 

Imre 2005, Martino & Houde 2012).  Craig et al. (2007) measured spot growth at varying 

densities in experimental ponds and found a non-linear relationship between density and 
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growth (growth= αe(β * density) where α = 0.719 ± 0.042, β = -0.426 ± 0.056).  When we apply 

this equation to the fish densities we observed, the estimated growth rate of fish in 

compressed refuge areas (0.47 mm d-1) is 17% lower than the estimated growth of fish in 

refuge areas that were not compressed (0.57 mm d-1).  These growth rates fall into the range 

of growth observed in wild spot (Weinstein 1983, Weinstein et al. 1984).  It should be noted 

that because prey densities and other conditions in the ponds may have been different than in 

the field, the relative differences between the two estimates are more reliable than the actual 

growth rates estimates for fish in the field.  In a field cage study Eby et al. (2005) found that 

croaker growth rates at low densities (0.67 fish m-2) were twice those at high densities (2.67 

fish m-2); hence, increased densities in compressed refuges would similarly affect croaker 

growth. 

However, over the course of the summer, nearshore, oxygenated refuge areas were 

only compressed an average of 21.5% of the time.  Thus, the cumulative effect over the 

season would be much smaller: only a 4% reduction in growth (0.785*0.57 mm d-1 + 

0.215*0.47 mm d-1 = 0.55 mm d-1).  Such a modest decrease in growth may seem to indicate 

that these effects are not worth considering, but 2007 was a mild year of hypoxia; during 

years with more severe hypoxia, growth reduction could be more substantial.  For example, if 

refuges were compressed 50% of the time then estimated reductions in growth would be 9%.  

In all likelihood, wild fish will have lower growth than fish in ponds or cages at similar 

densities, as the costs of hypoxia exposure can be exacerbated in the field where fish increase 

swimming speeds and distances during exposure (Craig & Rice, unpub. data), food 
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availability can be limited, fish must actively forage and avoid predators, and hypoxia 

avoidance activity may reduce foraging time.  We consider the degree of indirect effects on 

growth calculated above to be conservative.  To draw more accurate comparisons we 

recommend measures of actual fish growth in the field. 

Levin and Stunz (2005) found that even small changes in the quantity or quality of 

essential fish habitat will have large effects on population dynamics, and Myers and Cadigan 

(1993) concluded after a study of density-dependent mortality that the juvenile stage is very 

important for population regulation of most species.  Reduced growth rates can prolong the 

period that fish remain vulnerable to size-dependent predation, increasing overall mortality of 

the population (Houde 1987, Sogard 1997).  While our methods were unable to conclusively 

detect an increase in predators in compressed refuges (though the trend of increased predator 

density was observed), others have shown that increased density of spot increased mortality 

from predators (Wright et al. 1993) and speculated that species compaction enhances 

predation risk from blue crabs via harassment and agonism (Eby & Crowder 2002, Bell & 

Eggleston 2005).  Craig et al (2007) also found that even in the absence of predators, 

mortality of spot increased with increasing densities.   

Decline in the Index of Feeding over the summer is consistent with evidence 

produced by other researchers that benthic prey composition is altered and reduced over the 

summer by repeated hypoxic events in the NRE (Bell et al. 2003, Eby et al. 2005, Powers et 

al. 2005).  Allometric effects could possibly contribute to a decline in Index of Feeding as 

spot sizes increased over the summer, but we found no evidence of that over the time period 
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and size range of fish we sampled.  Decline in available food over the summer would hamper 

potential compensatory growth of fewer late-summer and fall survivors as pressure from 

hypoxia decreases (Sogard 1997).  Reduced growth can result in smaller size at the beginning 

of winter, which can lead to reduced survival over the winter (Sogard 1997).  Martino and 

Houde (2012) found that slower growth of age-0 striped bass was linked to a smaller age-1 

year class the following spring.  Using population modeling, Eby et al. (2005) estimated that 

reduced growth of Atlantic croaker due to hypoxia in the NRE caused a 4% decline in their 

population.  All the cascading effects from reduced growth due to hypoxia dynamics could 

lead to smaller population size and disruption of prey base for larger predators, among many 

other possible disturbances of vital ecosystem and trophic links.  

Hypoxic events in our study proved to be more spatially and temporally dynamic than 

we anticipated, especially at our intermediate sites.  Other studies of water quality in the 

NRE (Luettich et al. 2000, Eby & Crowder 2002, Eby et al. 2005, Powers et al. 2005) have 

typically sampled areas once a day, during day light hours, and generally at the same time of 

day (but see Bell et al. 2003 as another example of using fixed water quality instruments).  

As our data indicate, this sampling approach can detect some hypoxic events, but miss the 

intervening dynamic behavior of hypoxic waters generally driven by prevailing wind 

patterns.  Buzzelli et al. (2002) developed a model to estimate the cross-river extent of 

hypoxia based on water quality profiles taken down the middle of the NRE.  While this 

model provides useful predictions for some applications, it was developed assuming a level 

oxycline.  Our more detailed cross-river data show that the oxycline is rarely level, as 
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evidenced by the out-of-phase pattern of DO and salinity readings on opposite sides of the 

NRE.  Water quality readings taken at locations deeper than our intermediate sites (more 

toward the middle of the NRE or middle river, e.g., Reynolds-Flemming & Luettich 2004, 

Eby et al. 2005) show more stable and longer hypoxic events consistent with our mid-river 

observations, as they are not on the dynamic edge of the hypoxic water lens.  While deeper 

sites might have less variability in hypoxic events, they are also less likely to be frequented 

by demersal fish (as demonstrated by small and zero catches at our site 3 in the middle of the 

estuary; see also Bell et al. 2005); consequently, examining and extrapolating behavior, 

movement, and consequences of hypoxia from these locations would not reflect the highly 

variable conditions experienced by the majority of the fish population that inhabits shallower 

habitats.  Water quality projections based on fewer measurements can be useful for large-

scale applications and when predicting generalities for a system (e.g., Buzzelli et al. 2002, 

Bowen et al. 2003), but scientists need to be aware that these models do not accurately depict 

conditions at the small spatial and temporal scale fish must respond to.   

Defining and quantifying the consequences of hypoxia for fish and other living 

resources via either direct or indirect effects is increasingly important as fisheries managers 

must employ ecosystem-based approaches to manage changing environments (Myers et al. 

2003).  Many studies on hypoxia focus on the direct effects of fish caught in hypoxia, but as 

our study and others have demonstrated, fish are usually successful in avoiding hypoxia, so 

more attention needs to be focused on the potential indirect effects of hypoxia and how these 

effects on the individual level aggregate to the population level.  Our study helps to 
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understand sub-daily movement patterns in relation to hypoxia which are crucial to predict 

ecological consequences of hypoxia (Roberts et al. 2012).  The highly dynamic aspect of 

hypoxia in the NRE can lead to many indirect effects that cannot be fully measured and taken 

into account by conventional means; despite this we were able to see some coarse effects of 

hypoxia on fish densities and potential density-dependent effects.  When trying to quantify 

the impact of hypoxia on fish we must first comprehend the response to fine-scale 

spatiotemporal changes due to dynamic hypoxia before we can resolve the consequences of 

environmental quality changes for fish (Rose 2000).  Measuring recent growth of fish 

responding to hypoxic environments will more accurately depict the toll of direct and indirect 

costs of hypoxia as a cumulative measure of all the stressors on fish that effect growth.  
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Table 2.1  Number of hypoxic events, average duration, and maximum duration in hours by month and site.  

 June July August Overall  

Site Number 
of Events 

Average 
Duration 
(hours) 

Max 
Duration 
(hours) 

Number 
of 

Events 

Average 
Duration 
(hours) 

Max 
Duration 
(hours) 

Number 
of 

Events 

Average 
Duration 
(hours) 

Max 
Duration 
(hours) 

Number 
of 

Events 

Average 
Duration 
(hours) 

Time 
<2mg l-1 

1 9 5.3 14.25 11 5 17.5 19 5.1 16 39 5.1 11% 

2 17 5.2 15 22 5.6 17.75 26 6.7 23.8 65 5.9 16% 

3 10 52.2 304.3 8 77.1 498 12 27 136.5 30 48.5 75% 

4 27 5.7 29.5 33 4.4 14.5 23 14.9 93.3 83 7.7 27% 

5 2 2.3 3.3 8 4.3 13.75 21 10.3 85.8 31 8.2 22% 
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Figure 2.1.  Map of study location in relation to North Carolina (A), and section of state 
showing Pamlico Sound and square of a portion of NRE where study sites located (B).  
Location of study sites in NRE with depth contours (C).  Site 1 is a near-shore, typically 
oxygenated site on the Southeast side of the estuary, ~1 m depth, ~173 m from shore.  Site 2 
is an intermediate hypoxic site on the South-East side of the estuary, ~2-3 m depth, ~621 m 
from shore.  Site 3 is a chronically hypoxic site in the middle of the estuary, ~4 m depth.  Site 
4 is an intermediate hypoxic site on the North-West side of the estuary, ~2-3 m depth, ~366 
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m from shore.  Site 5 is a typically oxygenated site on the North-West side of the estuary, ~1 
m depth,  ~185 m from shore.  
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Figure 2.2  Feather plot of wind speed (longer lines indicate increased speed) and direction (a 
straight up line would indicate winds from the North) (top) at hourly intervals from July 16-
July 22, 2007.  Average wind speed 8 knots and max speed 21 knots over time period shown.  
Dissolved oxygen and salinity values (45-min running averages) for site 2 (middle) and site 4 
(bottom) over the same time period. 
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Figure 2.3  Feather plot of wind speed (longer lines indicate increased speed) and direction (a  
straight up line indicates winds from the North; much of the Easterly and Westerly slant is 
compressed due to the long time period shown as an artifact from plotting program) from 
June 6-August 31, 2007 (a).  Average wind speed 6 knots and max wind speed 21 knots over 
time period shown.  Dissolved oxygen concentration (plotted as a 3-hour running average for 
clarity) for sites 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d), 4 (e), and 5 (f).  Sites are ordered from south (top) shore to 
north shore (bottom).
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Figure 2.4  Number of dissolved oxygen measurements ≤ 2 mg l-1, by time of day (sum of 
readings taken during the hour) for sites 1, 2, 4, and 5 June through August, 2007. 
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Figure 2.5  Mean density ± SE of fish collected in trawls conducted in different water quality 
conditions: DO  < 2 mg l-1, DO 2-4 mg l-1, and DO > 4 mg l-1; different letters above error 
bars denote statistically significant differences denoted by Tukey’s HSD. 
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Figure 2.6  Mean densities ± SE of fish in trawls conducted at nearshore sites when the 
refuge was compressed, not compressed, or no refuge (hypoxic); different letters above error 
bars denote statistically significant differences determined by Tukey’s HSD. 
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Figure 2.7.  Mean Index of Feeding ± SE in refuges that were not compressed and 
compressed.  Asterisk indicates significant difference in the month of June.  The special case 
of no refuge (hypoxic) is shown for August (the only month such cases occurred) but was not 
tested against other values.  Values of n in each bar indicate the number of trawls from which 
fish were collected.   
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Chapter 3 

Magnitude and timing of changes in bioindicators of recent growth in 

relation to changes in growth rate for juvenile spot Leiostomus 

xanthurus 

INTRODUCTION 

Most fish species exhibit the highest mortality rates during the critical developmental 

stages of early life history.  Small reductions in juvenile growth rates can prolong vulnerable 

life stages, in some estimates reducing recruitment rates 3- to 10-fold, while increasing 

susceptibility to predation (Houde 1987, Rice et al. 1993, Scharf 2000).  Limited knowledge 

of growth rates in relation to environmental conditions reduces our ability to understand how 

changes in the environment can affect fishes (Rooker & Holt 1996, Searcy et al. 2007a,b).  

The magnitude and relative importance of both direct and indirect effects of environmental 

conditions on fish growth are elusive, but are a pressing question for both scientists and 

fisheries managers (Rose 2000).  The ability to produce reliable estimates of growth rates and 

condition of fish collected from the field would increase our understanding of factors that 

influence successful recruitment to the next life history stage (Peck et al. 2003), however few 

tools are available to measure recent growth rate in the field.  Mark-recapture methods can 

provide useful measure of individual growth for some applications, but are not a feasible way 

to repeatedly obtain numerous estimates at sufficiently fine spatial and temporal scales in 

open environments.  Researchers need effective methods to assess changes in growth of 

individual fish over the short-term (e.g., one to several days) in response to recent habitat 
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conditions.  The ability to assess recent growth rates of fishes in their natural environment 

has broad appeal for application to ecological and fisheries questions.  Because the inability 

to measure short-term weight gain of numerous individual fish in the wild precludes direct 

calculation of specific growth rate, researchers have been seeking alternative means of 

assessing recent growth using morphological, biochemical, physiological and endocrine 

indicators (Ferron & Leggett 1994).   

Much research has been carried out on nucleic acids and their relationship to growth 

(e.g., Bulow 1987, Houlihan et al. 1993, Malloy & Targett 1994, Buckley et al. 1999, Peck et 

al. 2003).  Because growth is achieved through protein synthesis, the relationship between 

the quantity of DNA in a cell, which is constant, and the quantity of RNA, which fluctuates 

with protein synthesis rate, can be linked to growth (Buckley et al. 1984, Ferron & Leggett 

1994).  Numerous studies suggest that RNA:DNA ratios of larval and juvenile fishes reflect 

recent growth conditions over periods ranging from 1-3 days up to 2 weeks preceding 

capture, and thus can be related to environmental measures taken concurrent with sampling 

(e.g., Bulow 1987, Malloy & Targett 1994, Stierhoff et al. 2009).  Other studies have 

expressed RNA content in relation to tissue sample weight and found that this approach 

better correlated to growth rate than comparing RNA to DNA in fishes (Houlihan et al. 1993, 

Mathers et al. 1993, Foster et al. 1993). 

A relatively new entry into the field of growth rate indicators is the endocrine 

hormone, insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I).  IGF-I is responsible for cell differentiation 

and proliferation, the stimulation of processes related to skeletal elongation, and ultimately 
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for body growth (see Duan 1997, LeBail et al. 1998 for reviews).  Due to the causal 

relationship that IGF-I plays in directly regulating somatic growth, IGF-I is a promising 

candidate for measuring recent growth of fish in the field.  A collective body of evidence in 

controlled tank trials and within aquaculture studies suggests that plasma levels of IGF-I may 

provide an accurate reflection of recent, variable growth rates in a number of fish species 

(reviewed by Picha et al. 2008, Beckman 2011).  Furthermore, it appears that levels of IGF-I 

correspond to both positive and negative growth rates regardless of which biotic (e.g., 

feeding level) or abiotic (e.g., temperature, photoperiod, stress, water quality) factors are 

influencing growth (Beckman 2011).  While many studies establish important precedent for 

the use of IGF-I as a growth bioindicator in controlled aquaculture settings (Beckman et al. 

2004, Picha et al. 2006, Vera Cruz et al. 2006, Picha et al. 2008a,b, Beckman 2011), few 

studies have applied IGF-Ito wild fish (though see Stefansson et al. 2011 for Atlantic 

salmon), and to our knowledge no studies have evaluated IGF-I in a wild, estuarine, non-

aquacultured fish. 

Two morphometric variables that have been used in the past to evaluate fish condition 

and are relatively easy to obtain are the hepatosomatic index (HSI) and Fulton’s condition 

factor (Fulton’s K).  In most fish species, stores of liver glycogen are the first energy source 

used to meet short-term energy demands (Picha et al. 2006, Perez-Jimenz et al 2007).  HSI, 

an expression of relative liver weight as a percentage of body weight, could thus be used as a 

measure reflecting short-term energy reserves or condition of fish, though this would likely 

be a less sensitive measure of growth.  Fulton’s K for fish has been used for many years 
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(Bolger & Connolly 1989, Stevenson & Woods 2006) and is based on the assumption that 

individuals within a group with higher K values (plumper fish) would contain more energy 

reserves, most likely in the form of fat and protein (Caldaron et al. 2012).  The main draw to 

Fulton’s K is the fact that it can be obtained non-lethally, however it more likely reflects 

longer term growth rate in fish or overall condition, and may not be as sensitive to recent 

growth. 

Given the variety of biochemical and morphological means to assess growth over a 

short period and the ability to evaluate these indicators through experimental processes, we 

examined which of several indicators mentioned above could best be used to develop 

methods to estimate short-term growth of fish in the field.  Even though the relationship 

between growth rate and short-term growth indicators has been studied for many species, 

there is variation in response by species (e.g., Buckley et al. 1999, Stierhoff et al. 2009), so 

assessments must be done for each species before data can be interpreted and applied.  We 

quantified levels of growth and condition indicators in juvenile spot Leiostomus xanthurus, a 

representative estuarine-dependent fish for which extensive background data are available on 

diet (Miltner et al 1995; Nemerson & Able 2004), effects of hypoxia on behavior, growth and 

survival (Wannamaker and Rice 2000, McNatt and Rice 2004, Shimps et al. 2005), and 

density-dependence of growth and survival (Craig et al. 2007), but to our knowledge no 

studies evaluating nucleic acids or IGF-I as growth rate indicators.  We examine several 

indicators (RNA:DNA ratio, RNA concentration, expression of IGF-I mRNA in the liver, 

circulating levels of IGF-I in plasma, HSI, and Fulton’s K) in relation to growth of juvenile 
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spot to determine if, and how quickly, each indicator responds when fish are switched from 

high feeding levels to either starvation or reduced feeding rates.  Changing between extreme 

food conditions (high feeding to starvation) will elicit the strongest response of the 

indicators.  We also examine the effects of reduced feeding, as long periods of reduced 

feeding levels are more likely to occur in the wild than long periods of no feeding.  Given 

that feeding rates of individual fish in the wild may fluctuate substantially over short periods 

(on the order of days), we also compared growth rates and responses of the indicators 

between groups of fish that were fed constantly or intermittently, but received the same 

amount of food on average.  This study will help identify potential methods of ascertaining 

short-term growth in juvenile spot.  It is also part of a larger effort to describe estimated 

growth rates of juvenile spot in relation to hypoxic conditions in estuarine nursery areas (see 

Campbell 2012 Chapter 4) and sets the foundation for further work on wild-caught juvenile 

spot. 

METHODS 

2009 Trials 

Juvenile spot (mean SL = 74 mm, range = 56 - 96 mm; mean weight = 8.26 g, range = 

3.85 - 21.03 g) were collected by trawl from the Neuse River Estuary, North Carolina, in 

May and June 2009, transported back to the Fisheries Research Laboratory located at the 

University of North Carolina’s Institute of Marine Sciences in Morehead City, North 

Carolina, and placed in recirculating holding tanks.  Water was recirculated through a 

bubble-washed bead biofilter with a 20% water change daily with a mix of filtered sea water 
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from Bogue Sound, North Carolina and filtered freshwater.   Spot were individually marked 

with visible implant elastomer (Northwest Marine Technologies, www.nmt.us) and randomly 

placed into two 791-l round tanks (at a stocking density of ~0.95 g l-1).  Fish were acclimated 

to experimental conditions for two weeks (temperature 25 - 27°C, salinity 22-27 ppt) with 

feedings to apparent satiation twice a day of thawed freshwater Mysis shrimp (Piscine 

Energetics Inc., British Columbia, Canada). Uneaten food and feces were removed from the 

tanks prior to morning feeding, and any buildup of algae on the sides of tanks was 

periodically removed.  Daily measurements of temperatures were recorded for each tank, and 

dissolved oxygen and salinity were monitored daily for each tank.  Other parameters (e.g., 

nitrites, pH) were monitored intermittently to insure that water quality remained in 

appropriate ranges. 

We were interested in evaluating the response time of each indicator to a major shift 

in fish growth rate (initiated by a major change in feeding regimen), and to see if there was a 

difference in magnitude or timing of response of each indicator between a shift from ad 

libitum feeding to starvation or a low ration of 2% body weight per day.  Fish were randomly 

sampled from each tank (one tank per feeding regimen) so all fish in each group experienced 

the same holding conditions and to eliminate differences due to keeping fish in multiple 

tanks.  In this design individual fish were the experimental units, each providing an 

independent estimate (replicate) of bioindicator responses to growth rate at specific time 

points.  We related the individual measures of bioindicators to growth rate of the individual; 

http://www.nmt.us/
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we then estimated the temporal response of the bioindicators after the initiation of a change 

in growth rate, resulting from the change in feeding levels.   

At the start of the experiment all fish were weighed (nearest 0.01 g) and measured 

(nearest 1 mm SL) then returned to tanks.  There were some mortalities during the 

acclimation period, so fish were randomly divided so that one tank would have enough for 10 

individuals per sampling event and the other 8 individuals per sampling event, plus 2 - 3 

extra fish in each tank in case of mortalities during the experiment).  Feeding to apparent 

satiation twice a day (at least 4% body weight at each feeding) was continued for a week and 

then all fish were again weighed, measured, and returned to their respective tanks (except 

fish that were sampled).  One tank was then randomly assigned to the starvation feeding level 

(No Food, 78 individuals in this tank, stocking density 0.92 g l-1) and fish in the other tank 

were fed 2% body weight per day (2% Food, 65 individuals in this tank, stocking density 

0.63 g l-1), split between two feedings: one in the morning ~9 am and one in the afternoon ~4 

pm).  Sixteen days after the change in food levels, all remaining fish were again reweighed 

and measured and then food was restored to satiation levels twice a day for eight more days.  

Fish were sampled seven times during the experiment (10 from the starvation group and 8 

from the 2% food group on each sample date): after the initial seven days at apparent 

satiation, 4, 8, 12, and 16 days after the feeding regimens were changed to starvation or 2% 

body weight per day, and 4 and 8 days after satiation feeding was resumed for both groups.  

Food at the 2% feeding level was adjusted for the removal of individuals.  All weights and 

measurements were taken in the morning before the first daily feeding (at least 12 hours after 
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last feeding).  At the time of sampling, each fish was killed with an overdose of tricaine 

methanesulfonate (MS-222; Argent, Redmond, WA, USA) then was weighed (nearest 0.01 

g) and measured (nearest 1 mm), a ~0.5 ml blood sample was collected, ~0.029 g of dorsal 

muscle tissue was excised, and the whole liver was removed.  Muscle tissue (for RNA and 

DNA analysis) and liver (for HSI and IGF-I mRNA expression) samples were placed in vials 

containing RNAlater (Ambion, Austin, TX), stored at 4°C for 24 to 48 hours, and then placed 

in a -80°C freezer until later analysis.  Blood was collected from the caudal vein using 

heparinized 1-cc syringes with 22-gauge needles.  Blood was then dispensed into 1.5 ml 

tubes and stored on ice until all sampling was done.  Plasma was separated by centrifugation 

at 8,000 g for 15 minutes at 4°C, removed by pipette, placed in new 1.5 ml tubes, and then 

stored at -80°C until further analysis.  For each fish we calculated specific growth rate 

(SGR), HSI, and Fulton’s K values. 

SGR was calculated as: 

SGR= �
(ln bw2 - ln bw1)

time �×100   

where bw2 is the body weight in grams of the fish at the end of the growth interval, bw1 is 

weight at the beginning of the growth interval, and time is the interval in days between the 

two measurements expressed as percent body weight per day (% bw d-1).  We also calculated 

the percent weight gained or lost in grams for each measurement interval.    

HSI was calculated as: 

𝐻𝑆𝐼 =  �
𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟  𝑊𝑔𝑡 (𝑔)
𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑊𝑔𝑡 (𝑔)� × 100 
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Fulton’s K condition factor was calculated as: 

𝐾 =  �
𝑊
𝐿3
� × 100 

where W is weight in grams and L is standard length in cm.     

2010 Trials 

 This second experiment was conducted similarly to the 2009 experiment, but the 

design was modified to allow us to: 1) evaluate responses of the various indicators over a 

longer time, 2) compare responses at an even lower feeding rate (1%) to those at starvation, 

and 3) see if patterns of growth and indicator responses would differ between fish fed at a 

constant 1% ration and fish that received the same 1% ration on average, but were 

intermittently fed 2% ration alternating with equal periods of starvation.   

Juvenile spot (mean SL = 115 mm, range = 84 - 160 mm; mean weight = 26.16 g, 

range = 12.12 - 52.24 g) were collected by trawl from the Neuse River Estuary in September 

2010.  Fish were then transported to the Lake Wheeler Multispecies Building located on 

North Carolina State University campus, Raleigh, North Carolina, and placed in recirculating 

holding tanks.  Spot were individually marked with visible implant elastomer (Northwest 

Marine Technologies, www.nmt.us) and randomly placed into three 1,019-l round tanks at a 

stocking density of ~1.9 g l-1.  Fish were acclimated to experimental conditions for two 

weeks (temperature 23 - 25°C, average salinity 12 - 15 ppt) with feedings to apparent 

satiation twice a day of thawed freshwater Mysis shrimp.  Fish were maintained in a 

recirculating system equipped with biofiltration, UV-sterilization, and aeration; salinity was 

maintained by adding Crystal Sea Marine Mix (Marien Enterprises Inc., Baltimore, MD) to 

http://www.nmt.us/
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well water.  Tank maintenance and water quality monitoring were conducted as in the 2009 

experiment. 

At the start of the experiment all fish were weighed and measured, then returned to 

their respective tanks (79 individuals in the starvation regimen tank, 79 individuals in the 1% 

food regimen tank, and 21 individuals in the variable feed regimen tank).  We continued to 

feed to apparent satiation twice daily for a week and then all fish were again weighed, 

measured, and returned to their respective tanks.  Feeding was then stopped for fish in the No 

Food regime and reduced to 1% body weight per day level for fish in the constant ration 

regime (1% Food), divided into a morning and late afternoon feeding.  Three weeks after the 

change in feeding regime all remaining fish in both regimes were again reweighed and 

measured, and food was restored to feeding to apparent satiation twice daily for eight more 

days.  The No Food and 1% Food fish were sampled (10 individuals per sample) after the 

initial seven days at apparent satiation, then 4, 8, 12, 16 and 21 days after the feeding 

regimens were changed, and then 4 and 8 days after satiation feeding was.  Food at the 1% 

feeding level was adjusted for the removal of individuals.   

For the intermittent feeding regime (Variable Food) no individuals were sampled for 

tissues or blood after the initial seven days of feeding to apparent satiation, as we had fewer 

fish to work with in this group and up to this point they had experienced the same conditions 

as the other two groups.  For these fish the feeding regimen was then changed to two days 

fasting, two days of 2% body weight per day, two days fasting, and then two days 2% body 

weight per day.  Thus, over the eight-day period, the fish on average received 1% body 
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weight food per day, as in the 1% constant food regime.  Because of the limited number of 

fish in this group five individuals were sampled after each two-day segment, and this regime 

ended eight days after the initial reduction in feeding rate.     

For each of the three groups, at the time of sampling each fish was killed with an 

overdose of tricaine methansulfonate, then weighed and measured.  All weights and 

measurements were taken in the morning before first daily feeding (at least 12 hours after last 

feeding).  Dorsal muscle tissue, whole liver and blood samples were collected and treated in 

the same manner as for the 2009 experiment and SGR, HSI and Fulton’s K were also 

calculated the same way. 

Laboratory Work 

RNA and DNA Nucleic Acid Quantification from Muscle Tissue 

RNA and DNA concentrations in white muscle samples were quantified using a one-

dye, two-enzyme (ethidium bromide (EB) plus RNase and DNase) fluorometric microplate 

assay following Caldarone et al. (2001).  Tissue samples were removed from RNAlater 

solution, rinsed with deionized water, patted dry with new tissue wipes, and weighed (nearest 

0.0001 g).  Samples were placed in vials with a 2% N-lauroylsarcosine solution with RNase 

free 0.5 mm Zirconium Oxide beads, vortexed for 30 minutes and then placed in a cooled 

Bullet Blender (Next Advance, Inc., New York) for five minutes.  If tissues were not 

completely digested, samples were again vortexed and placed in the Bullet Blender.  Once 

tissues were digested, 1.35 ml TE buffer was added and then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 

15 minutes to separate cell debris.  Supernatants of samples were removed and diluted to a 
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working concentration on 0.1% N-lauroylsarcosine before quantification of nucleic acids.  

Triplicate aliquots (0.075 ml) of each sample were loaded into flat-bottom, non-binding 

surface96-well microplates (Corning, USA), along with serial-diluted RNA and DNA 

standards (18S + 28S ribosomal RNA from calf liver, Sigma R-0889; DNA from calf 

thymus, Sigma D-4764), and stained with 0.075 ml of 2.0 µg ml-1 EB.  Total fluorescence at 

520 nm excitation and 612 nm emission wavelengths was measured using a fluorometer 

(Fusion Universal Microplate Analyzer, Packard BioScience Company).  After initial 

fluorometric reading, RNA and DNA fluorescence were measured as the decrease in 

fluorescence after the sequential addition of RNase and DNase, respectively.  The slope ratio 

of DNA to RNA standard curves was 2.41 ± 0.57.  Tissue nucleic acids were expressed as the 

ratio of RNA:DNA (µg RNA µg-1 DNA) and RNA concentration per gram wet tissue weight 

(RNA:tissue weight; µg g-1).  Tissue weights inadvertently were not retained for the 2009 

starvation group, so for these samples we used the average weight of tissue samples collected 

in the same manner for the 2009 2% body weight per day food group (mean ± SE, 0.029 ± 

0.001 g).   

Radioimmuno assay (RIA) for plasma IGF-I 

 Circulating levels of IGF-I were measured from acid/ethanol extracted plasma by 

RIA using recombinant barramundi IGF-I as a tracer and standard, rabbit anti-barramundi 

IGF-I primary antibody (Novozymes Gro Pep, Adelaide, Australia) and goat anti-rabbit 

secondary antibody (Sigma), according to previously described methods (Shimizu et al. 

2000, Picha et al. 2006).  Barramundi IGF-I was iodinated using the chloramine-T method 
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and purified by column chromatography.  Tracer (125I-barramundi IGF-I) was diluted to 

20,000 cpm for each assay tube.  Samples were run in triplicate and only samples with values 

that fell on the linear part of the barramundi standard curve were evaluated.  Many samples 

were lost in a freezer malfunction, yielding limited plasma IGF-I analysis from the 2009 

experiment and no samples for analysis from the 2010 experiment. 

IGF-I Gene Expression in Liver Tissue  

As an alternative to measuring IGF-I levels in plasma, many of the livers we sampled 

and stored in RNAlater were suitable for IGF-I gene expression analysis using real-time 

quantitative PCR.  Liver tissue total RNA was isolated by TRI reagent extraction (Molecular 

Research Center, Cincinnati, OH), with an added glycogen removal step using Plant RNA 

Isolation Aid (Ambion, Austin, TX) (Picha et al. 2008).  The Isolation Aid 

(polyvinypyrrolidone) binds glycogen in aqueous solutions, forming a pellet after incubation 

and centrifugation, allowing for total RNA to be reprecipitated from the drawn aqueous 

phase and improve accuracy of RNA quantification by spectroscopy.  Total RNA was then 

suspended in RNase-free water and checked in triplicate for concentration and purity by 

spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE).  

Absorbance values (Abs260/280) in samples were 1.71 - 2.08.  Gel electrophoresis (1% 

agarose, 0.4 µg ml-1 ethidium bromide) confirmed quality of RNA.  Samples were then 

treated with DNase (Turbo DNA-free, Ambion, Austin, TX) and final quantification and 

integrity was measured by spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop 1000.  One microgram of 
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DNase-treated total RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using a High Capacity cDNA 

Synthesis kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). 

Liver IGF-I mRNA was measured in triplicate by SYBR Green Real-Time PCR assay 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using a gene-specific primer pair designed using ABI Primer Express 

(v 3.0) software (Forward: TGC TGC TTC CAA AGC TGT GA; Reverse: TCT TGG CAG 

GTG CAC AGT ACA).  We first partial sequenced IGF-I by PCR of genomic DNA to 

design gene-specific primers.  A 608 bp gene fragment was amplified with degenerate 

primers designed from a multiple sequence alignment of known fish IGF-I.  The PCR 

product was purified with QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and sent for sequencing 

at the University of Chicago Cancer Research Center DNA Sequence facility.  We ran our 

spot IGF-I sequence through the National Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank 

BLAST search and found it was identified as identical to that of red drum Scianops ocellatus 

IGF-I (see Faulk et al. 2010).  Real-time PCR analysis was performed using 20-ng total RNA 

sample with Brilliant II SYBR Green qPCR master mix (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

CA) containing 1.5 µM primer concentrations on an ABI 7300 96-well detection system.  

After a 10 minute denaturation at 95°C, 40 cycles of PCR were performed consisting of  a 

denaturing step at 95°C for 30 seconds  and an annealing and extension step at 60°C for 60 

seconds, followed by a dissociation step of 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C for 15 seconds, and 

95°C for 15 seconds.  Real-time measurements were made during the extension step.  

Melting curve analysis denoted a single gene product.  Pooled cDNA samples were used to 

account for assays using multiple plates (across-plate normalization), with negative controls 
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run on each plate.  Cycle threshold (Ct) values for samples were analyzed by absolute 

quantification, using standard curves of 10-fold diluted copy number cDNA (dilution ranged 

from 10 to 1010 copies per µl; R2=0.99).  Sample mRNA data were normalized to total RNA 

concentration, liver weight, and body weight (Bustin 2000, Picha et al. 2008) and are 

presented as IGF-I mRNA total copy number for the entire liver relative to body weight ((ng 

total liver RNA X copy number of gene per ng RNA)/(g body weight)).  We expressed 

hepatic IGF mRNA levels this way to account for gene expression output for the entire liver, 

to take into account the dramatic size fluctuations of the liver relative to body weight during 

feeding manipulations, and finally dividing by body weight to put mRNA expression in an 

organismal context (Picha et al. 2008).   

Data Analysis 

Relationships between SGR and indicator values from each fish were analyzed by 

regression analysis.  Values of RNA:DNA ratios, IGF-I mRNA expression, and IGF-I plasma 

levels were log10 transformed before regression analysis to meet the assumptions of 

normality and equality of variance for statistical analysis.  We used two-factor analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) tests to evaluate bioindicator values over time and to compare fish from 

the different feeding regimes on each sample day.  As noted above, individual fish provided 

independent estimates of an indicator’s response at a specific time since the change in growth 

rate was initiated.  Post-hoc linear pairwise comparisons were made for individual sample 

days and comparisons of fish within feeding regime were made using Tukey’s HSD.  All 
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analyses were conducted using JMP 9 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) with an alpha level of 

0.05. 

RESULTS 

2009 Trials 

As expected, specific growth rates of juvenile spot dropped to markedly negative 

values for both the No Food regimen and 2% Food regimen after the change in ration on day 

7 (Figure 3.1).  Two-factor ANOVA showed no significant interaction between day sampled 

and fish from the different feeding regimes (df = 6,125, p = 0.59) indicating that SGR of fish 

responded in a similar manner over time.  The main effect of day sampled was significant (df 

= 6, 125, p < 0.001), but linear comparisons showed no difference between the SGRs of two 

feeding regimes on specific days sampled.  Fish in the No Food regimen incurred over half of 

their total percent weight lost in the first four days after feeding ceased.  No interaction was 

found for cumulative percent weight lost between day sampled and fish from different 

feeding regimes (ANOVA, df = 6, 125, p = 0.15), but the main effect of day sampled was 

significant (df = 6, 125, p < 0.0001).  Linear comparisons showed that SGR was significantly 

higher 16 days after the change in feeding for fish in the 2% Food regimen than in the No 

Food regimen (df = 1, 114, p = 0.04) (Figure 3.1).  The cumulative percentage weight lost of 

fish in the No Food regime was not significantly different from day 4 to day 16 after feeding 

ceased (Figure 3.1), indicating that most of the change in growth rate and weight lost 

happened during the first week and then the fish reached a new, lower steady metabolic state.  

For fish with 2% Food ration, virtually all the weight loss occurred in the first four days after 
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ration was reduced; there was no significant difference in cumulative percentage weight lost 

during the whole feed restriction time (Figure 3.1).  For both regimens, the apparent 

improvement in SGR (i.e., becoming less negative) from day 4 to 16 over the restricted 

feeding period is largely an artifact of the initial sharp drop in growth rate being averaged 

with progressively longer periods of nearly neutral SGR.   

Four days after reinstatement of feeding to satiation, fish from the No Food regimen 

still had not achieved an average positive SGR (mean ± SE, -0.30 ± 0.54% bw d-1), while fish 

from 2% Food regimen did (0.12 ± 0.15% bw d-1); however, after eight days fish from the No 

Food regimen had higher SGR (0.54 ± 0.06% bw d-1) than fish from the 2% Food regimen 

(0.28 ± 0.10% bw d-1).  However, growth rates of both groups after 8 days of satiation 

feeding following 16 days of starvation or low ration were still much lower than growth rates 

after the initial satiation feeding period. 

In both regimens values of HSI decreased significantly over the first eight days after 

feeding was restricted, and then did not decline further (Figure 3.2)  The two-factor ANOVA 

found significant main effects of day sampled (df = 6, 123, p < 0.0001) and fish feeding 

regime (df = 1, 123, p = 0.001), but their interaction was not significant (df = 6, 123, p = 

0.14).  However, linear comparisons found fish in the 2% Food regimen had higher HSI 

values than fish in the No Food regimen 16 days after feeding was restricted (df = 1, 110, p = 

0.008) and after seven days of satiation feeding (df = 1, 110, p = 0.001) (Figure 3.2).  After 

the change back to satiation feeding, HSI increased for both groups, but not to the levels 

exhibited by fish sampled after the initial seven days of satiation feeding.  The HSI values of 
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fish in the No Food regimen only decreased 30% after four days of starvation, with a 62% 

percent decrease after 16 days.  After return to feeding, HSI levels increased, but were still 

29% less than HSI after the first feeding period (Figure 3.2).  The 2% Food regimen HSI 

levels followed a similar pattern with less of a drop in HSI values over the period of food 

restriction, but final HSI values after eight days of return to satiation feeding were still 46% 

less than values after the initial satiation feeding period (Figure 3.2).   

Fulton’s K changed less in response to the changes in feeding regime than other 

indicators; there was a significant interaction between day sampled and fish feeding regime 

(ANOVA, df = 6, 125, p = 0.0049) in Fulton’s K response driven by the fact that Fulton’s K 

values in the No Food regimen did not increase as quickly after return to satiation feeding as 

those of the fish in the 2% Food regimen; day sampled was also a significant main effect (df 

= 6, 125, p < 0.0001).  Values were slightly lower in both regimens after 12 and 16 days of 

restricted feeding and both groups showed modest increases eight days after the return to 

satiation feeding (Figure 3.2).   

Logistical problems reduced somewhat the data available for our analyses of 

RNA:DNA ratio and RNA concentration.  Inconsistencies among replicates forced us to 

eliminate some individual samples, resulting in low sample sizes for some samples, and the 

final sample from the No Food group was lost as a result of a freezer malfunction.  The high 

RNA:DNA ratio for the No Food regimen after the initial satiation period was driven by 

lower measured DNA levels than in other samples, rather than much higher levels of RNA 
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(Figure 3.3).  This value is based on data from only three fish, but the replicates of each 

individual sample were consistent so we retained them in our analysis. 

Despite these limitations, the available data indicate relatively modest and slow 

responses by both RNA:DNA ratio and RNA concentration to changes in feeding regime and 

SGR (Figure 3.3).  For RNA:DNA ratio there was a significant interaction between day 

sampled and feeding regime (ANOVA, df = 5, 83, p = 0.0003) with both main effects also 

significant (feeding regime df = 1, 83, p = 0.002; day sampled df = 5, 83, p < 0.0001).  In the 

No Food group, RNA:DNA ratio declined over the first 4-8 days of no feeding, then changed 

little over the remainder of the starvation period and did not increase after four days of 

satiation feeding.  In the 2% Food regimen group RNA:DNA ratios four days after the 

reduction in feeding rate were similar to those following the initial seven days of satiation 

feeding, but were significantly lower eight days after the decline in feeding, then remained 

constant for the remainder of the reduced feeding period.  Linear comparisons sowed a 

significant difference in RNA:DNA ratios between fish from the two feeding regimes eight 

days after feeding was reduced (df = 1, 71, p = 0.0005).  When satiation feeding was resumed 

in the 2% Food regimen group, the rate of response in RNA:DNA ratio was similar to that 

following the initial decline in feeding rate; there was no change after four days of satiation 

feeding, but an increase after eight days, though not to the level observed after the first 

satiation feeding period (Figure 3.3).  There was a significant interaction between day 

sampled and fish from different feeding regimes for RNA concentration (ANOVA, df = 5, 

82, p < 0.0001), along with the significant main effect of day sampled (df = 5, 82, p < 
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0.0001).  RNA concentrations in fish from the No Food regimen did not decline until eight 

days of starvation (Figure 3.3).  RNA concentrations of fish in the 2% Food did not decline 

until 12 days after food reduction, and while RNA concentration did increase 8 days after 

return to satiation feeding (692.1 ± 69.3 µg g-1), it did not reach the same level as after the 

first satiation period (955.0 ± 114.2 µg g-1) (Figure 3.3). 

In fish from both feeding groups, IGF-I mRNA expression in the liver had a generally 

similar, though less pronounced, pattern as HSI  in response to feeding regime over time with 

no interaction between sampling day and feeding regime (ANOVA, df = 6, 112, p = 0.07).  

IGF-I mRNA expression decreased in during the first 4-8 days of starvation or restricted 

feeding, had no change during the remainder of the reduced food period or four days after 

return to satiation feeding, but a significant increase eight days after return to high feeding 

level (feeding regime df = 1, 112, p = 0.003; day sampled (df = 6, 112, p < 0.0001).  After 

seven days satiation feeding and on days 8, 12 and 16 after food restriction fish in the 2% 

Food regimen had significantly higher IGF-I mRNA expression levels than fish in the No 

Food regimen in linear comparisons (7 days satiation df = 1, 99, p = 0.003; 8 days df = 1, 99, 

p = 0.02; 12 days df = 1, 99, p = 0.0005; 16 days df = 1, 99, p = 0.02) (Figure 3.4).  

Expression levels of IGF-I mRNA eight days after the return to satiation feeding matched 

(2% Food fish) or exceeded (No Food fish) expression levels after the initial seven days of 

satiation feeding (Figure 3.4).   

Circulating IGF-I plasma levels showed no significant main effects (ANOVA, 

feeding regime df = 1, 35, p = 0.14; day sampled df = 5, 35, p = 0.28) or interaction (feeding 
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regime*day sampled df = 5, 35, p = 0.09) (Figure 3.4).  In the 2% Food regimen levels 

appeared to decline over the first eight days of reduced feeding rate, but sample size was too 

low to interpret this with confidence.  There was no significant relationship between IGF-I 

mRNA expression and IGF-I plasma levels in either of the feeding regimes (regression 

analysis, No Food: df = 22, p = 0.26; 2% Food: df = 6, p = 0.36), but the low number of 

observations for plasma levels limited the sample sizes for these comparisons. 

To assess the potential each of the indicators had for explaining SGR, we ran 

regression analyses between SGR and each individual indicator.  Even though most of the 

indicators showed some pattern in relation to changes in food regime over time (Figures 3.1-

3.4), their values were not tightly coupled with SGR when analyzed over the whole trial; 

many relationships were not significant, and those that were explained a modest amount of 

variation in SGR at best (Table 3.1).  In the No Food regimen, RNA:DNA ratio (R2 = 0.30) 

and HSI (R2 = 0.29) explained the most variation in SGR.  In the 2% Food regimen HSI was 

the only variable that was significantly related to SGR with a comparable R2 value (0.34); 

IGF-I liver expression was also significantly related to SGR, but only with R2 = 0.10 (Table 

3.1).   

Because the sharpest changes in SGR and most indicators occurred in the first 4-8 

days following the shift from satiation feeding to restricted feeding, and to a lesser extent in 

the 4-8 days following the return to satiation feeding at the end of the trials, we focused more 

specifically on these two periods to further explore the SGR-indicator relationship.  One set 

of regression analyses was conducted using data from fish sampled at the end of the initial 7-
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day satiation feeding period and 4 and 8 days after food reduction; the second set used data 

from fish collected on day 16 of the reduced food period and 4 and 8 days after satiation 

feeding resumed.  In these analyses each indicator that exhibited a significant relationship to 

SGR explained a higher proportion of the variation in SGR than it did using all the data 

combined, but R2 values were still generally modest (Table 3.1).  In the No Food regimen 

RNA:DNA ratio explained the most variation in SGR following the shift from satiation 

feeding to starvation (R2 = 0.41) and HSI explained the most variation in SGR following the 

shift back to satiation feeding (R2 = 0.33).  In the 2% Food regimen, log10(IGF-I plasma) 

explained 80% of the variation in SGR following the initial drop in feeding level, but this 

should be interpreted with caution as the sample size was small (n = 6) and this indicator was 

not a significant predictor of SGR in any of the other regressions.  The next best predictor of 

SGR following the initial drop in feeding level was HSI (R2 = 0.52).  Following the return to 

satiation feeding only one indicator, RNA:DNA ratio, was significantly related to SGR, but it 

only explained a small portion of variation (R2 = 0.17) (Table 3.1).   

Since most studies relating IGF-I levels to growth rate test for changes after longer 

periods of time (typically weeks or months, see Beckman 2011), we also compared IGF-I 

mRNA expression levels between fish collected after 7 days of satiation and after 16 days of 

starvation or reduced feeding.  In both of these regression analyses IGF-I mRNA expression 

was positively related to SGR and explained over half of the variation in SGR (No Food, R2 

= 0.63, p < 0.0001; 2% Food, R2 = 0.64, p = 0.001); further ANCOVA analysis indicated 
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they had the same slope (m = 3.84), but the No Food regimen had a higher intercept value 

(No Food = -27.29 vs. 2% Food = -27.86). 

Tank Trial 2010 

As in 2009 we analyzed differences in response of bioindicators between fish in the 

No Food and 1% Food feeding regimes with a two-factor ANOVA with day sampled and 

feeding regime as factors.  However, since fish in the Variable Food regime were sampled on 

a different frequency and over a shorter period than fish in the other regimes, we analyzed 

these fish in a separate one-factor ANOVA to discern changes over time.  On days 4 and 8 

after change in food levels, when we had samples from all three regimes, we tested for 

differences in indicator response among fish in all three feeding regimes using an ANOVA 

for each of those days. 

Growth rates of juvenile spot during the initial satiation feed period were lower in 

2010 than in 2009, with several fish exhibiting negative SGR during the first week.  

Distribution of growth rates for this period was non-normal and skewed towards lower 

growth rates in 2010, unlike the normal distribution in 2009.  While social hierarchy behavior 

was not observed (e.g., fish chasing each other around the tank, nipping at fins), the variation 

of growth rates within the tanks could be due to more dominant individuals consuming a 

larger share of food than others.  In 2010, during the satiation week, fish were fed at least 8% 

of their body weight per day (often more), divided into two feedings a day, but this obviously 

did not provide satiation levels of food to all fish or some fish were not eating due to other 

stressors.  Since we wanted to examine how the indicators responded when fish with high 
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SGR switched to negative SGR, we eliminated fish that had a negative SGR during the 

satiation feeding week from our analysis (but not from the tanks), reducing the sample size 

from 70 to 36 in the No Food regimen and from 70 to 51 in the 1% Food regimen; no fish 

were eliminated from the Variable Food regimen.   

The Variable Food group had lower SGR after periods of fasting than after periods of 

2% bw d-1 variable feeding (ANOVA, df = 41, p < 0.0001), but on days 4 and 8 after the 

initial satiation feeding period, when the Variable Food group had received on average the 

same amount of food as the 1% Food group, growth rates of fish in the Variable Food group 

did not differ from those of fish in the 1% Food or No Food groups (ANOVAs; 4 days post 

satiation, df = 16, p = 0.625; 8 days post satiation df = 17, p = 0.3135) (Figure 3.5).  

Cumulative percent weight loss by fish in the Variable Food regimen was similar for days 2 

(-1.63% ± 0.27) and 4 (-1.79% ± 0.30) after food reduction, indicating that after this weight 

loss during the first two days of fasting fish weight remained ~constant during the next two 

days of 2%.  On day 6, after two more days of fasting, cumulative weight loss for Variable 

Food regimen fish had roughly doubled (-3.70% ± 0.39) and remained similar on day 8 (-

3.18% ± 0.25) after two more days of 2% food  (Figure 3.5).  

Fish from the No Food and 1% Food regimes showed similar patterns in change of 

cumulative percent weight loss over time (ANOVA, fish food regime*day sampled df = 6, 

86, p = 0.60), but did have a significant main effect of day sampled (day sampled df = 6, 86, 

p < 0.0001).  The 1% Food regimen group had similar but slightly increasing cumulative 

percent weight loss on days 4, 8, and 16 after food reduction, indicating that most of this 
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weight loss had occurred in the first four days, but that some minor weight loss was 

continuing over this period.  However, between days 16 and 21weight declined more with the 

cumulative change in weight going from -4.0% (± 0.96%) on day 16 to -6.3% (± 0.60%) on 

day 21 (Figure 3.5).  Fish in the No Food regimen also continued to lose weight over the 

whole starvation period, but as in the 2009 experiment the rate of weight loss decelerated 

over the course of the starvation period.  Over half of the total percent weight loss by day 21 

(-7.9% ± 0.70) had occurred by day 8 (-4.7% ± 1.05) and nearly all had occurred by day 16 (-

7.0% ± 0.25%) (Figure 3.5).  The only significant differences in SGR and cumulative percent 

weight loss between fish in the No Food and 1% Food regimens occurred 16 days after food 

reduction (df = 1, 73, p = 0.02) (Figure 3.5). 

In contrast to the 2009 experiment that had a 16-d restricted feeding period, in the 

2010 experiment spot exhibited compensatory growth rates after a 21-d restricted feeding 

period in both the No Food and 1% Food regimens.  In No Food regime fish’s SGR values 

after 4 and 8 days of refeeding were 101% and 232%, respectively, of SGR during the initial 

7-d satiation feeding period; and, in the 1% Food regimen fish SGR values after 4 and 8 days 

of refeeding were 156% and 297%, respectively, of SGR during the initial 7-d feeding 

period.  Day sampled had a significant effect on SGR (ANOVA, df = 6, 83, p < 0.0001) but 

the interaction between day sampled and fish feeding regime was not significant (df = 6, 83, 

p = 0.96) (Figure 3.5).   

In fish both in the No Food and 1% Food regimens, HSI decreased after food 

reduction in a pattern similar to that observed in the 2009 experiment; however, unlike in the 
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2009 experiment, HSI levels of fish increased substantially during the refeeding period, 

surpassing the levels observed immediately after the initial 7-day period of satiation feeding.  

The significant increase of HSI of fish in the No Food regime 8 days after refeeding (linear 

comparison df = 1,72, p = 0.01) drives the interaction between fish feeding regimes and day 

sampled (ANOVA, df = 86, fish feeding regime p = 0.20, day sampled p < 0.0001, fish 

feeding regime*day sampled p = 0.04) (Figure 3.6).  By 8 days after return to satiation 

feeding, HSI of fish in the No Food regimen (2.06 ± 0.08) was 61% greater than their HSI 

values after the initial 7-day satiation period (1.28 ± 0.22) and HSI of fish from the 1% Food 

regimen (1.76 ± 0.14) was 59% greater than after the initial satiation period (1.10 ± 0.07).  A 

(non-significant) greater decrease in HSI was detected four days after food restriction in fish 

from the No Food regimen (45%) than in fish from the 1% Food regimen (27%), but by 8 

days after food restriction began, all fish’s HSI levels had decreased by ~54% (Figure 3.6).  

HSI values in the Variable Food regimen declined slightly over the restricted food period, but 

were not significantly different from one another (ANOVA, df = 20, p = 0.1352).  However, 

HSI was significantly higher in the Variable Food regime than in the 1% Food regime 8 days 

after feed restriction, with HSI of fish in the No Food regime similar to both groups 

(ANOVA, df = 16, p = 0.02).   

There was a small but significant decline in Fulton’s K over the first eight days after 

food restriction in all feeding regimes.  Values remained at this lower level for the remainder 

of the restricted feeding period, then increased significantly eight days after resumption of 

satiation feeding in the 1% Food and No Food fish (ANOVA, df = 86, fish feeding regime p 
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= 0.07, day sampled p < 0.0001, fish feeding regime*day sampled p = 0.08) (Figure 3.6).  

Fulton’s K was greater in the 1% Food regimen four days after return to satiation feeding 

(linear comparison df = 1, 73, p = 0.004), but after eight days refeeding, there was no 

difference between groups, and Fulton’s K levels were equal to those after the initial 7-day 

satiation feeding period (Figure 3.6).  The Variable Food fish had a significant effect of day 

sampled in Fulton’s K response and exhibited a decline over the time period (though less 

pronounced than fish from other feeding regimes), but Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test assigned 

no differences in levels among days sampled (ANOVA, Variable Food: df = 41, p = 0.0384) 

(Figure 3.6).   

Similar patterns of RNA:DNA ratio decrease occurred in fish from both the No Food 

and 1% Food regimes (ANOVA, fish feeding regime*day sampled df = 6, 53, p = 0.21), 

ratios declined within four days after feeding ceased, then did not increase until food was 

again made available to the fish (day sampled df = 6, 53, p = 0.0003, Tukey’s HSD showed 

differences by day in No Food regime fish) (Figure 3.7).  As in the 2009 experiment, sample 

sizes were reduced due to some samples being rejected because of lack of agreement between 

replicates.  In the No Food regimen, RNA:DNA ratios, after removal of food, averaged 48% 

lower than immediately after the initial seven days of satiation feeding.  When satiation 

feeding resumed, RNA:DNA ratios began climbing and reached levels similar to those after 

the initial seven days of satiation feeding, which is unlike the pattern seen in 2009 and may 

have to do with the compensatory growth that occurred during the refeeding period in this 

experiment (Figure 3.7). 
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As for the 2009 experiment, we ran regression analyses on the relationship between 

SGR and each indicator for the 2010 No Food and 1% Food regimen groups to explore how 

well each of the indicators explained variability in SGR.  Generally the indicators explained 

more variability in SGR in the 2010 experiment than in the 2009 trials.  Over the whole 

experiment, the positive relationship of HSI to SGR explained the most variability in SGR in 

both the No Food regimen (R2 = 0.65) and the 1% Food regimen (R2 = 0.56) (Table 3.2).  

RNA:DNA ratio also explained a substantial amount of variation (R2 = 0.46) in the No Food 

regimen and all indicators except Fulton’s K explained significant amounts of variation in 

SGR in both groups.  In this experiment we again looked for differences after a prolonged 

period of reduced food as has been done in previously published studies, as well as for more 

rapid responses.  In the analyses using data from fish collected on day 21 of the reduced food 

period and 4 and 8 days after satiation feeding resumed, all the indicators exhibited 

significant, positive relationships with SGR, and the amount of SGR variation explained by 

indicators was much higher than for the overall experiment, apparently due to the substantial 

increase in SGR and indicator values in response to satiation refeeding.  Again, HSI 

explained the greatest amount of variability in both the No Food group (R2 = 0.74) and the 

1% Food group (R2 = 0.61); RNA:DNA ratio also explained a substantial amount of the 

variation in SGR in these groups (0.66 and 0.46, respectively) and even Fulton’s K 

performed relatively well (Table 3.2).  In contrast, analyses using data from fish sampled at 

the end of the initial 7-day satiation feeding period through the first eight days of food 

reduction showed that relationships between most indicators and SGR were either not 
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significant, or explained even less variation in SGR than in analyses based on all data from 

the trials.  The one exception was RNA:DNA ratio (R2 = 0.80), though the sample size for 

this analysis was quite low (n = 10).   

DISCUSSION  

The indicators we examined in juvenile spot responded to pronounced changes in 

feeding levels, but not as rapidly as we anticipated.  There was a lag of at least four days, and 

sometimes eight days, between the drop in SGR and the full drop in indicator values after 

feeding was reduced.  Similarly, upon refeeding, indicators did not fully respond after four 

days.  Hence, indicators did not change as rapidly as exogenous factors (on a time scale of 

four day intervals) (in this case, feeding level) caused changes in growth rates.  Fulton’s K 

did not show a large nor quick response to reduction in feeding, but did gradually decrease 

towards the end of food restriction and increase eight days after refeed.  Therefore, Fulton’s 

K could be used as a convenient, non-lethal tool to quickly and coarsely evaluate condition 

and long term growth.  In contrast, other studies have reported more rapid responses of 

RNA:DNA ratios to reduction in feeding levels, ranging from four-to-six days in larval cod 

Gadus morhua (Clemmesen & Doan 1996) and one to two days in larval red drum Sciaenops 

ocellatus (Rooker & Holt 1996).  However, values of RNA:DNA ratios and RNA 

concentration and their rate of response to changes in growth rates vary among species, with 

some species responding more quickly than others, as seen in response times of RNA:DNA 

ratios in summer flounder and weakfish Cynoscion regalis (Stierhoff et al. 2009).  The quick 

response time of these indicators in larval and very young juvenile fish may not be 
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achievable in older fish, and some question the applicability of RNA:DNA ratios in older 

juveniles (Houlihan et al 1993; Buckley et al 1999).  Moreover, before moving forward with 

RNA and DNA indices to estimate growth rates of wild spot, the effect of water temperature 

on the relationship between growth rate and RNA:DNA ratio needs to be calibrated, as other 

studies have shown this relationship to be temperature-dependent (Buckley et al 1999).  We 

encourage evaluation across a larger range of feeding levels and intermittent feeding patterns, 

as these will be more applicable to the field than just fed-starved extremes.   

Each individual indicator did not have consistent explanatory value across feeding 

regimes and feeding periods.  In specific cases, RNA:DNA ratio (2010 food change from 

high food to no food) and IGF-I plasma (2009 food change from high food to 2% food) each 

explained 80% of the variation in SGR, but as these relationships were not evident in other 

instances, (and sample size was quite small for the 2009 IGF-I plasma data), we suggest 

caution in using relationships over specific time periods to predict growth rates over periods 

of different durations.  The indicators we evaluated generally showed a stronger relationship 

with SGR over a relatively short (4-8 days) period following a change in feeding level (either 

high to low or low to high) than over longer periods of starvation or low ration, implying the 

response of these indicators does not track the change in SGR as it becomes less negative 

over prolonged periods of restricted feeding.  As in other studies that have observed a 

significant decline of IGF-I in fish that had been fed ad libitum and then starved for a 

prolonged period (see Picha et al. 2008 and Beckman 2011 for reviews), we also saw a strong 

decline in IGF-I mRNA expression between the end of the initial 7-day satiation feeding 
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period and after 16 days of starvation or 2% feeding, which accounted for much of the 

variability in SGR between these extremes (R2 = 0.63 - 0.64).  For applications that can 

predict short-term growth rates of fish in relation to environmental conditions in the wild, 

however, we need resolution over a shorter time period (scale of 1-2 days).  While individual 

indicators might not consistently provide high explanatory power, using multiple indicators 

in concert with each other may allow us to more effectively estimate recent growth of 

juvenile fishes. 

Given that IGF-I plays a direct role in regulating somatic growth (Duan 1997, LeBail 

et al. 1998), we expected it to better predict SGR than the other indicators we tested.  Some 

studies have found no correlation between IGF-I and growth rates (Silverstein et al. 1998, 

Nankervis et al. 2000), though results across research studies range from no evident 

relationship, to weak but significant, to robust positive relationships (Beckman 2011).  Our 

results do indicate that changes in IGF-I are related to growth of spot, but its effectiveness for 

predicting short-term growth rates appears limited.  However, the high variation in response 

and little pattern in relation to feeding to IGF-I plasma levels that we observed may due, in 

part, to small sample sizes.  Many of the plasma samples we analyzed were not in the linear 

detection range of the radioimmunoassay technique we used, which could be due to lower 

levels of circulating IGF-I in blood of juvenile spot than have been found in older hybrid 

striped bass (Picha et al. 2006).  Simply increasing the amount of plasma used in the analysis 

was not feasible, as the spot were small and only a limited amount of blood could be 

extracted from each fish.  In future studies of IGF-I plasma levels in small fish, we 
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recommend using the fluoroimmunoassay method of evaluating IGF-I plasma that requires 

less plasma per sample and may be more sensitive to detecting lower IGF-I levels (Small & 

Peterson 2005).   

Because most circulating IGF-I is produced in the liver (Duan 1997, LeBail et al. 

1998), measures of IGF-I mRNA expression in the liver are used as commonly as circulating 

IGF-I plasma levels in studies of fish.  Studies with several fish species have found 

significant positive relationships between IGF-I plasma levels and hepatic IGF-I mRNA 

levels (Pierce et al. 2005, Vera Cruz et al. 2006, Luckenbach et al. 2007, Picha et al. 2008a, 

b), suggesting that hepatic IGF-I mRNA levels could serve as a growth indicator.  The lack 

of relationship in our study may have been due to low sample size, however, Uchida et al. 

(2003) also did not observe a positive relationship between IGF-I plasma levels and IGF-I 

mRNA expression for Mozambique tilapia Oreochromis mossambicus.  Most research 

evaluating the response of IGF-I to changes in growth rate in fish, and how environmental 

conditions might affect that relationship, is quite recent (Beckman 2011).  So while IGF-I 

may correspond well to growth rates in some fishes and conditions, it might not serve as well 

as a growth index for all species (Beckman 2011), including spot.  However, as this was the 

first study of IGF-I in spot, we encourage further evaluation of its utility as a growth 

indicator for this species. 

Because feeding rates in the field may vary from day to day, we examined how 

growth rate, and several potential indicators of recent growth, responded to intermittent and 

constant feeding rates with the same average feeding level.  Growth rates of fish in the 
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intermittently fed group were generally equivalent to those of fish in the group fed at a 

constant rate when compared on days 4 and 8 of sampling.  However more negative spikes in 

SGR occurred after the two-day fasting periods, so results might have differed somewhat if 

the order of fasting and fed periods were switched and we compared SGRs after period of 

fasting.  Both HSI and Fulton’s K remained high in the Variable Food group, while the 

constantly fed 1% Food group exhibited modest but significant declines in both of these 

metrics.  This difference in response suggests that pulses of food consumption following 

short periods of fasting may be sufficient to replenish energy stores in the liver and maintain 

body condition in spot.  Further investigations into the responses of growth rate and growth 

rate indicators to intermittent feeding is warranted,  given that irregular feeding patterns are 

more likely for fish in the wild than constant feeding rates or long periods of starvation.  

Further, examination of how intermittent fasting and feeding over longer periods might 

change biochemical, endocrine or metabolic processes in fish would be interesting, to see if 

these processes continue to respond to short-term changes in feeding and growth, or become 

insensitive to fluctuations after a time and reach a new steady state. 

With this research we gained valuable insight into how HSI, Fulton’s K, RNA:DNA 

ratio, and IGF-I mRNA expression in the liver of juvenile spot respond over time to sharp 

changes in SGR.  The time lag between change in SGR and responses of the indicators 

suggests that the shortest period over which juvenile spot growth rates can reasonably be 

evaluated with these indicators is around eight days.  Individual indicators alone might not be 

able to predict individual SGR with great confidence, but could possibly be used in a 
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threshold manner as a biomarker for growth.  Our findings that IGF-I levels would not be 

able to provide a precise estimate of SGR or differentiate between small changes in growth 

rates are consistent with conclusions made by Beckman et al. (2004) for coho salmon 

Oncorhynchus kisutch and Luckenbach et al. (2007) for southern flounder Paralichthys 

lethostigma.  Yet, both RNA:DNA ratios and IGF-I mRNA expression could be used to 

detect relatively large differences in growth rates, and larger divergences in growth rates 

might be more informative in applications to fish in the wild, as their biological  

consequences would be greater than smaller changes.  We encourage more research to 

evaluate the responses of these indicators at a variety of growth rates, and to explore whether 

combinations of indicators may prove more effective for estimating growth rates over a range 

of conditions.  
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Table 3.1  R2 values for linear regression analyses from the 2009 Trials between specific growth rate (SGR) and HSI, Fulton’s K, 
log10(RNA:DNA ratio), RNA concentration, log10 (IGF-I liver mRNA expression), and log10(IGF-I plasma levels) for each of the 
two feeding regimens.  Values are presented from analyses based on all individuals in the trial (Overall), just individuals sampled 
at the end of the initial satiation feeding period and during the first eight days of reduced feeding, and just individuals sampled at 
the end of the reduced feeding period and during the eight days of refeeding to satiation.  For each relationship the R2 value is 
presented with the sample size in parentheses and a symbol indicating whether the relationship is positive (+) or negative (-).  
Significance levels are indicated by * for p < 0.05 and *** for p <0.0001; non-significant values are in gray, -- indicates 
insufficient data. 

No Food regimen 
 Overall 7 d satiation, 4 & 8 d reduced food 16 d reduced food, 4 & 8 d 

satiation 
HSI + 0.29 (68)*** + 0.34 (28)* + 0.33 (30)* 
Fulton's K + 0.09 (68)* + 0.34 (28)* + 0.09 (30) 
log10(RNA:DNA ratio) + 0.30 (35)* + 0.41 (18)* + 0.05 (9) 
RNA concentration + 0.11 (35)* + 0.15 (18) + 0.01 (9) 
log10(IGF-I liver expression) + 0.12 (64)* + 0.04 (24) + 0.29 (30)* 
log10(IGF-I plasma levels) + 0.07 (25) + 0.06 (13) + 0.00 (9) 

2% Food regimen 
 Overall 7 d satiation, 4 & 8 d reduced food 16 d reduced food, 4 & 8 d 

satiation 
HSI + 0.34 (56)*** + 0.52 (23)* + 0.10 (26) 
Fulton's K + 0.04 (58) + 0.13 (23) + 0.14 (27) 
log10(RNA:DNA ratio) + 0.04 (49) + 0.18 (17) + 0.17 (25)* 
RNA concentration - 0.03 (48) - 0.01 (16) + 0.00 (25) 
log10(IGF-I liver expression) + 0.10 (49)* + 0.21 (21)* + 0.12 (25) 
log10(IGF-I plasma levels) + 0.27 (11) + 0.80 (6)* -- 
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Table 3.2  R2 values for linear regression analyses from the 2010 Trials between specific growth rate (SGR) and HSI, Fulton’s K, 
and RNA:DNA ratio for the No Food and 1% Food regimens.  Values are presented from analyses based on all individuals in the 
trial (Overall), just individuals sampled at the end of the initial satiation feeding period and during the first eight days of reduced 
feeding, and just individuals sampled at the end of the reduced feeding period and during the eight days of refeeding to satiation.   
For each relationship the R2 value is presented with the sample size in parentheses and a symbol indicating whether the 
relationship is positive (+) or negative (-).  Significance levels are indicated by * for p < 0.05 and *** for p <0.0001; relationships 
that were not significant are in gray. 

No Food regimen 
 Overall 7 d satiation, 4 & 8 d reduced food 21 d reduced food, 4 & 8 d 

satiation 
HSI + 0.65 (36)***  + 0.39 (15)*  + 0.74 (15)*** 
Fulton's K + 0.02 (36)  - 0.00 (15)  + 0.30 (15)* 
log10(RNA:DNA ratio) + 0.46 (23)*  + 0.80 (10)* + 0.66 (8)* 
    

1% Food regimen 
 Overall 7 d satiation, 4 & 8 d reduced food 21 d reduced food, 4 & 8 d 

satiation 
HSI + 0.56 (50)*** + 0.20 (19)  + 0.61 (25)*** 
Fulton's K + 0.29 (51)*** + 0.20 (20)* + 0.48 (25)* 
log10(RNA:DNA ratio) + 0.19 (31)* - 0.03 (13) + 0.46 (15)* 
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Figure 3.1  Comparison of specific growth rate (top) and percent weight loss or gain (bottom) 
between the 2009 No Food and 2% Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different 
levels are indicated by letters: abc for No Food group, xyz for 2% Food group) and linear 
comparisons between groups on day sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  
Error bars indicate ± SE.  Time periods when fish were fed to satiation are signified by gray 
bars.  Points in time when feeding regimen was changed are shown by arrows.  Values on the 
horizontal axis are days since the last feeding regimen change.  No Food regimen samples 
had n values of 9-10; 2% Food regimen samples had n values of 8, except after initial seven 
days of satiation n was 7, and eight days after satiation feeding resumed n was 11.  
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Figure 3.2  Comparison of HSI (top) and Fulton’s K (bottom) between the 2009 No Food and 
2% Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different levels are indicated by letters: abc 
for No Food group, xyz for 2% Food group) and linear comparisons between groups on day 
sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  Error bars indicate ± SE.  Time 
periods when fish were fed to satiation are signified by gray bars.  Points in time when 
feeding regimen was changed are shown by arrows.  Values on the horizontal axis are days 
since the last feeding regimen change.  No Food regimen samples had n values of 9-10; 2% 
Food regimen samples had n values of 8, except after initial seven days of satiation n was 7, 
and eight days after satiation feeding resumed n was 10.  
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Figure 3.3  Comparison of RNA:DNA ratio (top) and RNA concentration (bottom) between 
the 2009 No Food and 2% Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different levels are 
indicated by letters: abc for No Food group, xyz for 2% Food group) and linear comparisons 
between groups on day sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  Error bars 
indicate ± SE.  Numbers below each bar indicate sample size.  Time periods when fish were 
fed to satiation are signified by gray bars.  Points in time when feeding regimen was changed 
are shown by arrows.  Values on the horizontal axis are days since the last feeding regimen 
change. 
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Figure 3.4  Comparison of IGF-I mRNA expression (top) and IGF-I plasma levels (bottom) 
between the 2009 No Food and 2% Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different 
levels are indicated by letters: abc for No Food group, xyz for 2% Food group) and linear 
comparisons between groups on day sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  
Error bars indicate ± SE.  Numbers below each bar indicate sample size.  Time periods where 
fish were fed to satiation are signified by gray bars.  Points in time when feeding regimen 
was changed are shown by arrows.  Values on the horizontal axis are days since the last 
feeding regimen change.  
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Figure 3.5  Comparison of specific growth rate (top) and percent weight loss or gain (bottom) 
within the 2010 No Food, 1% Food and Variable Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD 
different levels are indicated by letters: abc for No Food group, xyz for 1% Food group, 
italicized abc for Variable Food group) and between groups on day sampled (significant 
differences indicated by asterisks).  Error bars indicate ± SE.  Numbers below each bar 
indicate sample size.  Time periods when fish were fed to satiation are signified by gray bars.  
Points in time when feeding regimen was changed are shown by arrows.  Above the Variable 
Food regimen bars is the type of feeding that was occurring in the two days prior to that 
particular sample: fasting = no food given, 2% = 2% bw d-1.  Values on the horizontal axis 
are days since the last feeding regimen change. 
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Figure 3.6  Comparison of HSI (top) and Fulton’s K (bottom) within the 2010 No Food, 1% 
Food and Variable Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different levels are indicated 
by letters: abc for No Food group, xyz for 1% Food group, italicized abc for Variable Food 
group) and between groups on day sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  
Error bars indicate ± SE.  Numbers below each bar indicate sample size.  Time periods when 
fish were fed to satiation are signified by gray bars.  Points in time when feeding regimen 
was changed are shown by arrows.  Above the Variable Food regimen bars is the type of 
feeding that was occurring in the two days prior to that particular sampling point; fasting = 
no food given, 2% = 2% bw d-1.  Values on the horizontal axis are days since the last feeding 
regimen change.  
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Figure 3.7  Comparison of RNA:DNA ratios within the 2010 No Food, 1% Food and 
Variable Food trials, by day sampled (Tukey’s HSD different levels are indicated by letters: 
abc for No Food group, xyz for 1% Food group, italicized abc for Variable Food group; if 
there are no letters, no significant differences were found) and between groups on day 
sampled (significant differences indicated by asterisks).  Error bars indicate ± SE.  Numbers 
below each bar indicate sample size.  Time periods when fish were fed to satiation are 
signified by gray bars.  Points in time when feeding regimen was changed are shown by 
arrows.  Above the Variable Food regimen bars is the type of feeding that was occurring in 
the two days prior to that particular sampling point; fasting = no food given, 2% = 2% bw d-1.  
Values on the horizontal axis are days since the last feeding regimen change.  
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Chapter 4 

Development and field application of a predictive model for short-term 

growth of spot Leiostomus xanthurus in response to episodic hypoxia 

INTRODUCTION 

Processes affecting growth of juvenile fish in nursery habitats can be important in 

regulating year class strength (e.g., Scharf 2000).  Even minor decreases in growth can 

prolong stage duration (Houde 1987), which can increase size-selective predation; in 

addition, slower growth can increase overwinter mortality (Sogard 1997).  At the juvenile 

stage, habitats that promote growth and survival are critical for the success of fish (Beck et 

al. 2001).  Juvenile fish use estuaries as nursery habitat during this critical life stage to help 

foster rapid growth and improve survival through a combination of factors including refuge 

from predators, increased prey resources, and suitable physiochemical conditions (e.g., 

temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen; Beck et al. 2001; Gibson 1994).  Because the 

productivity and quality of a nursery habitat is linked to many factors that vary spatially and 

temporally, it is important to understand how these dynamics affect the function of estuarine 

nursery habitat and their consequences for fish growth and year class strength (Beck et al. 

2001, Searcy et al. 2007a,b). 

In particular, there is growing concern that hypoxia (low dissolved oxygen, DO) due 

to excessive anthropogenic nutrient loading is having negative impacts on fishes and their 

habitats in North Carolina (Luettich et al 2000, McClellen et al. 2002), across the United 

States (Diaz 2001, Diaz and Rosenberg 2008), and globally (Breitburg 2002, Breitburg et al. 
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2009).  Increases in the frequency or severity of hypoxia in estuarine habitats could have both 

direct and indirect effects on growth and survival of juvenile fish (Eby and Crowder 2002, 

Stierhoff et al. 2006).  Chronic, stable zones of hypoxia in deep waters have become 

increasingly common (Chesapeake Bay, Breitburg 1990; Neuse River Estuary, NC, Luettich 

et al. 2000; Gulf of Mexico Dead Zone, Rabalais et al. 2002), but in shallower habitats more 

often occupied by juvenile fish, DO levels can change rapidly over a 24 hour period creating 

a more dynamic environment that fish must respond to quickly and continuously (Stierhoff et 

al 2009a, Campbell 2012 Chapter 2).  The peak of juvenile fish abundance and occupancy in 

estuaries generally occurs during summer months (Weinstein 1979, Able and Fahay 1998), 

which corresponds with the establishment and spread of hypoxic conditions (Diaz and 

Rosenberg 2008); as a result estuary-dependent juvenile fish are likely to be affected by 

hypoxia in many ways (Stierhoff et al. 2009a).  With frequency of hypoxia on the rise (Diaz 

& Rosenberg 2008), quantifying the effects of hypoxia on fish in the field is crucial to 

understanding the impacts of habitat change.  

Researchers have provided much information about the direct effects of hypoxia on 

fish through laboratory and field enclosure studies.  Direct exposure to various low DO levels 

caused reductions in growth or survival for several species of fish (McNatt and Rice 2004, 

Shimps et al. 2005, Stierhoff et al. 2006).  But laboratory experiments have also documented 

the ability of fish to detect and avoid low DO (Wannamaker and Rice 2000, Tyler and 

Targett 2007); in addition, telemetry studies (McClellan et al. 2002, J.K. Craig pers. comm.) 

and trawling studies (Eby and Crowder 2002, Bell and Eggleston 2005, Campbell 2012 
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Chapter 2) illustrate that fish generally avoid direct exposure to severe hypoxia.  

Furthermore, recent studies have shown that measurement of relationships between growth 

and direct exposure to hypoxia in the laboratory underestimate DO concentrations at which 

growth is reduced in the field (see Stierhoff et al 2009 a,b).  Clearly, findings from the 

laboratory do not encompass all effects on free ranging fish in the wild, so we need a way to 

measure the cumulative effects of hypoxia on fish in the field.  

A fish’s growth integrates effects of all the environmental conditions and stressors it 

experiences and could be considered a direct reflection of habitat suitability, as reduced 

growth rate is the obvious effect of sublethal stressors (Rose 2000).  Even if fish can 

minimize or eliminate direct effects of hypoxia on growth, indirect effects may still be 

important.  Movement associated with hypoxia avoidance behavior may increase metabolic 

costs and reduce foraging efficiency or the time available for feeding.  Fish may also 

experience a reduction in prey availability both from physical separation and negative effects 

of hypoxia on prey resources.  As fish crowd into oxygenated refuges, densities can double 

(Campbell 2012 Chapter 2) leading to density-dependent effects that reduce growth and 

survival, as shown in cage and pond experiments (Eby and Crowder 2005, Craig et al. 2007).  

Even if it were possible to tease out each of these individual effects, the response of a fish to 

the suitability of its environment could be better assessed by evaluating how well its recent 

environmental history fostered growth.  Levels of DO in nearshore habitats can change from 

normoxia to hypoxia and back in a matter of minutes to hours, with many episodes of 

hypoxia within a week, to which fish must continuously respond and adjust (Stierhoff et al. 
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2009a, Campbell 2012 Chapter 2).  Due to the temporal and spatial dynamics of DO 

concentration in the field we need to be able to capture how a fish is affected by changes on a 

physiologically and ecologically relevant time scale of days to weeks.  Identifying 

appropriate tools to quantify the magnitude and relative importance of effects of stressors on 

fish growth remains a pressing need for both scientists and fisheries managers seeking to 

assess and monitor overall system health (Rose 2000, North Carolina Division of Water 

Quality 2009). 

Few tools are available to measure short-term growth rate in the field.  Because 

individual fish in the wild cannot readily be recaptured, the traditional approach to 

calculating individual growth from change in size over a given time period is not applicable.  

The use of otolith daily growth increments to calculate growth rates may be useful (Maillet & 

Checkley 1991, Fey 2005, Rakocinski et al. 2006, Searcy et al. 2007a,b), but typically does 

not provide adequate resolution over short time periods immediately prior to capture.  

Therefore, researchers have been seeking alternative means of assessing recent growth using 

morphological, biochemical, physiological and endocrine indicators that can be measured 

from a fish captured just once (Ferron & Leggett 1994).   

Biological indicators (bioindicators) have the potential to provide integrated measures 

of the effects of DO and other environmental variables on growth, serving as a “bioassay” of 

how recent (days to weeks) habitat conditions translate directly into biological impacts on 

fish.  Biological indicators have been used as a proxy for physiological condition (feeding 

and growth) in larval and small juvenile fishes (Westerman & Holt 1988, Ferron & Leggett 
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1994, Rooker et al. 1997, Buckley et al. 1999, Glass et al. 2008, Ciotti et al. 2010).  In this 

study,  we estimate short-term growth of juvenile estuary-dependent fish in the Neuse River 

Estuary, North Carolina to directly link changes in DO with impacts on recent growth due to 

the sublethal effects of hypoxia.  To estimate growth, we evaluated a suite of bioindicators: 

two primary indicators based on RNA and DNA concentrations and insulin-like growth 

factor-I (IGF-I), and two secondary indicators, hepatosomatic index (HSI) and Fulton’s K.  

Because growth is achieved through protein synthesis, the relationship between the quantity 

of DNA in a cell, which is constant, and the quantity of RNA, which fluctuates with protein 

synthesis rate, can be linked to growth (Buckley et al. 1984, Ferron & Leggett 1994).  This 

technique has previously been applied using muscle tissue from larval and small juvenile fish 

to relate recent growth to habitat conditions over the previous 1-3 days to two weeks (Rooker 

& Holt 1996, Malloy & Targett 1994, Stiefhoff et al. 2009a,b).  Since RNA and DNA 

analysis has been successfully applied in a variety of field applications, we used it in this 

study with the expectation that it would provide interpretable results and also serve as a 

benchmark to evaluate the relative sensitivity of our other indicators.  The second 

bioindicator, IGF-I, is a hormone responsible for cell differentiation and proliferation, the 

stimulation of processes related to skeletal elongation, and ultimately for somatic growth (see 

Duan 1997, LeBail et al. 1998 for reviews).  Evidence in controlled tank trials from 

aquaculture studies suggests that levels of IGF-I may provide an accurate reflection of 

variable growth rates in a number of fish species (reviewed by Picha et al. 2008a, Beckman 

2011).  However, its utility in the variable context of the natural environment has yet to be 
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ascertained.  In addition to these two primary indicators, we use two basic metrics of 

condition that are easy to obtain without laboratory processing.  The first, HSI or relative 

liver weight expressed as a percentage of body weight, is a simple but likely less sensitive 

measure reflecting the amount of short-term energy reserves.  Because these reserves are the 

first to be mobilized to meet short-term energy demands and are restored as soon as energy 

intake is sufficient, HSI can serve as a basic indicator of energetic status (Picha et al. 2006, 

Perez-Jimenez et al. 2007).  Finally, Fulton’s K is a morphometric condition index that 

provides a way to examine overall growth, but may not be as useful for recent growth 

(Suthers 1998).   

We experimentally tested responses of these various indicators to changes in recent 

growth using spot Leiostomus xanthurus, a representative estuary-dependent fish which is 

benthically oriented (where hypoxia is the worst), as our model organism.  Previous studies 

have assessed how spot behaviorally respond to hypoxia (Wannamaker & Rice 2000), how 

chronic exposure to hypoxia reduces growth (McNatt & Rice 2000), probability of mortality 

as a function of acute hypoxia exposure (Shimps et al. 2005), and the effects of density 

dependence on spot growth and survival (Craig et al. 2007).  Weinstein (1983) and Weinstein 

et al. (1984) found that spot of similar size range (48.6 – 96.0 mm SL and 45.3 – 97.3 mm SL 

respectively) to our collected fish (57 – 131 mm SL, mean 85 mm SL) showed site fidelity to 

an area with an average residence time of 91 and 81 days (from each study respectively); 

which suggests that responses of spot in our study could be linked to recent environmental 
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conditions where they were collected.  Spot are found in estuarine nursery areas throughout 

North Carolina, which allows comparisons among habitats.   

Using lab experiments, we evaluated the sensitivity and utility of these bioindicators 

in quantifying recent growth of juvenile spot.  Based on these results, we developed a set of 

predictive statistical models relating the indicators (alone and in concert) and environmental 

variables to growth rate.  We then use an information theoretic approach (Burnham & 

Anderson 2002) to examine the relative strengths of the candidate models and guide in 

selection of the model that best predicts recent spot growth.  We apply the best predictive 

growth model from our laboratory study to bioindicator values measured from spot collected 

in the field from habitats experiencing a range of temporal patterns in hypoxia.  Comparing 

the resulting estimates of spot growth under differing hypoxic conditions allowed us to 

evaluate the extent to which increased severity, frequency and duration of hypoxia reduces 

spot growth either directly due to suppression of food consumption, or indirectly via impacts 

of hypoxia on prey resources, cost of movement, and density-dependent effects.  Rose (2000) 

suggested that modeling individual growth provides a straightforward way to link sublethal 

effects of hypoxia to population responses, so we also simulated cumulative seasonal growth 

under various hypoxia scenarios.  Quantifying the relationship between spatially and 

temporally dynamic hypoxia and fish growth will provide insights that scientists and fishery 

managers need when moving forward in understanding ecosystem level effects of episodic 

and chronic hypoxia. 
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METHODS 

Tank Trials 

Juvenile spot (mean SL = 80.5 mm, range = 67 - 102 mm) were collected by trawl 

from the Neuse River Estuary, NC, in May and June 2009, then transported back to the 

Fisheries Research Laboratory located at the University of North Carolina’s Institute of 

Marine Science in Morehead City, North Carolina, and placed in recirculating holding tanks.  

Spot were individually marked with visible implant elastomer (Northwest Marine 

Technologies, www.nmt.us) and eight individuals were randomly placed into each of 18 

75.7-l treatment tanks.  Fish were acclimated to two treatment temperatures (nine tanks each, 

24°C and 28°C) and ~20 ppt salinity for two weeks and fed ad libitum twice a day with 

thawed freshwater mysis shrimp (Piscine Energetics Inc., British Columbia, Canada).  Water 

was recirculated through a bubble-washed bead biofilter (one filter for each temperature 

treatment) with a 20% water change daily.  Uneaten food and feces were removed from the 

tanks prior to morning feeding, and any buildup of algae on the sides of tanks was 

periodically removed.  Daily measurements of minimum and maximum temperatures were 

recorded for each tank, and dissolved oxygen and salinity were monitored daily for each tank 

group; other parameters (e.g., nitrites, pH) were monitored intermittently to insure that water 

quality remained good. 

Evidence indicates that hypoxia reduces growth primarily by reducing feeding rather 

than by altering the growth process directly (e.g., Stierfhoff et al. 2006).  Thus, we divided 

fish into five feeding levels to produce a variety of growth rates at two different temperatures 
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for the purpose of evaluating bioindicators over a wide range of growth rates (not to test for 

differences between the feeding levels).  Feeding levels were: no food, minimum food (2-3% 

body weight d-1 total), intermediate food (4-5% body weight d-1 total), high food (8-10% 

body weight d-1 total), and ad libitum.  Fish were fed half their food ration in the morning and 

half in the late afternoon.  Each food treatment level had two randomly assigned tanks per 

temperature treatment, except intermediate food, which had only one tank per temperature.  

On day 0 fish changed from ad libitum acclimation feeding to their assigned feeding 

treatment.  On day 0, one fish from each tank was sampled (n = 18), on sample days 7 and 14 

two fish from each tank were sampled (n = 36 each day), and on day 21, the last sampling 

day, all remaining fish in each tank were sampled (n = 52).  Each individual was weighed 

(nearest 0.01 g) and measured (nearest 1 mm, both SL and TL) at the start of the 

experimental period (Day 0) and at the time it was sampled (Day 7, 14, or 21).  All weights 

and measurements were taken in the morning before first daily feeding (at least 12 hrs after 

last feeding).  No mortalities due to ration level occurred during our experiment, though two 

fish jumped from tanks and died.  At the time of sampling a white muscle tissue sample (for 

RNA and DNA analysis) and the whole liver (for IGF-I expression analysis and HSI) were 

taken from each fish; both tissues were placed in separate vials of RNAlater (Ambion, 

Austin, TX), stored at 4°C for 24-48 hours, and then stored at -80°C until analysis.  For each 

fish we calculated specific growth rate (SGR, percent body weight per day), HSI, and 

Fulton’s K values. 
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SGR was calculated as:  

 

   

 

where bw2 is the body weight in grams of the fish at the end of the growth interval and bw1 is 

weight at the beginning of the growth interval and time is the interval in days between the 

two measurements.  Since fish were only weighed and measured at the start of the 

experiment and when they were removed for analysis, growth rates measured for fish 

sampled on day 7 accurately reflect their growth over the week before they were sampled, 

but growth rates estimated for fish sampled on day 14 include growth during the first week as 

well as the second week, and growth rates estimated for fish sampled on day 21 are averaged 

over all three weeks.  Because growth rate might change over time we wanted to estimate 

growth just during the week prior to sampling for fish sampled on days 14 and 21 as well.   

To do this, we first determined the average percent weight change for fish in a feeding 

treatment during week 1.  We then multiplied the initial weight (on day 0) of each fish 

sampled on day 14 by that percentage to get its estimated weight at the end of week 1.  This 

weight served as the estimated initial weight at the start of week 2 for each fish in that 

treatment sampled on day 14, and was used along with their actual weight on day 14 to 

estimate their SGR from day 7 to day 14.  For example, consider a fish that initially weighed 

10g on day 0 and weighed 8.5g on day 14; its SGR over the whole 2-week period would be -

1.16% bw d-1 (bw1 = 10, bw2 = 8.5, t = 14); however, within its feeding group fish sampled on 
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day 7 had lost an average of 9.75% body weight during week 1, so the estimated weight of 

the fish at the end of week 1 would be 9.02g (10g - (10*0.0975).  Thus, its estimated SGR for 

week 2 would be -0.85% bw d-1 (bw1 = 9.02, bw2 = 8.5, t = 7).  The average weight of fish 

sampled on day 14 from a given feeding treatment was used as the initial weight of fish 

sampled on day 21 to estimate their growth rate over the previous week in the same manner. 

HSI was calculated as: 

 

HSI = �
liver wgt (g)
body wgt (g)

�× 100 

 

Fulton’s K was calculated as:  

 

 K = �W
L3�×100 

 

where W is final weight in grams and L is final standard length in cm.  Multiple linear 

regression was used to describe the relationship between SGR and each of the individual 

bioindicators (RNA:DNA ratio, RNA concentration, IGF-I liver yield expression, IGF-I 

expression fold change, HSI, Fulton’s K) along with temperature and day sampled and all 

potential interactions; non-significant terms were dropped from regressions. 

Field Collection 

Our field sites included both impacted and reference areas differing substantially in 

the severity, frequency and duration of hypoxia, in different types of nursery habitat: the 
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mainstem of the Neuse River estuary (NRE), North Carolina, where hypoxia dynamics are 

generally large-scale and episodic, a similar but smaller estuary less impacted by hypoxia, 

and small tidal creeks where diel fluctuations in DO dominate.  This sampling design 

enabled us to assess both intraseasonal dynamics within sites and broader differences 

between impacted and relatively pristine areas, in both major habitat types.  We selected two 

sites in the NRE; the first site (Nearshore) in shallow (~1 m depth), nearshore waters to 

represent an area that was typically oxygenated with minimal impacts of hypoxia, and the 

second site (Intermediate) further from shore and deeper (~2-3 m) to represent greater 

impacts of hypoxic events (usually daily hypoxic episodes, but not continuously, chronically 

hypoxic) (Figure 4.1).  The alternative estuarine site, Newport estuary, North Carolina, near 

the mouth of Core Creek, was selected as a nursery area less impacted by hypoxia, 

characterized by high tidal flushing and water exchange with the open ocean (Figure 4.1).  

Tidal creek sites in Bogue Sound were chosen to represent a relatively pristine creek 

(extensive marsh area, little urbanization; Broad Creek) and an impacted creek (dredged and 

channelized, much urbanization, boat traffic, two boat marinas; Peletier Creek) (Figure 4.1). 

During the summers of 2007-2010 YSI 600XLM data sondes were deployed at the 

sites in the NRE, ~30 cm off the bottom.  The data sondes recorded temperature, salinity, 

dissolved oxygen and depth every 15 minutes, from early summer (May 25, 2007; May 30, 

2008; May 26, 2009; June 14, 2010) to late summer (September 24, 2007; September 25, 

2008; August 21, 2009; August 12, 2010).  Sondes in the NRE were stationary for the whole 

season.  In 2009 and 2010 sondes were deployed in the two tidal creeks in Bogue Sound in 
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the same manner as sondes in the NRE; sondes were placed for two periods early in the 

season (Broad Creek June 1 - 17, 2009, June 15 – July 6, 2010; Peletier Creek June 1 - 17, 

2009, June 15 – July 6, 2010) and two periods late in the season (both creeks July 11 – 23, 

2009 and August 2 – 10, 2010).  The Newport estuary site was monitored from July 16 to 

August 2, 2010 using the same methods.  Sondes were serviced weekly to clean off any 

accumulated debris, maintain probes and download data.  Each location was sampled for fish 

with an otter trawl (6-m head rope and foot rope with tickler chain attached, 20-mm bar mesh 

wings, 5-mm bar mesh cod end) to collect spot in 2009 and 2010 from NRE sites and tidal 

creeks and in 2010 from the Newport Estuary site.  NRE sites were sampled for fish 

approximately weekly from June to August.  Fish sampling was conducted twice during each 

data sonde deployment period at the tidal creek and Newport Estuary sites, one and two 

weeks after data sonde deployment.  From each trawl sample ten randomly selected spot 

(when available) were measured and weighed, and a white muscle tissue sample and whole 

liver were collected.  Tissue and liver samples were treated the same as in the laboratory 

experiment. 

Laboratory Work 

RNA and DNA Nucleic Acid Quantification from Muscle Tissue 

 RNA and DNA concentrations in white muscle samples were quantified using a one-

dye, two-enzyme (ethidium bromide (EB) plus RNase and DNase) fluorometric microplate 

assay following Caldarone et al. (2001).  Briefly:  Tissue samples were removed from 

RNAlater solution, rinsed with deionized water, weighed, and digested with a 2% N-
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lauroylsarcosine solution.  Once tissues were digested samples were centrifuged to separate 

cell debris, and supernatants of samples were removed and diluted to a working 

concentration of 0.1% N-lauroylsarcosine for quantification of nucleic acids.  Triplicate 

aliquots (0.075 ml) of each sample were loaded into 96-well microplates, along with serial-

diluted RNA and DNA standards (18S + 28S ribosomal RNA from calf liver, Sigma R-0889; 

DNA from calf thymus, Sigma D-4764), and stained with 0.075 ml of 2.0 µg ml-1 EB.  Total 

fluorescence at 520 nm excitation and 612 nm emission wavelengths was measured using a 

fluorometer (Fusion Universal Microplate Analyzer, Packard BioScience Company).  After 

initial fluorometric reading, RNA and DNA fluorescence were measured as the decrease in 

fluorescence after the sequential addition of RNase and DNase, respectively.  The slope ratio 

of DNA to RNA standard curves was 2.41 ± 0.57.   Tissue nucleic acids were expressed as 

the ratio of RNA:DNA (µg RNA µg DNA-1), total RNA concentration per gram wet tissue 

weight (µg g-1), and total DNA concentration per gram wet tissue weight (µg g-1).  Weights 

of tissue samples from the calibration tank trials inadvertently were not retained, so for these 

samples we used the average weight of tissue samples collected in the same manner for a 

similar experiment run in the same time period (mean ± SE, 0.029 ± 0.001 g; Campbell 2012 

Chapter 3; estimates of SGR were not related to sample tissue weights ANOVA, n = 55, p = 

0.0953); potential effects of this substitution on model predictions are noted in the Results.  

Recorded individual tissue weights were used for fish from the field. 
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IGF-I Gene Expression in Liver Tissue  

The IGF-I bioindicator was based on measurement of IGF-I gene expression in the 

liver, the primary source of IGF-I production in fish.  Liver tissue total RNA was isolated by 

TRI reagent extraction (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, OH), with an added 

glycogen removal step using Plant RNA Isolation Aid (Ambion, Austin, TX) (Picha et al. 

2008b).  For more in-depth description of steps see Campbell (2012, Chapter 3).  Briefly:  

Total RNA was then suspended and checked in triplicate for concentration and purity by 

spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE).  

Absorbance values (Abs260/280) in samples were 1.88 - 1.99.  Gel electrophoresis (1% 

agarose, 0.4 µg ml-1 ethidium bromide) confirmed quality of RNA.  Samples were then 

treated with DNase (Turbo DNA-free, Ambion, Austin, TX) and final quantification and 

integrity was measured by spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop 1000.  One microgram of 

DNase-treated total RNA was reverse transcribed using a High Capacity cDNA Synthesis kit 

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).   

Liver IGF-I mRNA was measured in triplicate by SYBR Green Real-Time PCR assay 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using a gene-specific primer pair designed using ABI Primer Express 

(v 3.0) software (Forward: TGC TGC TTC CAA AGC TGT GA ; Reverse: TCT TGG CAG 

GTG CAC AGT ACA). For more details see Campbell (2012 Chapter 3).  Briefly: Real-time 

PCR analysis was performed using a 20-ng total RNA sample with Brilliant II SYBR Green 

qPCR master mix (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) on an ABI 7300 96-well 

detection system.  Real-time measurements were made during the extension step.  Cycle 
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threshold (Ct) values for samples were analyzed by absolute quantification, using standard 

curves of 10-fold diluted copy number cDNA (dilution ranged from 1010 to 10 copies per µl; 

R2 = 0.99).  To normalize for changing liver sizes, liver sample IGF-I gene expression 

mRNA copy number data were normalized to total RNA concentration, liver size, and body 

weight (Bustin 2000, Picha et al. 2008b), where expression of IGF-I mRNA in copy number 

per ng total RNA was used to calculate whole liver IGF-I copy number and then divided by 

the weight of the fish, resulting in a measure of IGF-I liver expression in units of total liver 

IGF-I copy number g-1 fish body weight).  In addition, because normalization to an 

endogenous reference gene is common in RT-PCR analysis, we also present values of the 

samples that were normalized to mRNA expression of the housekeeping gene elongation 

factor 1-α (ef1) whose expression was not influenced by treatment.  Standard curves for ef1 

were calculated like standard curves of IGF-I, and data were normalized using the relative 

standard curve method as described in the ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System User 

Bulletin #2, P/N 4303859 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).  Normalized values are 

expressed as relative mRNA fold change (IGF-I expression fold change) relative to the mean 

of values from fish sampled on day 7 from the ad libitum feeding group. 

Growth Modeling 

We used results from the laboratory calibration experiment to develop a statistical 

model to estimate recent growth of juvenile spot that could be applied to fish in the field.  

Using the observed growth and bioindicator levels from fish in the laboratory, we developed 

candidate models to estimate growth.  The models were created on the basis of literature 
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review and our own experience of growth dynamics from variables known or suspected to 

influence growth of juvenile fish.  Model variables included: the ratio of RNA:DNA, RNA 

concentration, DNA concentration, IGF-I liver expression, IGF-I expression fold change, 

HSI, Fulton’s K, initial weight, temperature (as a continuous variable), day in experiment, 

temperature*RNA concentration, and temperature*RNA:DNA.  We chose to include initial 

weight of the fish to take into account any effect of where a fish was on the size spectrum, 

but did not use final weight of fish as it would be correlated with calculated SGR.  Day in 

experiment was included to capture response time of variables.  Previous studies have found 

an interaction between temperature and RNA concentration independent of growth rate, so 

we also included the interaction variables temperature*total RNA and 

temperature*RNA:DNA.  Additionally, since DNA tends not to vary in relation to growth it 

was not used in any models that did not include RNA (but RNA concentration could be used 

by itself) nor was the combination of RNA concentration, DNA concentration, and 

RNA:DNA used in a model as this would be redundant.  Given that IGF-I liver expression 

and IGF-I expression fold change are different ways to quantify gene expression we did not 

use both in the same model.  To meet the assumptions of normality and equality of variance 

RNA:DNA and IGF-I liver expression data were log10 transformed. 

The most appropriate model structure and coefficients were identified using an 

information theoretic approach (Burnham & Anderson 2002) to compare the relative 

strengths of the candidate models in explaining growth of spot in the laboratory experiment.  

Models were fitted with standard least-squares multiple regression in JMP version 9 (SAS 
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Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).  Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size 

(AICc) was used to rank candidate models and select the best predictive model (Burnham and 

Anderson 1998).  AICc was calculated from residual type I sum of squares of model fits 

(SSresid) using the least-squares case: 

 

where n is the number of observations and K is the number of predictors (Burnham and 

Anderson 1998).  Absolute values of AICc are arbitrary, but relatively smaller values indicate 

better models.  Model probability weight (wi) indicates the strength of the evidence for 

candidate model i as the best model of those tested and was calculated for each model 

(Burnham and Anderson 1998).. 

Field Application 

After the best predictive growth model was selected, variables from field fish were 

input to estimate their recent growth rates.  For weight we used wet weight at time of capture, 

and for temperature we used average water temperature for the week prior to capture at the 

site where the fish was collected.  Examination of response times of bioindicator variables 

(see Campbell 2012 Chapter 3) indicated that most of their response to a change in 

conditions occurs within a week.  Therefore, we set the value of ‘day’ to seven for field fish 

and related their estimated growth to DO conditions from the previous week at the site where 

the fish was captured.  Based on these conditions, the week prior to a fish’s capture was 

assigned a DO classification of Good, Moderate or Poor.  A classification of Good indicated 

DO levels above 4.0 mg l-1 at least 75% of the time, with only one or two short (< 3 hours) 
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hypoxic events, if any; Moderate classification denoted DO readings above 4.0 mg l-1  less 

than 75% of the time, but at least 40%  between 2 - 4 mg l-1, and few, if any, short to medium 

duration hypoxic events (< 6 hours); weeks classified as Poor had very little, if any, time 

above 4.0 mg l-1 DO (typically < 15%), more than 25% of the time below 2 mg l-1, many 

short to medium hypoxic events or prolonged hypoxic events (> 6 hours), or both.  

Differences in estimated growth were compared among DO classifications, locations 

sampled, and years, using ANOVA with α = 0.05.  All statistical tests were performed in 

JMP version 9 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).   

To compare the relative effect of differences in DO conditions on growth of juvenile 

spot in the NRE among years (2007-2010), we first evaluated water quality records from 

June 15 to August 12 of each year from both the Nearshore and Intermediate site and 

assigned a DO classification to each day (based on the percent time at various DO levels used 

in the weekly classification guidelines).  Then we simulated growth over this period of a 

hypothetical spot starting at 6.9 g and 63 mm SL, the average size of spot collected in June 

2007 (lengths estimated from the length-weight relationship W = 0.00006L2.82, n = 1,388, R2 

= 0.97, see Appendix A).  Depending on the DO conditions for each day, the fish was grown 

for that day at the average growth rate estimated for that DO classification (Good, Medium, 

Poor) in the previously described analysis of NRE field fish.  We compared the end weight, 

length, and overall SGR of the fish simulated under DO conditions from each year and site, 

and also calculated the percent difference in simulated final weight from each year and site 

relative to final weight of a fish growing under conditions classified as Good for all 59 days. 
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RESULTS 

Laboratory experiment 

Our laboratory calibration experiment successfully produced a range of specific 

growth rates in spot, from -2.21 to 2.80% body weight per day (% bw d-1).  No significant 

differences or marked trends in growth rate by week were found in the ad libitum (ANOVA, 

df = 26, p = 0.28) and high ration groups (ANOVA, df = 25, p = 0.17).  In no and low ration 

groups the highest percentage weight loss occurred during the first week.  Fish that were in 

the starvation group had significantly more negative growth during week 1 (mean ± SE; SGR 

= -1.30 ± 0.21% bw d-1) than estimated for subsequent weeks (week 2 predicted SGR = -0.56 

± 0.12% bw d-1; week 3 predicted SGR = -0.32 ± 0.20% bw d-1; ANOVA, df = 26, p = 

0.0059).  A similar, but non-significant, trend also occurred in the low ration group (week 1 

SGR = -0.58 ± 0.09% bw d-1, week 2 predicted SGR = -0.20 ± 0.27% bw d-1; week 3 

predicted SGR = -0.01± 0.21% bw d-1) (ANOVA, df = 25, p = 0.16).   

To evaluate potential indicators of recent growth rate we first ran separate multiple 

regressions for each bioindicator we evaluated (log10(RNA:DNA), RNA concentration, 

log10(IGF-I liver expression), IGF-I expression fold change, HSI, and Fulton’s K) with SGR 

as the dependent variable and the bioindicator, temperature, and day in experiment as 

dependent variables.  All of the models relating individual bioindicators to SGR were 

significant, but the degree of variation they explained varied widely (R2 0.05-0.75).  The least 

amount of variation explained was by the positive relationship of log10(RNA:DNA) to SGR 

(R2 = 0.05) which had no significant interactions with temperature or day in experiment or 
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other main effects (Table 4.1, Figure 4.2).  IGF-I expression fold change had a significant 

negative relationship with SGR (with no other significant main effects or interactions) that 

seems contradictory, but is not, since fold change values are relative to the average values of 

fish fed ad libitum, so higher fold change corresponds with lower mRNA expression values 

at lower SGR.  The relationship between SGR and log10(IGF-I liver expression) had low 

explanatory value (R2 = 0.19), and included an interaction with day in experiment; 

surprisingly the relationship at 14 days was negative whereas others were positive 

(ANCOVA, df = 68, p = 0.0185).  The relationship of Fulton’s K to SGR had low 

explanatory power (R2 = 0.23) and included an interaction with temperature (ANCOVA, df = 

120, p = 0.04) (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1).  Significant interaction was found between HSI and 

temperature (ANCOVA, df = 119, p = 0.015) with day in experiment as a significant main 

effect covariate resulting in a positive, fairly high explanatory value (R2=0.59) relationship of 

HSI with SGR.  Temperature was a significant main effect in the relationship between RNA 

concentration and SGR, and the interaction of RNA*day in experiment was also significant 

(ANCOVA, df = 106, p = 0.003) (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1).  This bioindicator is the only one 

that could have been affected by the absence of individual tissue sample weights from the lab 

experiment.  Had individual weights been available, RNA concentration may have explained 

even more variation in SGR, but even with this loss of resolution it was the strongest 

predictor of SGR (R2 = 0.75) of all the bioindicators we evaluated.   
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Model Selection 

Candidate models to explain specific growth rate using combinations of bioindicators 

and environmental factors explained up to 80% of the variability in specific growth rate from 

the lab calibration trials (Table 4.2).  Models with combinations of bioindicators performed 

better than models with single bioindicators and environmental variables, as none of the latter 

models had any strength of evidence (wi; Table 4.2).  Eleven of our 37 candidate models had 

some weight (wi), with all of those models containing HSI, RNA concentration, temperature, 

and day in experiment.  However, the model containing just those four variables had a low 

model weight (wi = 0.06).  The top three models carried the most weight (total 0.51 wi), with 

each having similar strength of evidence (wi of 0.19, 0.17, and 0.15; Table 4.2).  Because the 

top three models all contained similar variables (the top model contained all variables from 

the second model, the third model contained all variables from the first and second models) 

and all had nearly identical R2 values, we decided to use the top ranked model by AICc 

instead of using a model averaging approach (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  Models with 

individual bioindicators did not carry any weight in our model set and were well above a 

ΔAIC value of 10, denoting essentially no support for the model (Burnham and Anderson 

2002).  The equation for the top model to estimate SGR based on results of our laboratory 

calibration experiment is as follows: 
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SGR (% bw d−1)  

=  −5.2364 +  (1.2119 ∗ HSI) + (0.0033 ∗ RNA µg g−1)

+ (−0.0003 ∗ DNA µg g−1) + (0.0750 ∗ Temperature °C)

+ (0.5421 ∗ Fulton’s K)

+ [ day 7 =  −0.4881, day 14 =  0.1478, day 21 =  0.3403] 

 

This model provides a strong, unbiased description of the growth rates observed in our 

calibration experiment, with the regression of observed growth rates on estimated growth 

rates explaining 80% of the variability, with a slope of 1 and an intercept virtually 

indistinguishable from zero (Figure 4.3). 

Field Application 

Once we had determined the best model for estimating recent growth rate based on 

the bioindicators we measured in the lab, we applied that model to estimate recent growth of 

fish collected in the field under various DO conditions.  Because the response of growth rate 

to a change in conditions was most marked in the first week for fish experiencing a shift to 

negative growth, and did not differ among weeks for fish experiencing positive growth (see 

above and Campbell 2012 Chapter 3), we set “day” to 7 for model applications to field fish. 

We then paired the estimated SGR values of individual fish with DO and temperature 

measurements from the site of capture for the previous week.  Good, Moderate, and Poor DO 

conditions were all found throughout the season in the NRE at both the Nearshore and 

Intermediate sites.  Over 2009-2010 we collected fish samples on a total of 35 occasions.  
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However, due to budgetary constraints we analyzed fish from a subset of 25 of those 

occasions, selected based on the previous week’s DO conditions to represent all DO 

categories and sites, and a range of dates throughout the season.  Bioindicator values from 

field fish were within the range of data used to build the model (HSI 100%, Fulton’s K 

100%, RNA µg g-1 87%, DNA µg g-1 95%). 

In the NRE we found that better DO classification was associated with higher 

estimated growth (ANOVA, df = 2, p = 0.002), and that year sampled also had a significant 

effect on estimated growth (ANOVA, df = 1, p = 0.001), but there was no interaction 

between DO classification and year (ANOVA, df = 2, p = 0.064) (overall ANOVA, df = 75, 

p = 0.0001) (Figure 4.4).  Average estimated SGR (both years combined) for fish collected 

following a week with DO conditions classified as Good (1.39% bw d-1) was 14% greater 

than estimated SGR for fish collected after weeks with DO classified as Moderate (1.19% bw 

d-1), and 42% greater than that of fish collected following a week of Poor DO (0.80% bw d-1) 

(Figure 4.4).  Estimates of growth rate for all fish collected in the NRE in 2009 (all DO 

classifications combined) were significantly higher (1.44% bw d-1) than for all fish collected 

in 2010 (0.95% bw d-1) (t-test, df = 75, p = 0.0049), but this difference did not affect the 

trend of declining estimated growth with declining DO conditions.  In both years SGR 

estimated for fish collected following Good conditions was significantly greater than 

estimated SGR for fish collected following a week of DO conditions classified as Poor (t-

tests, 2009: df = 32, p = 0.0133; 2010: df = 32, p = 0.0043).   
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The Newport estuary exhibited Good DO ratings for all periods monitored in 2010, 

with an average estimated growth rate of 1.52% bw d-1 for all fish collected there (Figure 

4.4).  This growth rate was slightly higher, but not significantly different from, the estimated 

SGR of only those fish collected in in the NRE following weeks with a Good DO 

classification in 2010 (t-test, df = 34, p = 0.268).   

Fish from both tidal creeks had variable growth rates by season and year despite 

Good to Moderate DO ratings, but overall better estimated growth rates than fish from the 

NRE (Figure 4.5).  Peletier creek (2.44% bw d-1) and Broad creek (1.94% bw d-1) had higher 

estimated SGRs than the estimated growth rates of fish from the NRE following Good DO 

weeks (1.46% bw d-1)  (ANOVA, df = 72, p = 0.0016).  There was no difference in growth 

rates between the two tidal creeks in either year (t-tests, 2009: df = 16, p = 0.0747; 2010: df = 

12, p = 0.6882).   

Simulated growth rates based on daily DO quality ratings for the NRE across years 

ranged from a low 6% decrease to a large 18% decrease compared to the simulated growth 

rate at constant Good DO conditions in the NRE (Table 4.3).  As expected, growth was less 

negatively affected at the Nearshore site than at the Intermediate site, due to generally fewer 

days of Poor conditions and more days of Good conditions at the Nearshore site.  Simulated 

growth rates for fish at the Nearshore site were similar among years, but still 6-9% lower 

than growth estimated using a steady state of Good DO conditions (Table 4.3).  The 

simulated growth of a fish at the Newport estuary site (based on estimated growth rate from 

fish sampled in 2010) was higher than in any of the NRE simulations, and resulted in an end 
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weight 8% greater than that of a fish grown continuously at the average growth rate 

corresponding to Good DO conditions in the NRE. 

DISCUSSION 

The best model we identified used a combination of bioindicators and was able to 

account for 80% of the variability in recent growth rate of fish in our laboratory trials, giving 

us a powerful tool we used to estimate recent growth of juvenile spot in the field.  The best 

model using just one bioindicator, RNA concentration (along with temperature and day), 

explained only 5% less variability in growth rate; thus one might suspect that the advantages 

of using this simpler model would outweigh this slight loss in predictive power.  However, 

AICc analysis indicated that the simpler model had no evidence to support it as being 

comparable to the top model despite its lower number of parameters, and the additional data 

requirements for the more complex model are modest; once RNA concentration has been 

quantified, doing so for DNA entails only one more analytical step, and HSI and Fulton’s K 

require only simple weight and length measurements.   

We expected RNA:DNA ratio to be a strong predictor of recent growth since it has 

been so in numerous other studies (e.g., Buckley et al. 1999, Malloy & Targett 1994, 

Caldarone et al. 2003, Steirhoff et al. 2009a,b).  Its lack of effectiveness in this study may be 

because we were working with older, relatively large juveniles rather than larvae or smaller 

juveniles, as studies with other species have also found that RNA:DNA ratio was not a good 

predictor of recent growth for larger juvenile fishes (Houlihan et al 1993; Buckley et al 

1999).  In contrast, RNA concentration (RNA:tissue wet weight) was a good predictor of 
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recent growth rate in our study, and has had better explanatory value than RNA:DNA ratio in 

other studies  as well (Lied & Rosenlund 1984, Mathers et al. 1992, Mathers et al. 1993, 

Foster et al 1993).  The strong relationship between RNA concentration and recent growth 

both alone and in our best model was somewhat surprising given that we did not have 

individual tissue sample weights for fish from the calibration experiment; had we had those 

values RNA concentration might have been an even stronger predictor, but the relationship 

was remarkably robust despite this loss of resolution.  Given the inclusion of RNA 

concentration in the best model, it was not unexpected that temperature was also a significant 

component, as many RNA-based indices of growth rate are temperature-dependent (Buckley 

et al. 1999).  Although standardizing RNA to DNA concentration did not prove useful, DNA 

concentration independent of RNA concentration was a significant variable in our best 

model.  Ciotti et al. (2010) also found that DNA tissue concentration helped explain variation 

in growth separate from RNA concentration. They suggested that this could be due to 

weakening of the RNA-growth rate relationship at low growth rates due to biochemical 

composition reorganization in response to starvation and because RNA-dependent protein 

synthesis is low.  Further, they explain that as fish lose mass, cell number remains constant; 

because total DNA is proportional to cell number, the increase in DNA concentration from 

tissues of starved fish (Bulow 1970, Mathers et al. 1993, Malloy & Targett 1994, Fukuda et 

al. 2001) may be a more informative indicator of growth rate in fish with very low or 

negative growth rates when the predictive power of RNA concentration is low.    
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Though HSI is a simple metric, it had surprisingly high explanatory value both alone 

and as a component of the best model.  These results suggest that HSI warrants further 

consideration as a potentially useful bioindicator of recent growth in other studies.  We found 

it interesting that Fulton’s K also was a significant component of the best model, as it is 

usually associated with long-term rather than short-term growth (Stevenson & Woods 2006, 

Caldarone et al. 2012).  Because this metric gives a general indication of plumpness, or 

weight relative to length, this might be the reason it added value to our model estimating 

growth in weight.  Many studies measure growth rate via change in length of the fish, 

however in our study over such short time periods it was more accurate to measure growth 

rate via change in weight rather than length.   

We expected IGF-I to be a better and more sensitive predictor of recent growth rate in 

our model, based on information in the literature from aquaculture studies and the role of 

IGF-I in the direct control of somatic growth (LeBail et al. 1998, Beckman et al. 2004, Picha 

et al. 2008a, Beckman 2011).  However, in this study IGF-I mRNA expression accounted for 

little of the variability in observed specific growth rate of juvenile spot.  Based on our 

previous experiments (Campbell 2012, Chapter 3) and results of the calibration experiment 

presented here, it appears that IGF-I expression in the liver of juvenile spot may have more 

of an “On or Off” response reflecting whether fish were feeding or not, as the ad libitum 

group exhibited much higher values than the starved group for log10(IGF liver expression) (t-

test, n = 28, p < 0.001).  Thus while IGF-I may be a good indicator of whether or not spot are 

feeding, it did not provide a graduated response corresponding to different growth rates over 
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a broad range of feeding rates.  It is unclear if IGF-I’s lack of discrimination between similar 

growth rates we observed for spot applies in general to other species, as most other studies of 

the relationship between IGF-I and growth rate have only compared responses between fed 

and starved or low ration fish (Beckman 2011).  Fukada et al. (2012) found that gene 

expression of IGF-I in white muscle tissue showed better response to somatic growth and 

nutrition status in yellowtail Seriola quinqueradiata than did IGF-I gene expression from the 

liver.  If this pattern proves to be general for other species, IGF-I gene expression, measured 

in white muscle rather than liver tissue, may still hold potential as a bioindicator of recent 

growth in spot.   

We originally intended to measure levels of IGF-I circulating in plasma, but many of 

our blood samples were lost in a freezer malfunction.  However, in a related study where we 

did measure IGF-I plasma levels in a smaller number of spot, this direct measure of IGF-I 

was no more effective in estimating recent growth rates than was IGF liver expression 

(Campbell 2012 Chapter 3).  While we expected a positive correlation between IGF-I liver 

expression and IGF-I plasma levels (Beckman 2001), Uchida et al. (2003) did not find a 

relationship between the two, and information about the relationship between them for spot is 

currently limited to only one study (Campbell 2012 Chapter 3).  Thus it is possible that 

plasma IGF-I levels may still have potential as a growth indicator for spot even though the 

relationship was weak for liver expression. 

None of the indicators we tested, particularly the RNA-based indicators, responded as 

quickly to a change in growth conditions as we expected.  Others have observed faster 
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responses in other species (Clemmesen & Doan 1996, Rooker & Holt 1996, Steirhoff 2009a), 

but based on our laboratory calibration 7 d was about the shortest timeframe we could 

reliably use to relate recent growth rate to environmental conditions (see also Campbell 2012 

Chapter 3).  Fish operating in a negative energy budget experienced most of the change in 

growth and indicators during the first week; furthermore, we would not expect a fish in the 

wild to experience continuous starvation for three weeks, so any signal would be potentially 

weakened if evaluated over a longer period.   

When we applied our model to estimate recent growth of juvenile spot collected in 

the NRE, we were able to detect marked differences associated with DO conditions over the 

previous week; growth rates associated with Good DO conditions were almost twice those 

following a week of Poor DO conditions.  Because our model was based on data from fish in 

the laboratory that were not subject to many of the demands experienced by fish in the wild 

(e.g., avoiding  predators and hypoxia, having to search for food), actual growth rates 

estimated for fish in the field should obviously be interpreted with caution.  However, we 

believe relative differences can be interpreted with confidence.  Hypoxic conditions were not 

site specific and occurred throughout the season in the NRE, providing additional evidence 

that the growth differences we detected were driven by recent DO conditions.  The effects of 

recent DO conditions on spot growth that we estimated are likely conservative.  Given their 

strong hypoxia avoidance behavior (Wannamaker and Rice 2000, Campbell 2012, Chapter 2) 

it is highly unlikely that juvenile spot remained in the immediate vicinity of their collection 

site for the entire previous week if DO conditions were Moderate or Poor.  Furthermore, 
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other environmental variables effect growth and may have masked the effects of DO to some 

extent.  That growth differences were still evident despite these ameliorating effects provides 

strong evidence that hypoxia negatively affects juvenile spot growth in the field, and that 

avoidance behavior cannot fully alleviate both the direct and indirect effects of hypoxia on 

growth.   

The negative effects of hypoxia on growth rate that we detected may have to do with 

the highly dynamic nature of hypoxia in the NRE, in contrast to studies that do not find a 

negative effect on growth where hypoxic zones are fairly stable (e.g., Roberts et al. 2012).  

Under stable conditions fish are able to move away from hypoxic zones into well-oxygenated 

areas and remain there.  However, where hypoxia is more dynamic fish are likely to 

intermittently encounter hypoxia at least briefly, and must adjust to constant changes in their 

environment.  

Simulations of seasonal growth based on records of DO from the NRE in 2007-2010 

showed that hypoxia dynamics in recent years have reduced growth on the order of 6% to 

18% relative to growth expected under constant Good DO conditions.  However, these 

results may be conservative given that other variables may affect growth regardless of DO.  

The Intermediate depth site was consistently predicted to support lower growth based on DO 

qualities, but fish keep returning to this area (see Campbell 2012, Chapter 2), so this area 

must offer some other benefit that outweighs this cost.  Nearshore areas were better for 

growth based on DO levels, but still were impacted by hypoxia and had lower growth rates 

than that estimated under constant Good DO conditions.  In a previous study we evaluated 
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the potential magnitude of density-dependent effects on growth of juvenile spot at our 

Nearshore site due to habitat compression in this “refuge” area during periods of expanded 

hypoxia.  That analysis estimated that density-dependent effects resulting from hypoxia 

avoidance behavior decreased cumulative seasonal growth in 2007 ~4% (Campbell 2012, 

Chapter 2).  However our simulation presented here for the Nearshore site estimated that the 

overall effects of hypoxia reduced growth 9% in 2007, demonstrating that density-dependent 

effects are only one component of the total effect hypoxia dynamics has on fish.  This 

comparison emphasizes the point that while studies estimating single, specific effects on 

growth due to hypoxia or other environmental factors may be informative, their estimates 

may be less than the total cumulative effects on fish growth.   

In different years different factors may take on the role of the main driver in growth 

variability, thus the differences in overall growth rates among years, such as higher growth in 

2009 than 2010, could be due to other abiotic or biotic factors besides differences in DO 

conditions.  Since growth integrates everything the fish experiences, other factors, such as 

food quality, food availability or fish density (among others), may have an overriding 

influence.  We did not measure density of fish during our sampling in 2009 and 2010, which 

could affect overall growth rates (Campbell 2012, Chapter 2).  A reduced food base could 

have been another effect of underlying DO dynamics.  In 2010 there were more hypoxic 

events recorded by our data sondes than in 2009, so the slower growth we estimated in 2010 

could be due in part to the cumulative effects of hypoxia exposure on prey availability, not 

just conditions during the previous week.  Despite differences in overall estimated growth 
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rates between the two years, substantial differences in estimated growth rate were still 

evident between periods of Good vs. Poor DO classification.  Growth rates associated with 

the Moderate DO classification were much more variable, which could be due to low sample 

size, or the way we defined the Moderate classification may not have accurately categorized 

the DO experience. 

Overall, spot collected from both tidal creeks had higher estimated growth rates than 

those from the NRE, and we did not see the expected differences in growth between the two 

tidal creeks based on human impacts to their watersheds.  The variability in estimated growth 

in the tidal creeks suggests that factors other than DO played a major role in driving growth.  

The two tidal creeks were selected based on their differences in surrounding habitat 

characteristics as Broad Creek had a less impacted habitat with marsh areas and minimal 

anthropogenic alterations, while Peletier Creek had been channelized, with extensive 

bulkheads and little natural shoreline, and contained two boat marinas.  Thus, we expected 

that Peletier Creek would have poorer DO conditions than Broad Creek, but that was not the 

case.  Broad Creek had Moderate categories of DO mainly due to diel cycling of oxygen that 

dipped in early morning hours in the shallow creek.  Despite all the anthropogenic factors 

that could potentially negatively impact DO levels in Peletier Creek, DO quality was in the 

Good category, but other aspects of the impacted habitat may affect the creek’s utility as 

good fish habitat.  The variation in estimated growth in Peletier Creek most likely was driven 

by factors we did not quantify (e.g., other water quality impacts from increased boat traffic 

and marina operations, or effects of channel dredging on prey availability). 
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 Though the Newport estuary was not sampled as extensively as the NRE, it 

consistently had good DO conditions during periods when DO conditions varied in the NRE.  

In addition, estimated growth of spot in the Newport estuary was even better than for fish in 

the NRE that had recently experienced good DO conditions.  All this suggests that the 

Newport estuary may be a better habitat for growth than the NRE, perhaps at least in part due 

to better DO conditions. 

This study demonstrated the value of incorporating physiological, temporal, and 

environmental data into predictive growth models to more accurately depict how temporally 

dynamic hypoxia effects growth in juvenile spot.  Many studies have employed growth rate 

relationships based on single bioindicators, but for juvenile spot an approach incorporating 

multiple bioindicators coupled with environmental data was the most effective.  A similar 

multi-indicator approach, perhaps including some of the same bioindicators we used, may 

prove useful in studies evaluating recent growth rate of other fishes.  While growth rates of 

juvenile spot varied both among and within habitats and sites and among years in our study, 

our results suggest that some habitats promote better growth than others, and that one of the 

main factors driving these differences is DO levels.  We were able to demonstrate that 

increased frequency and severity of hypoxia reduced estimated growth rates of juvenile spot 

in an estuarine setting.  Despite variation from year to year our results suggest that recent 

levels of hypoxia are having a negative effect on growth of juvenile spot.  High levels of 

nutrient loading may increase overall system productivity, but can also increase the 

frequency and duration of hypoxia events (Diaz & Rosenberg 2008, Breitburg et al. 2009).  
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While enhanced productivity in the NRE may help fish achieve higher growth rates at times, 

those benefits are offset, at least in part, by the effects of hypoxia.  Even though other factors 

also affect growth, the overall implications suggest that improved DO conditions will lead to 

improved growth of juvenile fish in the NRE.      
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Table 4.1  Equations for relationships between SGR and bioindicators.  In cases where there 
were significant interactions the full model equation is shown, along with simple individual 
relationship equations corresponding to relationships shown in Figure 4.1 for illustrative 
purposes only.  Sample sizes vary among indicators due to damaged samples, lost 
measurements, or exclusion of some samples due to excessive variability among replicates. 

 Equation R2 n P value 
RNA:DNA ratio SGR = 0.73(log10(RNA:DNA ratio)) - 0.03 0.05 105 0.0257 
RNA 
concentration (full 
model) 

SGR = -5.3 + 0.002*(RNA conc) + 0.11*(Temp)  
+ [day 7 = -0.65, day 14 = 0.26, day 21 = 0.39]  
+ (Temp - 26.09)*((RNA conc - 994.3)*0.000005)  
+ (RNA conc - 994.3)*[day 7 = 0.00016, day 14 = 
0.00044, day 21 = -0.00060] 

0.75 107 <0.0001 

 1SGR7 day = 0.0047*RNA conc - 226.77 0.68 29  

 1SGR14 day = 0.0054*RNA conc - 2.35 0.81 31  

 1SGR21 day = 0.0034*RNA conc - 1.22 0.62 47  

IGF-I liver 
expression 
(full model) 

SGR = -1.15  
+ [day 7 = -0.14, day 14 = 0.27, day 21 = -0.12]  
+ 0.28*(log10(IGF-I liver expression)  
+ [day 7 = 0.71, day 14 = -1.20, day 21 = 0.48] 
*(log10(IGF-I liver expression) – 6.92) 

0.19 69 0.0185 

 1SGR7 day = 0.98* log10(IGF-I liver expression) -6.23 0.18 15  

 1SGR14 day = 0.93* log10(IGF-I liver expression) + 7.39 0.09 20  

 1SGR21 day = 0.75* log10(IGF-I liver expression) - 4.61 0.21 34  

IGF-I expression 
fold change 

SGR = -0.72(IGF-I expression fold change) + 1.11 0.06 78 0.0298 

HSI (full model) SGR = -0.81 -0.04*Temp  
+ [day 7 = -0.28, day 14 = 0.15, day 21= 0.13]  
+ 3.09*HSI + (Temp - 25.95)*((HSI - 0.63)*0.36)) 

0.59 119 <0.0001 

 2SGR24°C = 2.29(HSI at 24°C) - 1.16 0.47 61  

 2SGR28°C = 3.69(HSI at 28°C) – 2.20 0.65 58  

Fulton’s K (full 
model) 

SGR = -5.57 - 0.01*Temp + 2.89*Fulton’s K  
+ (Temp-25.98)*((Fulton’s K-2.04)*-0.50) 

0.23 121 <0.0001 

 2SGR24°C = 3.88(Fulton’s K at 24°C) – 7.71 0.30 61  

 2SGR28°C = 1.89(Fulton’s K at 24°C) - 3.69 0.16 60  
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Table 4.1 Continued 
 
1Equation for total RNA concentration or log10(IGF-I liver expression) grouped by day 
sampled (both temperatures combined) and no interactions for illustrative purposes (see 
Figure 4.1) 
2Equation for just HSI or Fulton’s K grouped by temperature (all days sampled combined) 
and no interactions for illustrative purposes (see Figure 4.1) 
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Table 4.2  Least-squares multivariate regression candidate models developed to predict SGR 
based on bioindicators and environmental variables (see Methods), ordered by Akaike’s 
information criterion (AICc); K = number of parameters in the model, Δ AICc  =  distance of 
each model from the best AICc model, wi = model probability weight.  The top three models 
are indicated in bold.  Individual bioindicator models shown in Table 4.1 are italicized. 

Model R2 n K AICC Δ AICC Wi 

HSI, RNA, DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.80 103 8 -144.72 0.00 0.19 

HSI, RNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.80 105 7 -144.50 0.21 0.17 

HSI, RNA, DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day, int. 
wgt 

0.81 103 9 -144.23 0.48 0.15 

HSI,  RNA, DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day, 
RNA*temp 

0.80 103 9 -142.85 1.87 0.08 

HSI, RNA, logRNA:DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.80 102 8 -142.84 1.88 0.07 

HSI, RNA, DNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.80 103 8 -142.81 1.90 0.07 

HSI, RNA, temp, Fulton's K, day, RNA*temp 0.80 105 8 -142.73 1.99 0.07 

HSI, RNA, temp, day 0.79 105 6 -142.34 2.38 0.06 

HSI, RNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.80 105 7 -142.19 2.52 0.05 

HSI, RNA, DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day, int. wgt, 
RNA*temp 

0.81 103 10 -142.04 2.67 0.05 

HSI, RNA, logRNA:DNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.80 102 8 -141.08 3.63 0.03 

RNA, DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.75 105 7 -125.60 19.11 0.00 

RNA, DNA, temp, int. wgt, day, Fulton's K 0.75 105 8 -124.41 20.31 0.00 

RNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.75 107 6 -123.61 21.11 0.00 

RNA, temp, Fulton's K, day, int. wgt 0.75 107 7 -123.58 21.14 0.00 

RNA, temp, day, RNA*day 0.75 107 7 -121.40 23.31 0.00 

RNA, DNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.73 105 7 -117.14 27.57 0.00 

RNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.72 107 6 -112.58 32.14 0.00 

HSI, temp, day, HSI*temp 0.59 119 6 -84.27 60.45 0.00 

HSI, logRNA:DNA, temp, Fulton’s K, day 0.63 103 7 -82.63 62.09 0.00 
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Table 4.2  Continued       

HSI, RNA, DNA, fold change, temp, int. wgt, 
day 

0.76 67 9 -80.24 64.48 0.00 

HSI, logRNA:DNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.62 103 7 -79.90 64.82 0.00 

HSI, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.58 119 6 -79.19 65.53 0.00 

HSI, RNA, fold change, temp, int. wgt, day 0.76 69 8 -78.27 66.45 0.00 

HSI, temp, int. wgt, day 0.57 119 6 -76.57 68.15 0.00 

RNA, DNA, fold change, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.71 68 8 -74.24 70.48 0.00 

HSI, RNA, log  IGF-I liver exp , temp, int. wgt, 
day 

0.72 61 8 -71.41 73.31 0.00 

HSI, RNA, DNA, temp, log  IGF-I liver exp , 
Fulton's K, day 

0.73 61 9 -70.03 74.69 0.00 

HSI, RNA, DNA, logIGF-I liver exp , temp, int. 
wgt, day 

0.72 61 9 -68.99 75.73 0.00 

RNA, DNA, logIGF-I liver exp , temp, Fulton's 
K, day 

0.68 62 8 -65.55 79.17 0.00 

HSI, logIGF-I liver exp , temp, int. wgt, day 0.51 68 7 -45.39 99.33 0.00 

HSI, fold change, temp, int. wgt, day 0.56 77 7 -42.13 102.58 0.00 

HSI, logRNA:DNA, temp, logIGF-I liver exp, 
Fulton's K, int. wgt, day 

0.55 62 9 -41.76 102.96 0.00 

HSI, logRNA:DNA, temp, fold change, Fulton's 
K, int. wgt, day 

0.56 68 9 -41.42 103.30 0.00 

logIGF-I liver exp, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.23 69 6 -18.20 126.51 0.00 

logRNA:DNA, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.27 105 6 -15.31 129.41 0.00 

logIGF-I liver exp, day, logIGF-I liver exp*day 0.19 69 6 -15.07 129.65 0.00 

Fulton’s K, temp, Fulton’s K*temp 0.23 121 4 -13.33 131.39 0.00 

logIGF-I liver exp , temp, int. wgt, day 0.15 69 6 -11.92 132.79 0.00 

fold change, temp, Fulton's K, day 0.23 78 6 -2.75 141.97 0.00 

fold change, temp, int. wgt, day 0.17 78 6 3.65 148.36 0.00 

logRNA:DNA 0.05 105 2 4.14 148.85 0.00 
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Table 4.2 Continued       

fold change 0.06 78 2 4.24 148.96 0.00 

logRNA:DNA, temp, int. wgt, day 0.06 105 6 11.98 156.69 0.00 
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Table 4.3.  Simulated growth values for a juvenile spot starting at 6.9 g and 63 mm SL, over the period of June 15 to August 12, 
based on recorded DO values for the two NRE sites (Nearshore and Intermediate) 2007-2010, and the Newport estuary in 2010.  
For each site-year combination the number of days categorized as Good, Moderate, and Poor DO conditions are given, along with 
the end weight and length of the simulated fish, its average specific growth rate (SGR), and average growth rate in length.  For 
comparison, values are given for growth at constant Good, Moderate and Poor DO conditions, based on average growth rates for 
fish collected in the NRE in 2009-2010.  Values for the simulation of growth at constant Good DO conditions are in bold; 
estimated fish end weights from each of the other simulations are compared to the estimated end weight from this simulation. 

 
 

Number of Days at 
Each DO Rating 

 Predicted Weight difference 
from constant  

Good DO 
conditions 

Average SGR 
(% bw day-1) 

Average 
Growth Rate in 

length 
(mm d-1) 

Year Site Good Moderate Poor  End 
Weight (g) 

End SL 
(mm) 

Simulations based on actual DO conditions in the NRE 
2007 Nearshore 35 12 12  14.2 81 -9% 1.22 0.31 

Intermediate 29 9 21  13.5 80 -13% 1.14 0.29 
2008 Nearshore 32 25 2  14.7 82 -6% 1.28 0.33 

Intermediate 14 29 16  13.4 79 -14% 1.12 0.28 
2009 Nearshore 27 25 7  14.2 81 -9% 1.23 0.31 

Intermediate 19 23 17  13.5 79 -14% 1.13 0.28 
2010 Nearshore 39 12 8  14.5 82 -7% 1.26 0.32 

Intermediate 12 19 28  12.7 78 -18% 1.04 0.26 
Simulations based on assumed constant DO conditions 

Good 59 - -  15.6 84 - 1.39 0.36 
Moderate - 59 -  13.8 80 -11% 1.19 0.30 

Poor - - 59  11.0 74 -29% 0.80 0.19 
Newport Estuary 2010 - - -  16.8 86 +8% 1.52 0.39 
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Figure 4.1 Map of study sites along North Carolina coast, inset is state with area of study 
boxed.  Circles are around study areas: (1) Neuse River Estuary sites, (2) Broad Creek, (3) 
Peletier Creek, (4) Newport estuary site. 
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Figure 4.2  Relationships between each bioindicator and SGR from the laboratory calibration 
experiment.  In cases where there were significant interactions (RNA*day in experiment, 
log10(IGF-I liver expression)*day in experiment, HSI*temperature, Fulton’s K*temperature) 
individual relationship lines are shown for illustrative purposes only.  See Table 4.1 for 
regression equations and R2 values. 
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Figure 4.3  Relationship between observed growth rates of fish in the calibration experiment 
and corresponding growth rates estimated by the best model identified using AICc.  One to 
one line in grey.  Fitted line in black. 
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Figure 4.4.  Mean ± SE estimated SGR for field fish by DO classification for the Neuse River estuary (NRE) and the Newport 
estuary 2010 and mean ± SE estimated SGR by year for NRE.  ANOVA tests found significant main effects of DO classification 
and year, but not an interaction.  Estimated SGR for NRE by year are presented for illustrative purposes.  For the NRE overall 
Tukey’s HSD levels are denoted by letters. 
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Figure 4.5  Mean ± SE estimated SGR for fish collected from Broad and Peletier tidal creeks 
in comparison to estimated SGR of fish from the NRE.  Values shown for the NRE are for 
fish collected in 2009 and 2010 following weeks of Good, Moderate, and Poor DO 
conditions.   For each creek sample, DO classification for the week preceding fish collection 
is indicated in grey letters below the bar (G = Good rating, M = Moderate rating). 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

Understanding the effects of hypoxia dynamics on fish is becoming critically 

important as the frequency and magnitude of hypoxia incidents are on the rise (Diaz & 

Rosenberg 2008) and insight into these habitat changes will provide much-needed 

information to guide water quality and natural resource management.  Yet, despite extensive 

work to understand and model processes governing nutrient loading and subsequent effects 

on algal production, ecosystem function, and spatiotemporal patterns of DO concentrations 

(e.g., Borsuk et al. 2003, Bowen 2003, Wool et al. 2003), none of these models can translate 

such changes into direct estimates of impacts on growth and production of living resources; 

negative effects are generally assumed rather than demonstrated.  Managers and policy 

makers urgently need this direct linkage to know how changes in water quality are likely to 

affect living resources. 

Indirect effects (e.g., habitat compression, reduced food availability, density-

dependent processes in oxygenated refuge habitats) are likely the primary mechanisms by 

which hypoxia may impact juvenile fish cohorts (Eby et al. 2005, Craig et al. 2007), because 

fish are highly mobile and exhibit strong hypoxia avoidance behavior  (Wannamaker & Rice 

2000, Eby & Crowder 2002, Bell & Eggleston 2005).  Therefore, if we are to understand the 

effects of hypoxia on estuarine fishes we have to evaluate the processes occurring in 

oxygenated refuges that potentially impact growth and mortality.  To do so, we monitored 
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how hypoxia within season (weekly to monthly) and on an event scale (hourly to daily) 

altered fish densities, feeding, and exposure to potential predators in oxygenated refuges.   

Our study documented substantial hypoxia dynamics over a wide range of spatial and 

temporal scales in the Neuse River Estuary (NRE); yet despite these dynamics, fish were able 

to detect and avoid hypoxia and rapidly redistribute once hypoxic waters retreated.  

Interestingly, throughout the summer fish continued to return to locations that had recently 

been hypoxic, instead of permanently migrating to habitats less frequently impacted by 

hypoxia.  Densities of fish in nearshore oxygenated refuges increased nearly two-fold when 

the habitat was compressed by hypoxic waters. Moreover, we found evidence of feeding 

reduction in compressed refuges that can lead to negative impacts on fish growth and 

condition.  In 2007, compression of the oxygenated refuge had the potential to reduce 

average growth rate over the season by a minimum of 4%, due to density-dependent effects 

on growth (Craig et al. 2007).  Increases in duration and expansion of hypoxia will only 

intensify reductions in growth due to density-dependent processes.  Our results facilitate 

understanding the magnitude of the indirect effects of hypoxia on juvenile fish in order to 

understand its impact on fish production. 

While indirect effects of hypoxia on growth are important factors in regards to fish 

production, recent research results implied that direct effects of hypoxia on fish in the wild 

are likely more substantial than laboratory work has previously suggested (Stierhoff et al. 

2009).  Stierhoff et al.’s study showed that relationships between growth and direct exposure 

to hypoxia measured in the laboratory underestimate DO concentrations at which growth is 
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reduced in the field.  Even if direct effects on survival are minimal, the cumulative effects of 

even relatively modest growth reductions may have significant consequences for cohort 

production and may increase mortality from size-dependent mechanisms such as predation or 

over-winter survival. Given the fine spatial and temporal scale of oxygen dynamics in the 

NRE, the costs associated with hypoxia are likely greater than anticipated, and laboratory 

studies alone are not sufficient to quantify them. 

Our next step in evaluating the impacts of hypoxia on fish growth required the use of 

short-term growth indicators that could measure the integrated effects of rapidly changing 

environmental conditions.  Specifically, we were interested in assessing changes in short-

term (e.g., one to several days) growth rates of individual fish, and linking them to observed 

changes in dissolved oxygen concentrations to quantify the sublethal effects of hypoxia on 

growth of juvenile estuary-dependent fishes in nursery habitats.  To do this we determined 

the sensitivity and response time of a suite of biological indicators (RNA:DNA ratio, RNA 

concentration, hepatic IGF-I mRNA expression, IGF-I plasma levels, HSI, and Fulton’s K) to 

changes in environmental conditions and assessed their feasibility and utility for evaluating 

effects on growth in the field.  This study was the first to examine IGF-I production (via both 

circulating plasma levels and mRNA expression) in a wild-caught estuarine fish that is not 

used in aquaculture.  In addition, we evaluated RNA and DNA concentrations, which had not 

previously been done with spot.  We found that, in juvenile spot, the bioindicators we tested 

did not fully respond to changes in feeding level until after a week.  Despite fairly strong 

patterns associated with feeding levels, individual indicators did not consistently explain a 
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high proportion of the variation in specific growth rate.  In spite of this, when multiple 

indicators were combined we were able to produce a predictive model of specific growth rate 

that accounted for 80% of the variability in growth rates of laboratory fish, thus providing a 

predictive growth equation we could use to evaluate recent growth of juvenile spot collected 

in the field. 

We applied the model using the appropriate indicators and environmental data to spot 

collected from the field to relate changes in spot growth rates to the temporal patterns of 

hypoxia in sites in the NRE, Newport estuary, and in two marsh creeks.  These comparisons 

allowed us to test the hypothesis that increased severity, frequency and duration of hypoxia 

will reduce spot growth.  We were able to detect differences in estimated growth rates in 

relation to DO conditions, with growth rates associated with good DO conditions the 

previous week almost twice those of growth rates associated with Poor DO conditions the 

previous week.  These results suggest that recent levels of hypoxia are having a negative 

effect on juvenile fish using the NRE as nursery habitat.  Despite the tendency of fish to 

evade hypoxia, fish were still experiencing declines in growth when the previous week had 

less than optimum DO levels and increased hypoxia, suggesting that avoidance cannot 

mitigate both the direct and indirect effects of hypoxia on growth.  

This research provided a quantitative estimate of the combined direct and indirect 

effects of hypoxia dynamics in North Carolina nursery habitats on growth of a representative 

estuary-dependent fish.  We demonstrated the value of incorporating multiple physiological 

and morphological into predictive growth models, whereas most studies using biological 
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indicators to estimate growth only use one indicator per model.  Our model provides 

researchers and managers with a tool to evaluate impacts of observed or modeled scenarios 

of water quality dynamics on fish growth rates and a means to begin comparing the relative 

impacts on fishery resources of water quality degradation, harvest, and habitat loss.  It also 

serves as a template for development of predictive growth models for other species.  The 

processes governing recruitment and transport of larval estuary-dependent fishes are largely 

beyond our control, but we show that hypoxia has important consequences for juveniles 

during their stay in the estuary, suggesting that enhanced yield per recruit may be achieved 

by improving habitat and water quality.  These benefits will be applicable to coastal systems 

regionally, nationally, and globally. 

This research adds to the limited number of studies that have attempted to directly 

relate patterns of hypoxia dynamics to growth of juvenile fish in the wild (e.g., Stierhoff et al 

2009, Roberts et al. 2012).  We suggest that researchers conduct more detailed monitoring of 

hypoxia dynamics in estuaries, and further explore the use of multi-indicator models to 

estimate effects of those dynamics on fishes.  While IGF-I was not highly correlated with 

recent growth rates in our study, it has shown high explanatory value in aquaculture studies 

(e.g., Beckman et al. 2004, Beckman 2011), so we believe there is still value in further 

investigating this hormone for use as a growth indicator in field studies, whether based on 

circulating levels in plasma, or measures of IGF-I gene expression.  We did not expect the 

simple metrics HSI and Fulton’s K to be very useful in estimating recent growth, but both of 
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them (especially HSI) were surprisingly informative; therefore, they too warrant further 

consideration for inclusion in multi-indicator models. 

Comparisons among estuaries of hypoxia impacts on fish growth rates would provide 

valuable insight regarding the extent to which hypoxia is impairing the nursery function of 

estuaries, and help identify those that would benefit most from water quality improvements.  

When estimated growth is lower than would be expected due to effects of hypoxia alone, as 

in the marsh creeks we studied, efforts can be focused on other water quality or habitat 

conditions that may be responsible.  The findings presented here could only be achieved by 

combining biotechnology techniques with traditional field ecology methods.  Fisheries 

ecologists can benefit greatly by establishing collaborations with scientists who regularly 

employ these techniques, but typically work in controlled laboratory settings.  Such 

interdisciplinary approaches are becoming essential to address many of the increasingly 

complex questions and issues facing researchers, managers and policy makers. 
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Appendix A 

Juvenile Spot (Leiostomus xanthurus) Length-Weight Relationship 

 I estimated the Length-Weight relationship of juvenile spot Leiostomus xanthurus 

based on 1,388 individuals collected from June-September 2007 in the Neuse River estuary.  

The analysis resulted in the equation: 

W = 0.00006L2.82 

where W is the weight of the fish in grams and L is the Standard Length (SL) of the fish in 

mm, with an R2 of 0.97 (Figure A.1).  Weight of fish ranged from 0.99 – 70.49 grams, with a 

mean of 9.62 ± 0.21 (mean ± SE).  Lengths ranged from 32 – 136 mm, with a mean of 67 ± 

0.21 (Table A.1). 
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Table A.1  Standard Lengths (SL, to the nearest mm) and weight (to the nearest 0.01 g) of 
juvenile spot collected in the Neuse River estuary June – September 2007. 

 
SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

32 0.99  54 4.51  59 6.26  67 8.23  83 13.18 

34 1.04  54 4.12  59 5.93  67 8.52  83 15.06 

35 1.23  54 4.74  59 5.27  67 8.07  83 15.54 

35 1.11  54 4.68  59 5.73  67 8.45  83 15.83 

36 1.35  54 4.99  59 5.79  67 7.75  83 17.36 

37 1.62  54 4.53  59 6.33  67 9.72  83 15.99 

38 1.70  54 4.04  59 5.78  67 7.87  83 17.04 

39 1.56  54 4.91  59 6.06  67 8.59  83 13.90 

39 1.63  54 4.17  59 4.90  67 9.55  83 13.71 

39 1.92  54 4.71  59 5.37  67 8.60  83 16.24 

39 1.81  54 4.07  59 6.19  67 8.22  83 15.98 

40 1.44  54 4.88  59 5.32  67 8.63  83 15.44 

40 1.90  54 4.53  59 5.27  67 9.78  83 15.77 

40 1.71  54 5.15  59 5.33  67 8.68  83 14.77 

40 2.10  54 4.90  59 6.14  67 9.81  83 18.61 

40 1.85  54 4.48  59 5.67  67 7.16  83 13.81 

40 2.03  54 4.52  59 5.64  67 8.24  83 13.97 

42 2.06  54 4.42  59 2.98  67 6.79  83 13.09 

42 2.15  54 4.55  59 5.11  67 9.05  83 14.47 

43 2.25  54 5.15  59 5.19  67 8.34  84 15.73 

43 2.27  54 4.43  59 5.36  67 8.95  84 17.27 

43 2.43  54 4.87  59 2.90  67 8.09  84 15.28 

43 2.34  54 4.25  59 5.36  67 8.20  84 16.06 

43 2.25  54 4.47  59 6.04  68 7.99  84 16.66 

44 1.92  54 4.72  59 6.20  68 9.42  84 14.90 

44 2.62  54 4.48  59 5.98  68 9.23  84 14.97 

44 2.58  54 4.29  60 5.24  68 7.74  84 14.86 

44 2.30  54 4.86  60 6.08  68 9.43  84 13.98 

44 2.47  54 4.32  60 5.34  68 9.64  84 15.71 

44 2.53  54 3.96  60 5.24  68 10.01  84 15.59 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

45 2.22  54 4.19  60 5.52  68 10.89  85 19.19 

45 2.46  54 3.97  60 5.94  68 9.10  85 18.75 

45 2.09  54 4.47  60 6.13  68 9.47  85 18.08 

45 2.80  54 5.22  60 6.29  68 8.76  85 16.68 

45 2.87  54 4.61  60 6.36  68 8.92  85 16.39 

45 2.71  54 4.61  60 6.01  68 8.71  85 14.60 

45 2.44  54 4.11  60 5.15  68 8.95  85 15.76 

45 2.59  54 4.54  60 5.80  68 7.57  85 15.27 

45 2.53  54 4.89  60 5.82  68 8.09  85 18.12 

45 2.56  54 4.61  60 5.90  68 9.48  85 17.51 

45 2.32  54 4.14  60 5.91  68 8.46  85 15.92 

45 2.70  54 4.75  60 6.03  68 7.24  85 15.00 

45 2.47  54 4.32  60 5.64  68 8.33  85 15.32 

45 2.46  55 3.94  60 5.95  68 9.30  85 14.04 

45 2.29  55 4.37  60 5.23  68 9.69  85 15.68 

46 2.44  55 4.44  60 5.81  68 9.15  85 15.31 

46 2.02  55 4.97  60 5.84  68 8.10  85 13.87 

46 2.70  55 3.40  60 6.63  68 8.61  85 13.50 

46 2.76  55 5.57  60 6.56  68 9.12  86 18.04 

46 2.71  55 4.44  60 6.33  69 8.21  86 20.42 

46 2.91  55 4.04  60 6.28  69 9.38  86 16.62 

46 2.68  55 4.81  60 5.95  69 7.15  86 16.20 

46 3.00  55 4.62  60 6.80  69 9.94  86 14.69 

46 2.83  55 4.03  60 6.33  69 7.34  86 15.23 

46 2.78  55 3.88  60 5.50  69 9.75  86 16.10 

46 12.19  55 4.28  60 5.60  69 8.87  86 16.01 

47 3.38  55 4.51  60 5.10  69 10.14  86 14.96 

47 3.56  55 4.88  60 4.97  69 10.56  86 16.39 

47 2.49  55 4.15  60 5.77  69 9.10  86 10.19 

47 3.37  55 4.62  60 6.08  69 8.94  86 15.24 

47 3.05  55 4.93  60 6.91  69 10.53  86 15.46 

47 2.93  55 4.52  60 5.92  69 9.55  86 14.83 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

47 3.54  55 4.56  60 6.09  69 9.33  87 16.19 

47 3.06  55 4.65  60 6.34  69 9.34  87 19.30 

47 2.96  55 4.60  60 5.51  69 10.56  87 20.65 

47 2.74  55 4.00  60 4.66  69 9.32  87 16.09 

47 2.91  55 4.73  60 5.23  70 8.41  87 17.10 

47 3.10  55 5.21  60 6.28  70 7.62  87 15.04 

47 2.80  55 4.48  60 6.82  70 12.00  87 17.67 

47 3.24  55 4.31  60 6.14  70 9.43  87 15.94 

48 2.72  55 3.87  60 5.58  70 8.97  87 16.08 

48 3.04  55 4.82  60 6.42  70 8.86  87 15.38 

48 1.68  55 4.77  60 5.30  70 7.86  87 16.68 

48 2.75  55 4.38  60 6.53  70 8.10  87 17.32 

48 3.38  55 4.24  60 6.21  70 10.38  87 16.10 

48 3.28  55 4.60  60 6.41  70 8.61  87 16.47 

48 3.19  55 4.68  60 5.43  70 9.49  87 18.45 

48 3.17  55 4.60  60 6.00  70 8.81  87 17.82 

48 3.40  55 4.47  60 5.56  70 9.43  87 17.14 

48 3.34  55 3.96  60 6.55  70 10.10  88 19.52 

48 2.61  55 4.40  60 5.84  70 10.06  88 17.03 

48 2.99  55 5.83  60 5.32  70 9.23  88 16.39 

48 2.99  55 5.04  60 5.70  70 9.69  88 23.55 

48 3.06  55 5.29  60 7.97  70 12.01  88 17.58 

48 3.07  55 4.61  60 7.19  70 7.95  88 19.22 

48 3.41  55 4.63  60 6.53  70 9.06  88 15.64 

48 3.75  55 4.78  60 7.78  70 8.46  88 16.87 

48 2.77  55 4.97  60 7.15  70 10.71  88 19.68 

48 2.83  55 5.21  60 6.38  70 7.56  88 17.05 

48 3.02  55 4.59  60 5.83  70 8.51  88 15.68 

49 3.71  55 5.93  60 6.31  70 10.45  88 16.14 

49 2.60  55 5.21  60 6.47  70 9.25  88 18.30 

49 2.93  55 4.24  60 6.39  70 9.21  88 17.08 

49 2.92  55 4.48  60 6.27  70 8.93  88 16.73 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

49 3.10  56 4.01  60 5.69  70 10.10  88 16.42 

49 3.32  56 5.11  60 5.63  70 9.80  88 16.49 

49 3.23  56 6.01  61 5.34  70 10.15  88 16.11 

49 2.67  56 3.36  61 6.54  70 8.51  88 16.76 

49 3.51  56 2.98  61 6.75  70 8.45  88 16.04 

49 3.40  56 4.58  61 6.67  70 9.04  88 17.01 

49 3.16  56 5.65  61 6.20  71 10.73  88 16.27 

49 3.37  56 5.09  61 6.28  71 8.84  88 17.51 

49 2.89  56 4.97  61 6.44  71 12.08  88 16.87 

49 3.84  56 5.00  61 6.37  71 10.81  88 17.02 

49 3.59  56 5.43  61 6.04  71 10.74  88 15.00 

49 3.75  56 4.50  61 5.90  71 10.18  89 22.22 

49 3.70  56 4.74  61 6.85  71 10.58  89 22.98 

49 2.50  56 5.06  61 6.39  71 9.57  89 21.98 

49 3.68  56 5.04  61 5.84  71 10.05  89 20.15 

49 3.58  56 5.02  61 6.74  71 11.04  89 21.93 

49 3.31  56 4.67  61 6.02  71 11.54  89 17.30 

49 3.71  56 5.02  61 5.08  71 10.55  89 19.03 

49 3.40  56 5.43  61 5.80  71 9.38  89 17.06 

49 3.50  56 5.14  61 7.39  71 9.26  89 17.71 

50 3.82  56 4.96  62 7.20  71 9.48  89 16.09 

50 3.49  56 5.08  62 5.95  71 10.02  89 15.81 

50 3.12  56 4.25  62 6.15  71 11.10  89 16.52 

50 3.36  56 4.96  62 5.87  71 10.63  89 17.39 

50 3.57  56 4.11  62 6.22  72 11.69  90 19.72 

50 3.39  56 4.40  62 6.33  72 9.13  90 23.62 

50 3.18  56 5.29  62 6.55  72 9.52  90 21.09 

50 3.43  56 4.86  62 6.35  72 10.65  90 19.34 

50 3.57  56 4.94  62 7.11  72 9.86  90 18.75 

50 2.92  56 6.00  62 5.76  72 9.90  90 17.57 

50 2.90  56 5.80  62 7.63  72 10.46  90 18.51 

50 3.15  56 5.32  62 7.08  72 9.30  90 17.64 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

50 3.32  56 5.00  62 6.58  72 8.85  90 18.54 

50 3.54  56 5.28  62 6.89  72 9.46  90 17.03 

50 3.64  56 4.76  62 6.86  72 10.77  90 18.24 

50 3.24  56 5.14  62 5.40  72 10.24  90 19.29 

50 3.25  56 5.74  62 5.33  72 9.82  90 17.67 

50 3.63  56 4.51  62 5.85  72 9.49  90 16.86 

50 3.35  56 5.38  62 6.40  72 11.61  90 17.68 

50 3.26  56 4.82  62 6.83  72 11.04  90 19.16 

50 3.38  56 5.17  62 6.04  72 9.49  90 20.47 

50 3.24  56 4.98  62 5.68  72 10.18  90 17.30 

50 4.17  56 4.38  62 6.29  73 10.85  90 16.75 

50 3.85  56 5.00  62 6.24  73 10.49  91 19.61 

50 3.78  56 4.24  62 6.28  73 10.24  91 25.94 

50 3.29  56 5.40  62 7.21  73 10.54  91 18.99 

50 3.62  56 5.72  62 6.59  73 12.11  91 18.98 

50 3.74  56 4.57  62 7.34  73 9.84  91 16.99 

50 3.25  56 4.64  63 8.67  73 10.44  92 21.46 

50 3.32  56 5.04  63 6.73  73 10.37  92 21.87 

50 4.14  56 4.08  63 5.95  73 10.60  92 22.14 

50 4.34  56 4.53  63 6.15  73 10.06  92 19.75 

50 3.38  56 4.40  63 6.63  73 10.62  92 17.68 

51 3.86  56 4.43  63 6.75  73 11.72  92 19.41 

51 3.28  56 5.89  63 7.25  73 10.59  92 18.56 

51 3.82  56 5.25  63 6.93  73 11.48  92 19.61 

51 4.26  56 5.19  63 7.49  73 10.02  92 17.72 

51 3.74  56 4.54  63 7.02  73 11.01  93 23.08 

51 3.30  56 4.53  63 7.69  73 9.55  93 22.50 

51 3.68  56 5.24  63 7.76  74 11.02  93 19.43 

51 3.49  56 4.80  63 6.77  74 10.27  93 18.36 

51 4.04  57 6.14  63 7.29  74 12.06  93 16.87 

51 4.01  57 5.42  63 7.16  74 11.13  93 22.09 

51 3.75  57 5.18  63 6.77  74 11.73  93 20.66 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

51 3.50  57 5.83  63 5.97  74 11.70  93 20.96 

51 3.56  57 4.91  63 7.06  74 10.52  93 19.55 

51 4.01  57 5.20  63 6.57  74 11.35  93 18.29 

51 4.94  57 4.94  63 6.24  74 12.38  93 20.60 

51 3.71  57 6.24  63 7.24  74 11.94  93 21.13 

51 3.76  57 5.20  63 4.45  74 9.25  93 21.91 

51 3.74  57 5.00  63 7.11  75 8.07  94 18.96 

51 4.37  57 4.82  63 5.69  75 10.96  94 21.49 

51 3.41  57 4.94  63 6.42  75 10.50  94 17.87 

51 4.04  57 5.65  63 6.90  75 12.34  94 21.21 

51 4.89  57 5.24  63 6.19  75 13.37  95 19.24 

51 4.13  57 5.21  63 6.18  75 11.87  95 21.84 

51 3.48  57 5.16  63 6.54  75 10.81  95 15.37 

51 4.23  57 5.31  63 6.60  75 10.04  95 21.35 

51 3.48  57 4.79  63 7.24  75 11.21  95 20.45 

51 3.53  57 5.14  63 7.14  75 11.16  95 19.16 

51 4.32  57 3.71  63 7.54  75 10.92  95 22.88 

52 3.90  57 4.58  64 6.61  75 9.87  95 21.38 

52 3.76  57 5.37  64 7.28  75 12.27  95 26.17 

52 3.50  57 5.03  64 7.44  75 9.84  96 20.03 

52 4.13  57 5.11  64 7.02  75 9.14  97 26.91 

52 3.92  57 4.62  64 7.69  75 10.19  97 25.17 

52 4.22  57 5.26  64 6.14  75 11.97  97 21.36 

52 3.70  57 4.49  64 6.96  76 12.73  97 22.76 

52 3.61  57 5.24  64 7.64  76 12.96  97 22.29 

52 3.69  57 5.59  64 7.51  76 13.02  97 22.13 

52 4.46  57 4.10  64 7.96  76 13.82  97 21.98 

52 3.82  57 5.00  64 7.98  76 11.08  97 24.64 

52 3.84  57 5.25  64 7.56  76 10.78  97 21.38 

52 3.54  57 5.35  64 6.81  76 9.21  97 22.64 

52 3.43  57 8.39  64 8.17  76 10.25  98 28.43 

52 4.20  57 4.52  64 7.38  76 11.19  98 24.74 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

52 3.86  57 4.61  64 7.58  76 10.40  98 22.79 

52 3.48  57 5.46  64 6.57  76 10.10  98 20.97 

52 4.37  57 5.48  64 7.21  76 10.15  98 20.82 

52 4.05  57 5.34  64 7.95  76 11.63  98 22.44 

52 4.11  57 5.68  64 6.96  77 12.40  98 24.09 

52 4.03  57 5.31  64 8.06  77 12.29  98 18.95 

52 3.89  57 4.45  64 8.07  77 10.67  98 23.52 

52 3.83  57 4.70  64 7.62  77 8.72  98 24.47 

52 3.75  57 16.21  64 7.51  77 12.96  98 27.14 

52 4.62  57 5.48  64 6.38  77 11.11  98 23.73 

52 3.46  57 5.42  64 7.08  77 11.60  98 25.03 

52 3.86  57 5.56  64 6.25  78 12.48  99 25.87 

52 3.76  57 5.66  64 7.68  78 13.54  99 23.38 

52 3.82  57 5.63  64 7.87  78 12.78  99 25.56 

52 3.96  58 6.39  64 7.56  78 11.70  100 22.05 

52 4.15  58 5.23  64 7.08  78 13.47  100 21.91 

52 3.72  58 7.04  64 7.59  78 16.87  100 24.49 

52 3.90  58 6.46  64 7.42  78 14.34  100 24.92 

52 4.06  58 4.94  64 7.24  78 12.25  100 24.08 

52 4.37  58 5.10  64 7.42  78 13.75  100 22.50 

52 4.43  58 4.98  64 7.42  78 12.11  100 22.63 

52 4.27  58 5.32  64 8.30  78 11.61  100 21.83 

52 4.53  58 5.83  64 7.70  78 11.73  100 24.53 

53 4.01  58 6.35  64 8.01  78 16.30  101 25.52 

53 3.55  58 5.43  65 6.56  78 16.15  101 24.18 

53 4.41  58 5.76  65 7.18  78 11.26  102 30.20 

53 4.06  58 4.57  65 7.47  78 11.63  102 29.25 

53 3.67  58 4.43  65 7.21  78 12.06  102 26.18 

53 4.72  58 5.14  65 8.08  79 13.36  102 25.32 

53 3.64  58 4.96  65 7.78  79 13.30  102 24.78 

53 3.94  58 4.95  65 8.22  79 11.81  102 25.64 

53 3.60  58 5.85  65 6.99  79 13.73  102 24.68 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

53 4.02  58 5.57  65 8.95  79 11.77  102 24.86 

53 4.83  58 6.11  65 7.79  79 14.95  103 23.53 

53 4.36  58 4.96  65 8.13  79 12.04  103 26.40 

53 4.62  58 5.37  65 8.10  80 14.39  103 27.74 

53 4.73  58 6.01  65 7.42  80 15.61  104 32.66 

53 4.19  58 5.65  65 7.16  80 13.31  104 25.70 

53 3.51  58 5.55  65 6.06  80 13.61  104 24.92 

53 3.94  58 5.78  65 7.80  80 14.59  104 24.93 

53 4.65  58 5.88  65 7.88  80 11.10  104 24.49 

53 4.26  58 5.28  65 6.80  80 11.16  104 26.95 

53 4.63  58 5.71  65 7.57  80 15.47  105 27.63 

53 4.16  58 5.51  65 7.02  80 14.78  105 27.56 

53 4.30  58 5.80  65 7.13  80 14.84  105 29.34 

53 4.28  58 5.42  65 7.63  80 13.57  106 30.74 

53 4.49  58 5.06  65 7.55  80 11.97  107 29.34 

53 4.05  58 4.34  65 7.11  80 13.46  108 32.91 

53 3.61  58 5.06  65 7.27  80 12.58  109 31.09 

53 14.40  58 5.36  65 6.75  80 14.61  110 31.89 

53 4.25  58 4.89  65 7.98  80 16.09  110 32.07 

53 4.15  58 5.61  65 7.76  80 11.81  110 32.98 

53 4.43  58 4.83  65 8.28  80 14.41  111 33.11 

53 4.19  58 5.00  65 7.38  80 12.02  111 32.35 

53 4.05  58 4.67  65 7.75  80 12.04  112 36.04 

53 3.84  58 4.61  65 6.99  80 13.19  113 39.72 

53 4.02  58 5.95  66 5.54  80 11.92  113 37.68 

53 4.54  58 6.08  66 7.38  80 12.34  113 35.12 

53 4.54  58 5.37  66 7.74  80 11.90  114 26.59 

53 4.43  58 5.78  66 7.53  80 12.47  115 23.07 

53 4.10  58 5.58  66 6.65  80 11.22  115 37.05 

53 4.80  58 6.27  66 8.11  80 12.25  115 31.14 

53 4.22  58 5.88  66 7.59  80 14.56  116 39.39 

53 4.27  58 5.26  66 8.08  81 14.06  116 39.54 
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Table A.1 Continued           

SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight  SL Weight 

53 4.24  58 6.27  66 9.13  81 14.03  116 42.34 

53 4.41  58 5.86  66 8.89  81 15.03  117 39.24 

53 4.56  58 5.21  66 7.97  81 13.22  117 41.26 

53 4.43  58 5.14  66 7.17  81 15.38  117 40.98 

53 3.74  59 5.70  66 9.48  81 18.62  117 28.17 

53 4.63  59 5.56  66 7.87  81 14.24  119 43.01 

53 4.75  59 5.21  66 8.85  81 13.17  120 21.87 

54 3.92  59 5.33  66 8.39  81 16.01  120 50.33 

54 3.90  59 5.34  66 8.57  81 15.54  125 54.71 

54 4.76  59 5.80  66 6.87  81 12.57  125 49.16 

54 4.75  59 4.21  66 7.34  81 12.58  128 55.54 

54 4.29  59 5.24  66 8.42  81 14.01  128 51.81 

54 4.37  59 5.76  66 8.54  81 14.38  130 51.00 

54 4.00  59 6.22  66 8.19  82 14.08  131 55.51 

54 4.61  59 5.64  66 7.45  82 14.58  134 50.62 

54 4.89  59 5.47  66 6.74  82 15.52  134 62.92 

54 4.32  59 5.59  66 6.44  82 14.81  135 61.12 

54 4.37  59 5.49  66 8.16  82 16.79  136 70.49 

54 3.84  59 6.48  66 8.44  82 16.37    

54 3.88  59 5.42  66 8.48  82 14.78    

54 3.99  59 4.99  66 7.50  82 15.54    

54 4.68  59 5.70  67 7.31  82 13.85    

54 4.39  59 5.44  67 7.93  82 13.11    

54 4.52  59 6.08  67 8.36  82 14.37    

54 3.97  59 5.57  67 8.68  82 12.56    
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Figure A.1  Length-Weight relationship for 1,388 juvenile spot collected from June-
September 2007 in the Neuse River estuary. 
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